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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Today the diaspora option is seen as an important strategy for decreasing the adverse 

impacts of brain drain. Chinese academic diasporas have increasingly begun to create 

academic ties with China, yet  few studies have examined Chinese academic diasporas’ 

scholarly ties with China. The purpose of this research study is to explore why and how 

Chinese academic diasporas develop their academic ties with China. In this study, 20 

Chinese overseas scholars in the northeastern United States were interviewed.  Grounded 

theory was employed to analyze the interview data.  

A spectrum of issues and topics, in the narratives of academic ties of Chinese 

overseas students, emerged from this study. Generally, the interviewed scholars had 

established active academic ties with the Chinese academic community. These academic ties 

mainly transferred three types of knowledge: network-building knowledge, outcome-oriented 

knowledge, and context-oriented knowledge. The intensity of academic ties was found to 

highly associate with the types of knowledge that were transferred. Academic ties were 

categorized into three modes: radio mode, outsourcing mode, and constructional mode. 

While radio and outsourcing modes have a separate process of producing and transmitting 



knowledge, Chinese academic diasporas and their Chinese counterparts can equally 

collaborate to create new knowledge in a constructional mode. This study found that cultural 

identity and academic identity influenced the scholars’ motivations for maintaining academic 

ties with China and shaped the intensity of their academic ties. Finally, this study suggests 

that Chinese academic diasporas play a crucial role in communicating western values and 

norms with the Chinese academia and society via their scholarly ties with China.  

Limitations of this study include small sample size and distribution. 

Recommendations for future study include increasing sample size, recruiting more female 

participants, examining scholars from non-research universities and from other regions of the 

United States, and investigating how social values impact academic ties.  
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Chapter I Introduction 
 
 

Chinese students who study in the United States tend to reside permanently in the 

host country after they receive their degrees. Among the number of 1.39 million Chinese 

intellectuals studying abroad from 1978 to 2008, only 390 thousands have returned. This 

means that more than 72% are still living in their host countries (Chinese Ministry of 

Education, 2009). Among these Chinese graduates are individuals who have earned a 

Ph.D. degree and subsequently become an important part of the U.S. academic 

community. 79 percent of doctoral recipients from India and 88 percent of those from 

China who received their degree in 1991 were still working in the US in 1995. From a 

traditional Chinese perspective, these Ph.D. graduates are generally viewed as a loss of 

human talents for China. However, these conventional views are gradually changing as 

more and more Chinese overseas scholars have begun to create academic ties with the 

Chinese academic community. The purpose of this research study is to explore why and 

how Chinese overseas scholars develop their academic ties with China. In this study, 20 

Chinese overseas scholars in the northeastern United States were interviewed and their 

academic ties with China were examined.  

This chapter provides a broad background of this research study. It begins with an 

introduction of a personal dilemma that inspired my academic interest in brain drain 

issues and follows with the process of narrowing down the research questions to that of 

academic ties. Theoretical sources and re-conceptualization of brain drain are presented. 
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The section that follows introduces research questions, key concepts, the significance of 

this study, and the organization of the chapters. 

Introduction 

A personal experience aroused my academic interest regarding the academic ties 

between Chinese overseas scholars and indigenous scholars in China. On August 19, 

2002, on the way to Beijing International Airport, I was so excited for my first 

international trip to the United States, a country with the most advanced higher education 

system in the world. After three years working in an administrative position at a leading 

university in China, I was admitted to the higher education program at Boston College, 

one of the best higher education administration programs in the country. My mother, my 

brother, and three of my best friends drove me to the airport. I kept talking happily with 

my friends about my future study and even imagined my life after completion of the Ph.D. 

degree. Finally I noticed that my mom became silent, with tears in her eyes. To comfort 

her, I said, “Hi, Mom, don’t be sad. I am not alone. Hundreds and thousands of Chinese 

students like me are boarding fights to the United States for studying. I am not the only 

lucky one.”  

This is true. I was not the only lucky one. I was one of more than sixty thousand 

Chinese students heading for the United States each year, while there were many 

“unlucky” individuals unable to get admission or visa to the U.S. A large proportion of 

Chinese students and scholars have been attracted by the United States’ positive feature 

of an advanced higher education system, as well as by the U.S. society which generally 

values hard work and excellence, racial diversity, straightforward human relationships, 
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and political freedom (Qin, 1999). The past few decades have witnessed a rapid increase 

in the number of Chinese students and scholars studying in the United States; the U.S. 

has now become the first choice of studying abroad for the majority of Chinese students 

and scholars.  

As I approached the completion of my studies at Boston College, I faced a 

personal dilemma as to whether or not I return to China to resume my career. On the one 

hand, I feel a moral obligation to make a contribution to my homeland (i.e. China).  

Having spent my first 30 years of life in China, including receiving my undergraduate 

education there, has led me to believe that I should return to China. My mother’s tears on 

the way to the airport keep reminding me of a famous Chinese poem, “Traveler’s Song 

(You Zi Yin).” This poem describes how impossible it would be for a child to repay the 

love he received from his mother. It represents the traditional view of making a 

contribution to one’s homeland.  

The thread from a fond mother’s hand 
Is now in the jacket of her absent son 

As his departure came near, close and closer was the stitching 
Her mind fearing that his return would be delayed and delayed 

Who says that the heart of an inch-long plant 
Can requite the radiance of full Spring?  

 
On the other hand, the majority of international intellectuals from less developed 

countries have been attracted by the United States’ advanced higher education system, 

political freedom, and comfortable living conditions. Like other international students 

from less developed countries, it was difficult for me to pass up taking advantage of these 

luxuries.  
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Since this personal dilemma bothered me for a long period of time, I decided to 

examine how other Chinese students make this difficult decision (i.e. remain in the U.S. 

or return to China) as the subject of my doctoral thesis. At first, I was focused on the 

debate of whether or not Chinese students and scholars should return to China because 

otherwise, according to the traditional Chinese view, such students and scholars who did 

not returned had caused a “brain drain,” a loss of human talents in China. However, as I 

continued to review the literature, I realized that the more important issue for countries 

sending their citizens abroad to study is to determine how to encourage their educated 

citizens to return to serve their countries of origin. An important reason to explore this 

issue is the fact that those scholars who settle down in host countries are less likely to 

permanently migrate. They tend to establish various ties with their countries of origins. 

Furthermore, the coming of the global era enables these intellectuals to serve their 

countries of origin via advanced information technology and transportation.  

In addition, the fact that many Chinese students and scholars reside in their host 

countries has remained unchanged. The tendency also inspired my interest in academic 

ties developed by academic diasporas. An increasing number of overseas Chinese 

intellectuals are returning to China.  However, even with this recent trend China will 

continue to remain at a distinct disadvantage for the foreseeable future due to an 

imbalance at the level of international remuneration, logistical support, occupational 

prestige, and the degree of political stability and openness versus instability and 

repression (Broaded, 1993). Consequently, the phenomenon of many Chinese students 

and scholars being lured to remain in their host countries does not appear to be changing 
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in the foreseeable future. This fact makes examining Chinese academic diasporas more 

interesting to me. How brain drain has been re-conceptualized via the diaspora option is 

examined in detail here as an introduction to the framework of this study.  

Brain Drain and Diaspora Option 
 

The term “brain drain” was coined in the United Kingdom in the 1950s when the 

U.K. faced the emigration of British scientists to the United States and to Canada. Before 

then, the migration of highly educated people from one country to another had been seen 

as a positive way of transferring knowledge and of communicating cultures between 

countries. In the post-1945 period, brain drain was characterized by the outflowing of 

highly-educated people from less-developed countries (LDCs) and by LDCs subsequent 

worries about its consequences for their economy and society (Bhagwati, 1976).  Brain 

drain was then a topic of considerable scholarly studies and political debates during the 

1960s and early 1970s due to the limited return of intellectuals to their homeland 

(Broaded, 1993). The migration of intellectuals and highly skilled workers was largely 

believed at that time to negatively impact the socio-economic development of sending 

countries and was primarily considered to be a major international problem, especially 

for LDCs.  

Brain drain issues lost the public’s interest in the late 1970s and the 1980s 

because of the decreasing attractiveness of studying in the United States, which was 

caused by the country’s economic recession and by curtailment of many governments and 

business spending programs (Broaded, 1993). Recently, this issue has garnered the 

attention of the public again, partly due to the dramatic growth of international 
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educational exchange programs. International educational exchanges have been 

considered as one factor that is fundamental to the formation of intellectual migration. 

Traditionally, institutions of higher education welcome international scholars and 

students, who are considered to be important contributors to the vitality of the academic 

culture.  These individuals participate in the promotion of the fundamental mission of the 

organization - the exchange of ideas and knowledge worldwide, as well as providing 

valuable expertise and cross-cultural perspectives (Altbach, 1998). However, for most 

foreign students from LDCs, studying abroad is usually the first step towards remaining 

in their host countries. Foreign students and scholars, especially those from LDCs, 

sometimes join the scientific community of the host country by remaining in that country 

after completing their studies (Altbach, 1998).  By analyzing the immigration to the 

United States during the 1960s and the 1970s, Bhagwati (1976) noted an interesting fact: 

A significant proportion of the formal immigration into the United States during that 

period of time was represented by foreign students who did not return to their homelands 

after they completed their degrees. He also correctly predicted that this trend could be 

expected to continue into the future. To a great extent, the history of higher education 

supports his statement. Brain drain, therefore, is often related to foreign study or 

international education exchanges in the field of higher education. Today it is generally 

believed that international educational exchanges between LDCs and DCs have caused 

the phenomenon of “education and migration” - the emigration of intellectuals from their 

homeland arose from their pursuit international studies.   

Without a doubt, the statement that studying abroad is usually the first step 
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towards foreign students and scholars remaining in a host country is clearly the case  for 

Chinese students and scholars.  Prior to 1978 the People’s Republic of China sent few 

students to the US and other western countries. In that year China launched reform 

policies for the purpose of engaging diplomatically, economically, and academically with 

the world community. Over the course of the past few decades, the number of Chinese 

students and scholars living abroad grew dramatically, especially the number studying in 

the United States.  During the 2003-2004 academic year, China remained in the second 

position behind India in terms of the number of students studying in the U.S. Specifically, 

there were 61,765 students from China studying in the United States in the 2003 

academic year (IIE, 2004). The majority of these Chinese students were studying at the 

graduate level. According to Open Doors 2004, 82 percent of Chinese students were 

studying at the graduate level in the academic year 2003-2004.  From 1978 to 2003, 

among the total number (700,000) of Chinese students and scholars studying abroad, only 

15 percent of them have returned (Ministry of Education, China, 2004). This trend is 

particularly evident among Chinese Ph.D. students in the United States. 79 percent of 

doctoral recipients from India and 88 percent of those from China who received their 

degree in 1991 were still working in the US in 1995.   

The loss of highly-educated personnel has been viewed by many governments and 

some international organizations as harmful to the process of modernization for LDCs. In 

order to reduce the adverse impact on LDCs of the loss of intellectuals living abroad, 

educator have conducted advanced research studies to examine individuals’ motivations 

for studying abroad, determinants of intellectual migrations, characteristics of who 
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returns to their homeland, factors influencing their decision-making process, as well as 

their readjustment activities in host countries (Boarded, 1993; Huang, 1988; Rao, 1979; 

Gupta, D., Nerad, M., & Cerny, J., 2003). However, the debate about the benefits and 

loss of highly educated migration reveals that brain drain is a complicated subject. Some 

scholars have argued that brain drain is not the only issue that should be considered to be  

a problem  unless one carefully considers other factors (Oommen, 1996; Mahroum, 

Eldridge & Daar, 2006). As Oommen stated, “trying to figure out who pays for what and 

how much each country gains or lose when professionals migrate, will lead to endless 

arguments with no firm conclusion reached” (p. 362). Bhagwati (1967) also concluded 

that “welfare analysis of  brain drain must be modified to take into account that 

professional migration is no longer a permanent affair but is characterized rather by 

reverse or even ‘to-and-fro’ movements” (p. 719). These professionals, returning from 

time to time to countries of origin, can contribute net income to LDCs in a number of 

ways. Furthermore, it is argued that since the mental capacities can be improved by a 

better environment, the returning professional may be able to “generate greater 

externality to his LDC than when the initial emigration occurred” (p. 719). The focus of 

academia therefore seems to be shifting towards conceptualizing brain drain as a dynamic 

process of networking and linkages, especially in the globalization era.  

Such a dynamic process of networking and linkages are often labeled in the 

literature as diasporas. It is important to briefly introduce the term “diasporas” before 

presenting more diasporic literature. Diaspora has its origins in Greek history and 

civilization. It refers to any people or ethnic population forced or induced to leave their 
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traditional ethnic homelands, being dispersed throughout other parts of the world, and the 

ensuing developments in their dispersal and culture (http://www.wordiq.com). 

Traditional diasporic literature tends to use the Jewish Diaspora as the archetype 

(Mandelbaum, 2000; Chaliand & Rageau, 1995; Cohen, 1997). A broader 

conceptualization of the term diaspora has been applied to immigrant communities that 

have been increasingly impacting global economies, politics, and education. 

Contemporary diasporas, which have begun to circulate among social scientists, refer to 

diasporas created in the period immediately after World War II to the present day. Such 

groups also received different related labels: Intellectual diapora networks; scientific 

diasporas; technological and scientific diasporas; scientific, technological and economic 

diasporas; knowledge networks abroad; and diaspora knowledge networks (Meyer & 

Wattiaux, 2006). Issues of political conflict, global communications and transport 

systems have stimulated immense and complex flows of intellectual migrants in the 

twenty-first century (Cohen, 1995).  

For Contemporary diasporas, dispersal to host countries do not necessarily imply 

a decisive break from the homeland nor is the uprooting of the diasporic group 

considered permanent in relation to contemporary diasporas (Reis, 2004). Globalization 

is considered to have had the greatest impact on the contemporary diasporization. 

Numerous recent studies have stated that globalization has benefited diasporas by 

technological advances in communications and transport, which has enabled closer ties 

between home and host countries (Reis, 2004). Zweig (2004) noted that the diaspora 

option is today seen as an important strategy for decreasing the adverse impacts of the 
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intellectual emigration and perhaps even as a strategy for turning the potential loss into a 

significant intellectual gain.  

Meyer (2006) further stated that diaspora knowledge networks (DKA) 

“conceptually subverted the traditional ‘brain drain’ migration outflow into a ‘brain gain’ 

of expatriates’ skill circulation by converting the loss of human resources into a remote 

thought accessible assets of expanded networks” (p.4). “Diaspora knowledge networks” 

refers to skilled personnel who migrate every year from their home countries to join 

thousands and millions of their countrymen and women residing in countries other than 

their own (Mahroum, Eldridge & Daar, 2006). Through systematically searching the 

Internet from the late 1990s to recent years, Mayer and Wattiaux (2006) discovered and 

examined the network of scientists and engineers from the Colombian community in 

1992 and the South African network in 1998.  Through more recent efforts in 2004 and 

2005, they identified DKN among forty different developing nations plus four specific 

regional groups. They concluded that the DKN phenomenon is both growing and 

consistent across developing nations. Their research studies also indicate that DKN are 

“substantial, constituent, initiatives of international cooperation” and that it is time for 

states and intergovernmental agencies, as well as NGOs, to now consider seriously this 

network (p.15).  

Lastly, the authors point out a critical perspective for further research: the 

individuals who constitute these networks and the potential developments they represent. 

Their case studies on South Africa show that these intellectuals, motivated by 

contributing to the future through knowledge activities, relate to their home country in a 
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“projective” manner (p.16). Their common origin becomes more “metaphorical” and 

must therefore be perceived as “a creation of identity on a larger, inclusive, base” (p.16). 

Shain (1999) realized the fact that “the political, social, and cultural effects of diasporas 

are not confined to the host countries” (p. 661). Through exploring Mexican diasporas in 

the United States, Shain argued that their identity is multiple, “invented,” or negotiated 

through changing contexts such as U.S. ethno racial relations, U.S. relations with the 

home country, and the homeland’s changing definition of itself (p. 689). 

Less developed countries (LDCs) could benefit from their diasporas through 

various ways.  Successful entrepreneurs of Indian, Israeli, Chinese, Twainese, Mexican, 

and Pakistani origin who reside in the United States, Europe, or the Gulf states have 

become important investors in their countries of origin. By establishing several 

operations, they inject money into their countries of origin, bringing an infusion of 

entrepreneurial spirit and skills that their countries of origin need (Naím, 2002). Fruitful 

linkages and networks that include knowledge-transfer networks and digital knowledge 

networks, along with remittances and foreign investments, are the ways in which LDCs 

can benefit from diasporas (Mahroum, Eldgride, &Saar, 2006). Knowledge-transfer 

networks are considered to be a primary way for LDCs to benefit from highly educated 

emigrants, while digital knowledge networks allow diasporas to make contributions to a 

home country without physical relocation (Mahroum, Eldgride, and Saar, 2006).  

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and other international 

organizations such as the International Council for Science (ICSU), The Academy of 

Sciences for the Developing World (TWAS) and UNESCO have sponsored a few 
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network-based programmers by providing support for short-time visits of highly educated 

diasporas to their home countries for the purpose of knowledge-transfer. UNESCO has 

also released a “Virtual Laboratory Toolkit” program to enable scientists from LDCs to 

become more fully integrated into the international scientific community (Mahroum, 

Eldgride, and Saar, 2006).  

Taiwan is a good example of an LDC benefiting from the diaspora option. This 

dissertation leaves Taiwan’s case study to be developed elsewhere. However, it is worth 

mentioning Taiwan’s case briefly, considering that Taiwan and the mainland of China 

share a variety of similarities. In addition, some scholars believe that China’s brain drain 

problem follows the pattern of Taiwan (Chang, 1992). Taiwan’s experiences may shed 

some light on the diaspora issues facing the mainland of China.  

Taiwan’s intellectual migration to the Untied States is primarily a case of 

“education and migration” (Chang, 1992). Most Taiwanese students have not returned to 

their homeland after they completed their studies in the United States, which was caused 

by a host of complex academic, social, economic, and personal factors. Since the 1950s, 

Taiwan has experienced a significant emigration of intellectuals, as more than 80 percent 

of Taiwanese students who completed their studies in the United States have failed to 

return. Despite Taiwan’s brain drain, this country’s economic development in the past 

two decades does not appear to have been affected by the loss of such talent (Chang, 

1992). One obvious reason is that Taiwan’s brain drain into the US is primarily a case of 

education and migration. As a result, Taiwan’s seasoned intellectuals have not emigrated 

and the majority of college students still study and remain in Taiwan. However, scholars 
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have pointed out some important reasons for this occurrence. Most Taiwanese scholars 

who do not return have played an important role later in Taiwan’s socio-economic and 

educational development. Links with overseas professionals has been an important 

strategy in Taiwan’s ability to reverse brain drain since the 1970s (Chang, 1992; Chou, 

1989).  

The Taiwanese government views the policy of sending students for advanced 

study in the US as a wise strategy for training high-level intellectuals given the fact that 

Taiwan still does not have sufficient academic facilities and conditions to enroll all of 

their qualified applicants. Although Taiwan does suffer from some degree of brain drain, 

the Taiwanese government still considers it a necessary evil and an acceptable price to 

pay for other more important gains. The Taiwanese government has adopted various 

policies over the past decades to decrease the negative impacts of brain drain. The 

government policies’ emphasize the following two approaches: (a) to improve academic 

environment among institutions of higher education in Taiwan,  and (b) to encourage 

Taiwanese diasporas within the United States to re-emigrate or contribute their 

intellectual talents to the development of Taiwan.  

Taiwanese diasporas in the United States are now important resources for Taiwan 

establishing its valuable ties with the US economic, political, and academic communities. 

Since 1975, the National Youth Commission in Taiwan has provided domestic academic 

and research institutions with the collective information received from overseas scholars 

and professionals and organized professional associations and conferences for the 

purpose of promoting academic cooperation between domestic scholars and overseas 
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intellectuals (Chang, 1992). These approaches have facilitated Taiwan’s exchange of 

knowledge and technological information, and have consequently reversed any potential 

brain drain by mobilizing Taiwanese diasporas. The very fact that since 1982 over 1,000 

individuals have returned to Taiwan from abroad each year proves the effectiveness of 

these strategies. The Taiwanese government’s efforts to reverse brain drain have been 

successful, and could be emulated by other developing countries. The Hsinchu Scince-

Based Industrial Park in Taiwan is an example of a knowledge-transfer network. Silicon 

Valley returnees represent half of the workforce of the companies started in the park, 

which now accounts for 10 percent of Taiwan’s GDP (Lucas, 2001).  

Research Questions 

This exploratory study aims to explore why and how Chinese academic Diasporas 

develop academic ties with China. Throughout this study, the following questions were 

examined: How are academic ties with China developed by Chinese academic diasporas 

residing in the United States? What is their perception of the value of academic ties? 

What motivates Chinese overseas scholars in the United States to create academic ties 

with China? Upon reflection, what do these scholars consider to be the barriers of 

developing academic ties with China?  

Chinese academic diasporas in this research study is defined as Chinese-born 

scholars who are now working in higher education institutions in the United States. They 

should have completed at least some education in China. Considering the research 

questions above, this study included only scholars who are actively interacting with 

China in terms of scholarly communication. Chinese academic diasporas are also called 
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in this research study as Chinese overseas intellectuals or scholars.  

There are two categories of terms in this dissertation, “academic” and “ties.” 

Under each category, there is a variety of terms that are used interchangeably. The 

category of “academic” consists of professional, scholarly, and intellectual; the category 

of “ties” is composed by networks, collaborations, and interactions. The academic ties are 

defined as a variety of interactions with China that are related to their academic work. 

Academic ties in this study include informal and formal activities, long-term and short-

term contacts, as well as interactions with China’s indigenous scholars, universities, 

governments, and enterprise. In the following chapters, various terms are used within 

different contexts. All terms in each category are interchangeable.  

Significance of Studying Academic Ties 

A study of the Chinese academic diasporas’ academic ties is important for several 

reasons. First of all, given the large number of Chinese students and scholars studying 

and working in the United States and the growth of their ties with China, this group and 

their academic interactions with China deserves special attention. The Chinese academic 

diasporas are a critical component of the international scientific community and their 

academic ties with China play important roles in scientific and cross-cultural 

communication between China and the United States. Furthermore, with the increasingly 

integrated political, economic, and educational cooperation among countries in the global 

era, the relationship between the two regions is becoming more and more important. 

Studying the experiences of academic ties of the Chinese academic diasporas in the 

United States will ultimately promote communication across national borders. Lastly, the 
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Chinese academic diasporas’ academic ties with China have not been closely examined. 

Many studies have investigated China’s brain drain issues and the life of Chinese 

intellectuals residing in the United States are also examined from a variety of 

perspectives, but the group’s academic ties with China has not been closely explored. 

Although a few studies touched the phenomenon, validity threats from samples and 

quantitative research methods could not reveal the complexity of the phenomenon. Limits 

of these studies are examined in detail in Chapter II. How the group establish and develop 

their academic ties with China and how they reflect on their academic interactions with 

China remain questions.  

The Chinese government is attempting to advance its higher education system 

through creating world-class universities. Among the strategies to develop world-class 

universities, the important one is to mobilize more intellectuals overseas. Although the 

central and local governments have attempted to address problems that prevent overseas 

students and scholars from serving China, the lack of systemic empirical studies 

regarding Chinese overseas intellectuals’ academic interactions with China limits the 

effectiveness of such policies. In order to more effectively mobilize its intellectuals from 

overseas, China’s policy makers need to learn perspectives of overseas scholars. The 

perceptions of Chinese scholars abroad discovered through this study will help Chinese 

governments evaluate the efficiency and the effectiveness of their current policies for 

attracting Chinese intellectuals currently working overseas. This study may also shed 

light on brain drain issues for other developing countries for which a majority of its 

students studying abroad have yet to return. 
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This study will be of interest to scholars studying the issues of brain drain, of the 

academic profession, and of foreign study. Due to the rather limited study of academic 

ties created by academic diasporas with their countries of origin, sparse research is 

available at the theoretical level and the empirical level. Through examining Chinese 

overseas scholars’ interactions with China, the phenomenon of intellectual migration will 

be interpreted from a different perspective. Hence, this study might promote an 

understanding of the nature of and the impact of the intellectual migration on China and 

the United States.  

This study might also be interesting to foreign students and scholars who are 

studying abroad. Mills (1959) stated that the individual can know his own chances in life 

only by becoming aware of the experiences of those individuals in similar circumstances. 

In many ways it is a difficult lesson; in many ways a magnificent one. This study might 

provide individuals who study abroad with a lesson from their peers, consequently 

enabling them to take better advantage of opportunities in their own professional life.  

University administrators both at Chinese and U.S. institutions of higher 

education can benefit from this study because the data will enable them to better learn 

about the group. For Chinese university administrators, they can evaluate the 

effectiveness of their policies aimed at attracting intellectuals from overseas and better 

understand the process of educational cooperation across country borders. As a greater 

number of faculty members with foreign degree have been recruited by Chinese 

universities, the conflicts between Chinese faculty members and overseas scholars have 

been increasing of recent. The disharmony that is caused primarily by conflicts of 
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personal values and academic values, has negatively affected the universities’ efforts of 

mobilizing intellectuals from overseas. Given the fact that the problem is quite common 

in Chinese universities, there has been a call to action for exploring scholarly ties of 

academic diasporas with China.  

In addition to the benefits to researchers, practitioners, and policy makers, this 

study may significantly benefit my academic career. My future professional goal is to 

become a scholar of a leading Chinese research university. The investigation of academic 

ties of Chinese overseas scholars will be especially valuable information in China and 

then add credits for my academic career. The experience will also allow me to facilitate 

an enhancement of academic interactions between China and the United States. Although 

there are debates regarding the impact of researchers’ personal interest on the validity of 

the data, I believe that my ambition to be a successful university faculty will urge me to 

discover the real voice of the participating scholars, which in turn will promote the 

validity of the data.  

A Map of Chapters 

The remaining sections of this study include a review of literature, the 

methodology that guided this study, the findings and the discussion of the findings. 

Chapter II is a narration of the literature review. Given that intellectual diasporas’ 

academic interactions may be strongly influenced by their home country’s socio-

economic policies, the first section of the chapter provides a historical foundation for the 

Chinese academic community by examining dramatic changes of Chinese higher 

education over the last two decades. The chapter then presents a review of Chinese 
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policies regarding foreign study and the mobilization of academic diasporas. Then, the 

current empirical research studies on academic diasporas issues are summarized. 

Limitations of the research studies and directions for future research studies are also 

discussed in chapter II.  

Chapter III outlines the methodology assumptions and the process of this study. It 

begins with the design of this study, that is, how a qualitative research design is 

appropriate for this study. The chapter concludes with a review of the process for 

selecting the interviewed scholars, profiles of the participants, and summaries of the 

interviews. Also included in the chapter is a discussion of the validity issues and ethical 

issues that emerged from the process of conducting the interviews, performing data 

analyses, and writing up the dissertation. My reflections regarding the whole of research 

process are also examined in the chapter.  

Chapter IV to Chapter VI lay out the findings and discussions. Chapter IV 

examines key properties of academic ties including contents, intensity, modes of 

academic ties, as well as types of collaborative scholars and institutions. Chapter V 

analyzes how the interviewed scholars’ cultural identity impacts their academic ties with 

China. The key categories under cultural identity include sense of cultural belongingness, 

neglecting personal profits, Chinese intellectual aspiration (Confucianism aspiration), and 

emotional attachment. Chapter VI discusses how the interviewed scholars’ academic 

identity affects their academic ties with China and examines the context within which 

these factors affect. The key categories described in this chapter include credits of 

academic ties for career, tensions of research ideologies, tensions of professional ethics, 
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and shared academic norms. Chapter VII concludes the findings; demonstrates the main 

themes of this study; and presents the implications of these findings and the suggestions 

for future research studies.    
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Chapter II Literature Review 
 
 

 
This chapter provides the academic context for understanding the nature of the 

academic ties that the interviewed scholars developed with the Chinese academic 

community. It begins with the focus of examining specific empirical studies regarding 

China’s brain drain and diaspora issues. It is followed by the introduction of the 

development of Chinese higher education over the past two decades, within which time 

Chinese academic diasporas’ scholarly networks have evolved. The last section is a 

review of China’s policies for mobilizing its academic diasporas.  In an effort to shed 

some light on how the participants’ experience is interpreted, this section will primarily 

provide a trend review of the academic interactions between Chinese overseas scholars 

and China, followed by an outline of current polices launched by China’s governments 

and higher education institutions. 

Related Empirical Studies on China 
 
Numerous studies on China’s overseas intellectuals have been conducted. Some 

of these studies have examined the historical circumstances surrounding the onset and 

growth of Chinese students' migration to the Unite States and how Chinese overseas 

students have been distributed by study discipline, age and gender, geographic 

origination, social economic status, regional and institutional distribution (Chou, 1989). 

Most studies on brain drain issues focused on exploring determinants of migration among 

Chinese overseas intellectuals (Beijing Normal University, 1994; Chen, 1994a, 1994b, 

1996, 2002; Sun, Shi, Yan, & Cheng, 2002; Qin, 1999). China’s foreign education 
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movement and its intellectual migration have also been examined by analyzing the 

relationships between national educational policies and the history of China’s foreign 

educational movements (Deng, 1990). Studies that explored the role of Confucianism in 

stimulating Chinese students to study abroad concluded that prestige, personal honor, 

career success, and societal expectation were the most important deciding factors 

influencing the migration of most Chinese students, not economic factors (Brzezinski, 

1993).  

In addition to these studies on the determinants of brain drain, close attention has 

been paid to the group of returnees and sojourners (Chang, 1992; Liao & Tang, 1984; 

Van Balkom, 1991). China’s robust economic growth, improvement in its social-political 

conditions over recent years, growing integration into the world economy, and 

government policy initiatives has motivated some Chinese overseas intellectuals to return 

to their homeland (Rosen & Zweig, 2005). Professional and personal adjustments and 

reintegration of mainland returnees were examined, as well as Chinese returnees’ self-

evaluation on their contributions to higher education in China (Chen, 2002; Tian, 2003). 

Returnees have contributed remarkably in terms of conducting research, teaching, 

providing service for society, improving institutional academic atmospheres, and 

strengthening international scientific communication.  

While the majority of research studies on China’s brain drain phenomenon focus 

on either exploring the returning-or-not decision or measuring returnees’ contributions, 

there are only a few studies that have examined the role Chinese diasporas have played in 

the process of China’s modernization. Saxenian (1999) found that Indian and Chinese 
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scientists in Silicon Valley maintain extensive professional relationships with other 

institutions in their home countries, becoming more or less transnational citizens. Zweig 

and Chung (2004b) studied the impact of Chinese diasporas in Silicon Valley on the 

economic development in China and tried to determine the causal relationships between 

the characteristics of diasporas and their willingness to service their home country. 

Members of these Diaspora have been found to have achieved a higher social status in 

China than those individuals who return to serve China, and in general are more valued 

by the Chinese society and government. Even though the diaspora model requires 

external supports from the domestic scientific and political communities, it has proven to 

be successful for China due to the important advantages of being inexpensive and 

allowing expatriates to make significant contributions to their homeland. A powerful new 

trend towards "serving the nation" has emerged and the Chinese state is actively 

promoting this phenomenon. The authors suggested that China is now positioned to reap 

vast benefits from its policies of allowing the best scholars study overseas: An increasing 

number of overseas scholars are returning to China and China’s diasporas are currently 

thriving.  

However, the group of Chinese academic diasporas working in universities, a 

critical diasporic group of Chinese, has not received adequate attention from the research 

community. Among the studies that were surveyed for this study, only three empirical 

studies examined scholarly ties between Chinese academic diasporas and China. In a 

research study that explored the growing scientific group of Asian-born scholars residing 

in the United States, their relationships with their countries of origin were examined 
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(Choi, 1995). The author stated that the international scientific community is a stratified 

global system that is based on the uneven global economic system. This stratified system 

is not static but instead dynamic, moving along with the changing nature of the world-

economic-system. Therefore, the nature of the scientific relationships of Asian-born 

scholars with their native countries has its roots in economic capacities of their 

homelands, which has resulted in the increasing demands for the expertise of Asian 

scholars. The supply and demand formula is seen as a key component in fostering 

scientific communication between US-based Asian scholars and their native countries. 

The study concluded that ‘the scope of scientific communication also depend on both 

ongoing socioeconomic changes and the resulting demand of Asian countries for up-to-

date science and technology” (p. 211).  

While the study focused on analyzing the impact of politic and economic 

variables on the nature of the scientific communication of Asian scholars with their 

native countries, how culture influences the scholarly interactions of foreign-born 

scholars with their countries of origin was largely ignored. Another limitation of this 

study is the small sample size of Chinese participating scholars, which inhibited a more 

in-depth exploration of the issues facing this population. At the time that this study was 

conducted, the number of Chinese academic diasporas in the United States from the 

mainland of China was relatively small, with most of them specializing in natural 

sciences and engineering. The connection of academic diasporas in humanities and social 

science with their countries of origins still remains an unanswered question. In addition, 

since the early 1990s drastic changes have occurred with regards to the component of 
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Chinese academic diasporas and to the relevant policies for mobilizing intellectuals 

abroad in China. Such changes require that a rigorous study be conducted.  

Reviewing research conducted by Zweig et.al. (2007) is important for 

understanding the nature of academic ties. This study pointed out that Chinese overseas 

scientists and academics serve China through teaching, lecturing, organizing seminars, or 

engaging in collaborative research. Overseas Chinese academics have been encouraged to 

help China in multiple ways. Due to the competition among Chinese institutions of higher 

education, overseas collaboration have increased remarkably in terms of intensity and 

patterns.  Zweig et.al. (2007) conducted research on the role of academics who reside 

outside the mainland focusing specifically on mainland scholars in the U.S and Canada. 

The research summarized specific modes of what Chinese overseas intellectuals have 

conducted with the Chinese academic community. According to their online survey,  the 

following variety of interactions that their respondents had had with China were reported: 

running a seminar, course or conference, conducting collaborative research projects, 

training mainland students, giving academic papers in the mainland, editing a book with 

mainland scholars, consulting with companies in the mainland, and visiting family.  

Zweig’s classification of academic interactions seems inadequate for 

understanding key properties of academic ties such as types of knowledge that were 

transmitted through academic ties and how. In addition, Zweig’s quantity study on 

academic interactions did not show any similarities or variations of a concrete academic 

interaction in different contexts. Scholars suggest that types of knowledge are closely 

associated with the process of knowledge transfer (Hansen, 1999 &2002; Reagans & 
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McEvily, 2003; Uzzi and Lancaster, 2003; Zander and Kogut, 1995). It turns out that the 

extent of codifiablity or tacitness of knowledge is a critical dimension of networks. The 

dimension of knowledge affects the effectiveness and efficiency of the process of 

knowledge transfer.  For instance, it is concluded that tacit knowledge is more difficult to 

transfer than simple knowledge and that greater efficiency is based on matching types of 

tie to types of knowledge.  

A master thesis study was conducted on the scholarly ties of Chinese academic 

diasporas at a research university in Australia (Zhang, 2005). Based on analyzing the 

interviews of six Chinese scholars in Australia, the study showed the participating 

scholars’ willingness to communicate with the home country. A range of factors such as 

academic status, scholarly interests, and leadership of Chinese counterparts were 

concluded to complicate the scientific networks developed by the informants. The study 

also pointed out the informants’ awareness of the marginalization and stratification of the 

Chinese academic community in the international knowledge system. However, most of 

the informants had no experiences of maintaining active academic ties with China, which 

largely calls in to question the validity of this study. In summary, the limited empirical 

studies calls for the necessary of a qualitative research study on China’s academic 

diasporas’ academic ties.     

Overview of Chinese Higher Education 
 

The return or repatriation of intellectual diasporas is strongly influenced by the 

state of the socio-economic development of the home country and the policies of its 

government (Mahroum, Eldridge & Daar, 2006). Therefore, it is worth drawing a picture 
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of Chinese higher education over the past two decades, especially since China’s higher 

education has changed dramatically during this period of time. The Chinese Communist 

Party decided in 1992 that the establishment of a socialist market economy was the goal 

of its economic reforms. After two decades of market economy reforms, the following 

transitions that have taken place in China’s society have influenced all aspects of China’s 

higher education system:  

• Self-imposed isolation to openness 
• Monolithic belief to pluralism  
• Centralization to diversification  
• No scholarly contributions to something tangible in substance  
• Sino-centrism to acceptance of Westernization 
• Policy analysis to effort on formulation of new theories 
• Collectivism to individualism, as a result, room for individual creativity in 

the pursuit of knowledge (Li, 2005). 
 

The emergence of a market economy and a knowledge economy has brought 

opportunities, as well as challenges, to China’s higher education system. Since the 1990s, 

China’s higher education system has been undergoing a profound process of restructuring, 

based upon the pragmatic ideology of the socialist market economy. China introduced 

market forces to universities to break down the form of tight controls and the all-

embracing responsibility of government over higher education (Zhao & Guo, 2002). 

Since 1995, advancing China through science and education has become a main focus of 

Chinese governments and a widely shared value and practice of the nation. The role of 

higher education was established  as “a response to the proposal for building China’s own 

innovation system to face the era of the knowledge economy, and as a way of 

implementing the national development strategy of ‘making China prosperous through 
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science and education’ (kejiao xingguo)” (Zhao & Guo, 2002, p.210). Under the national 

strategy of “prospering China through science and education,” Chinese higher education 

has gone through the following reforms: decentralization (to encourage local government 

and community to be involved in the development of higher education, to increase 

decision-making by  local government, and to increase the autonomy of universities); 

injection of market forces and incentives (to charge tuition and fees, to change enrollment 

and job assignments for graduates, and to restructure the funding allocation mechanism), 

as well as internationalization, expansion, privatization, and consolidation.  

These reforms resulted in far-reaching changes that occurred in virtually all 

aspects of Chinese higher education (Li, 2005; Postiglione, 2003). The enrollment of 

students in post-secondary education has expanded from 10 to 23 million students within 

the past decade; new academic disciplines have been established; the quality of faculty 

members has improved; pedagogy has become more diversified than ever before; and 

standards of preeminent academic journals have increased to a certain degree.  In addition, 

China’s academy is becoming more involved with the international academic community 

than ever before and cross-national academic activity has increased on a number of levels.  

Alongside these changes, the financial system of Chinese higher education has 

undergone a rapid expansion recently. Before the late 1990s, China spent less than 3.5% 

of its GDP on education. In the late 1990s, the central government decided to increase the 

rate of appropriation of funds to education at all government levels. The total government 

allocation of funds to higher education has doubled from 54.5 billion RMB 

(approximately US $6.8 billion) to 111.4 billion RMB (approximately US $ 13.9 billion) 
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in the three years from 1998 to 2001 (Min & Ding, 2003). The era of free higher 

education in China came to a close in the early 1990s and as a result about one fourth of 

the total operating budgets among higher education institutions in China are financed by 

student tuition and fees. Universities are also encouraged to increase revenues through 

industry-university cooperation. Institutions of higher education that are located in 

developed provinces of eastern China have also benefitted from the extensive sources of 

additional local funding. As a result, faculty salaries and research funding have increased 

remarkably. Impressive infrastructures and advanced laboratories have also been built in 

many national leading universities. 

However, the process of restructuring China’s higher education system has 

brought both great progress and immense challenges. China’s higher education policy is 

being driven drastically by market-related forces. As a result, universities have to some 

extent transformed from social institutions to market-oriented enterprises (Zhao & Guo, 

2002). An unfair competition system, namely, favorable treatments to prestigious 

universities and institutional discrimination against the private sector, has resulted in the 

tension of division between elite versus non-elite institutions to emerge. Recent top-down 

reform of amalgamation has caused many problems in terms of poor management in 

mega-universities, tense relations, and conflicts of school cultures. An overwhelming 

emphasis of higher education as an instrument for economic success, along with a rapid 

expansion of enrollment, has caused a decline in the quality of teaching and research to a 

certain degree (Min & Ding, 2003). Maintaining and improving quality while universities 

expand has become a significant challenge for China’s higher education system. 
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Comprehensive quality standards need to be formulated and implemented. Staffing 

universities and strengthening the academic profession remain as major challenges 

(Posiglione, 2003).   

In addition to these challenges, one unfortunate consequence of embracing market 

principles is corruption in many areas of higher education. The Chinese academic 

community is facing significant challenges  in building “a visible research and self-

regulating academic culture” amidst the current problems of plagiarism, favoritism in 

appointments and admissions, and the lack of academic freedom especially in social 

science and humanities and of work stability (Altbach, 2007a, p. 55).  Building world-

class universities is not an easy task and requires an advanced academic culture focused 

on top-quality teaching and research, collaborative work among faculty and students in 

teaching and research, meritocratic advancement, and academic integrity (Altbach & 

Postiglione, 2006; Altbach, 2007a).  

Hyhoe (1985) pointed out the following critical challenges of Chinese 

modernization of scholar culture: breaking free from bureaucratic academicism in terms 

of curriculum and administrative structure, allowing for the creative interaction of pure 

and applied sciences, as well as active involvement in the world scientific community. In 

addition, she noted that “the transformation of social science into an open, tentative and 

experimental area of knowledge has been an almost intractable problem in a country 

where classical texts had always been their authoritative basis” (p. 698). With the 

adoption of Marxism as the guiding ideology, the danger has been evident that Marxist-
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Leninist texts are replacing Confucian ones without any fundamental changes in 

scholarly attitudes.  

The 19th-century formula of Chinese learning as the substance, Western technique 

for their usefulness can be seen right up to the present day through the priority of China’s 

foreign policy, namely, sending as well as attracting large numbers of students in the 

applied fields of the natural sciences, fewer in the pure sciences and far fewer indeed in 

the social sciences. Hayhoe noted that a recent increase in the number of scholars sent 

and lured to the applied fields of the social sciences may diminish confidence in the 

notion that “certain social techniques can be mastered and transferred to China without 

the substance of Chinese social theory coming into question (p. 698).” The inclusion of a 

critical approach to social theory is therefore an essential foundation for the development 

of a modern Chinese social science. Finally, Hayhoe concluded that Chinese scholarly 

modernization - the raising of the prestige of the applied sciences - has been achieved 

with relative ease, but certain questions still exist with regards to other aspects of 

scholarly modernization: how to ensure a truly interdependent Chinese science and 

technology through the formation of pure scientists who are able to make advances in 

basic scientific theory.  

Review of Chinese Policies for Mobilizing Diasporas 
 

This section provides a review of China’s polices of mobilizing its overseas 

scholars to offer readers a context within which they can better understand the research 

questions of this study and perspectives of the participating scholars. In addition, the 

necessary of reviewing China’s policies lies on the fact that government intervention has 
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proven to play a key role in the brain drain phenomenon that has occurred in both the 

Republic of Korea and Taiwan. The national supports have maximized benefits from 

their diasporas (Mahroum, Eldridge & Daar, 2006).  

The current Chinese study-abroad movement initiated by Deng Xiao-Ping in 1978 

is the largest study-abroad movement in Chinese history (Li, 2005). Students and scholars 

studying abroad can be divided into the following three categories in terms of their 

funding and their obligations of returning to China: 1) state-sponsored students and 

scholars who are selected by the central government; 2) institution-sponsored students 

who are selected by local government and institutions of higher education; 3) and self-

sponsored students who are funded by themselves, family, and/or foreign institutions. 

Chinese governments and institutions have different policies to students and scholars of 

different groups. Individuals sponsored by governments and institutions of higher 

education usually have an obligation of returning to China when they finish their studies. 

As to the self-funded students, the governments and institutions have little control once 

they leave the country. 

 In the early 1980s, most Chinese scholars and students studying abroad did return 

to China because state-sponsored or institution-sponsored individuals comprised a 

majority of the group. During that period of time, approximately 80 percent of 

intellectuals went abroad as visiting scholars, and less than 10 percent studied at the level 

of graduate school (Li, 2005). This group of visiting scholars with families and 

established careers in China were usually selected through restricted mechanisms. It was 

largely impossible for them to remain in host countries when they completed their studies. 
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At the same time, legal requirements of going back to China increased their chances of 

returning. In addition, the total number of individuals studying abroad during the period 

of time was rather small. Therefore, few concerns of brain drain occurred in China over 

that time period.  

The phenomenon of brain drain has emerged since the mid 1980s and has become 

more evident, as both the number of intellectuals who studies abroad and consequently 

the amount of who did not return became large (Wei, 2002; Yang & Miao 2002). The 

dramatically increasing number of self-sponsored students, to whom Chinese 

governments and institutions of higher education has little control over, is a main factor 

causing China’s brain drain issues. The number of self-financed Chinese students 

studying abroad is now a much larger group. Among 118,500 Chinese students and 

scholars studying abroad in 2005, 106,500 were not financially sponsored by Chinese 

governments or local institutions. This group of intellectuals is inclined to remain in their 

host countries after they complete their studies. Although some scholars have claimed 

that China has experienced a tidal wave of returnees to the country, the number of 

returnees is still modest. Among the number of 1.39 million Chinese intellectuals 

studying abroad from 1978 to 2008, only 390 thousands have returned. This means that 

more than 72% are still living in their host countries (Chinese Ministry of Education, 

2009). 

Shortly after brain drain issues became apparent, the Chinese government started 

to address the outflow of its human intellectual capital. It first adopted some conservative 

policies to reduce the loss of intellectuals by decreasing the proportion of college students 
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studying abroad, reducing opportunities of studying for degrees, using restricted selection 

mechanisms to select qualified candidates, signing legal contracts requiring returning to 

China, and increasing the proportion of intellectuals in applied science (Wei, 2002). 

These policies were especially restrictive with regards toward state and institutional 

sponsored intellectuals. In the mid-1980s, the State Educational Commission of China 

signed a joint statement with its U.S. counterpart, reaffirming that state-sponsored and 

institution-sponsored students from the PRC have an obligation to return to their home-

land (Li, 2005).  

China’s Tiananmen incidents in 1989 hastened the speed with which additional 

overseas intellectuals were lost. The Tiananmen Square incidents led the U.S., Canada, 

and Australia to issue policies giving Chinese students’ permanent residency status. 

Approximately, 80,000 Chinese students and scholars obtained permanent residency in 

these countries (Li, 2005). The majority of individuals studying abroad at the time of the 

Tiananmen Square incidents and soon thereafter chose to remain in their host countries. 

Meanwhile, the number of students who applied to study abroad via the self-sponsored 

mechanism increased dramatically. These trends decreased the outflow of Chinese 

intellectuals to developed countries. As a result, the Chinese government adopted more 

conservative policies regarding studying abroad and significantly decreased the numbers 

of state-sponsored students and scholars. Meanwhile, the requirement of recent Chinese 

college graduate to acquire several years of work experience restricted the number of 

students who were able to study abroad.  

Fortunately, the Chinese government's attitudes towards the problem of brain 
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drain have gone through a significant change from the tightly controlled mechanism of 

the 1980s to the rather liberal policies initiated after Deng Xiaoping's (i.e. former General 

Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party) southern tour of 1992. Deng made an 

important appeal in this political tour, saying that all people who went abroad to study 

were welcome to return to China, “irrespective of their post political attitudes.” 

Furthermore, once they return, they will be assigned appropriate jobs. His speech has 

kept the door of educational exchanges wide open. In the same year, the Chinese 

government announced its guiding policy regarding foreign studies, “supporting students 

who want to go abroad, encouraging them to return, and allowing them to come and go 

freely” (Li, 2005, p.79). In 1993, the Ministry of Education replaced the requirement of 

service period (i.e. work experience) for Chinese college students who plan to study 

abroad with the policy of paying a small fee. This new policy removed the last obstacle 

that restricted individuals from studying abroad through the self-sponsored method. Since 

that time, policies regarding self-sponsored studying abroad have been stabilized.  

Deng Xiaoping’s southern tour also offered “the freedom to come and go policy” 

(lai qu zi you) allowing students and scholars abroad to return easily and encouraging 

oversea scholars to visit China for short stays (Zweig and Chung, 2004b). At the turn of 

the 21st century, Chinese policies have focused on the benefits of brain drain. In 2001, a 

major policy document, which combined the efforts of many ministries, called on 

Chinese overseas scholars to “serve the nation” (wei guo fu wu) by various ways, even if 

they do not “return to the nation” (hui guo fu wu).  

China’s governments and institutions of higher education then initiated a variety 
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of programs of mobilizing its academic diasporas. Nationwide numerous research parks 

have attracted overseas intellectuals, and in doing so have provided great opportunities 

for Chinese diasporas to create enterprises and research and development organizations. 

A 2002 study of 44 research parks shows that these parks have attracted 1,300 Chinese 

students formerly living abroad to return to China to start their own businesses and have 

since created 100,000 new jobs (Mohrman, 2008). While attempting to manage the 

professional information of self-sponsored students, the ministry established not only a 

dossier office in 1997 for students abroad, but also fifty-five educational offices in their 

eight consulates overseas (Li, 2005). The China Scholarship Council (CSC), a non-profit 

institution with legal person status affiliated with the Ministry of Education, initiated 300 

awards of $5000 US dollars each to self-sponsored students overseas who have proven to 

have excellent potentials in their fields.  

In addition to these programs attracting intellectuals from abroad, various 

programs, such as the Cheung Kung Scholars Programme and the Chun Hui Plan 

intending to recruit distinguished Chinese academic diasporas, have been implemented 

by the Chinese Ministry of Education. Since 1998 to 2004, the Cheung Kung program 

has invested a massive amount of government and private funding to establish 727 

Cheung Kung scholarships among hundreds of higher education institutions in China. 

Among these Cheung Kung scholars, 299 (41% of the group) were attracted directly from 

abroad, while 624 scholars (94% of the group) had foreign work or study experience. In 

2004, 190 Cheung Kung scholars were hired by 113 institutions of higher education in 

China. While 181 (95% of the group) had foreign experience, 79 lecture professors were 
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recruited from overseas universities, most of whom were full or associate professors 

working in prestigious universities worldwide (Chinese Ministry of Education, 2008a) 

Through providing more opportunities for overseas academic diasporas to serve their 

homeland, the Chun Hui Plan launched by the Chinese Ministry of Education in 1996, 

offers financial support to Chinese overseas scholars to visit China for research activities, 

business visits, lectures, and potential opportunities for collaboration. The term, Chun 

Hui, originated from the famous Chinese poem quoted in Chapter One, describes a 

mother’s fears that the return of her absent son would be delayed. Literally, Chun Hui 

means “radiation of full Spring.”  The term represents the essence of the poem: Who says 

that the payback of a child can requite a mother’s love? Historically, the poem has 

significantly influenced generations of Chinese diasporas to intensify their ties with 

China. Over the past ten years, the plan has financially supported over 10,000 students 

and scholars overseas to return to China to serve the country in a short-term way 

(Chinese Ministry of Education, 2008b).  According to the Chinese Embassy in the 

United States, each year 30 to 40 Chinese scholars studying in the U.S. have received 

financial support from the Chun Hui Plan to give lectures in China. In 2000, the Chinese 

Ministry of Education launched an additional sub-project of the Chun Hui Plan to support 

Chinese academic diasporas who work in China during their sabbaticals. 

In order to enhance the international competitiveness of Chinese universities in 

the globalizing world, massive investments of governmental funds are spent on attracting 

top foreign-educated and overseas-born Chinese scholars, along with other strategies of 

raising universities’ international prestige (Aiyar, 2006). Several major projects such as 
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the “211 Project” and the “985 Programme” have been created to enable a few leading 

higher education institutions in China to become “world-class universities” (Deem, Mok, 

& Lucas, 2008). For the “211 Project,” the Chinese Ministry of Education aims to 

develop 100 key institutions of higher education and key disciplines that would meet the 

“world standard” of quality of education by the beginning of the twenty-first century. 

During the period of 1996 to 2000, the Chinese central government invested a sum of 

incentive money, 18.3 billion Yuan (around 2.2 billion US dollars) for the “Project 211” 

(Chinese Ministry of Education, 2008c).  The “Project 985” attempts to transform top 

elite universities in China into world-class universities over the next twenty to thirty 

years. In the initial phase, nine universities were given grants in excess of one billion 

Yuan (approximately 14 millions US dollars) over a period of 3 years. The second phase, 

launched in 2004, expanded the program to now reach almost 40 universities. Many 

participating universities receive tens of millions of Yuan each year (Aiyar, 2006).  

Since the Chinese government requires that 20% of these grants be used to 

enhance these universities’ human capital, a large proportion of the funding supports 

academic exchanges, holding academic conferences, bringing foreign lecturers to China 

as well as allowing Chinese academics to participate in conferences abroad (Rosen & 

Zweig, 2005; Aiyar, 2006). For instance, Tsinghua University, a prestigious research 

university in China, allocated five percent of “985 Programme” funding for faculty’s 

international educational exchanges. Consequently, China’s national leading universities 

and research institutions have become more aggressive in their recruitment of scholars 

from overseas, including foreign nationals. According to the statistics of the Chinese 
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Ministry of Education, institutions of higher education invited overseas scholars for 

short-term academic visits around 40,000 times between the period of 1978 to 2005 

(Ministry of Education, 2005).  

As China’s higher education has become more open to the international academic 

community, opportunities of going back to China for overseas scholars have increased 

dramatically. Wuhan University (a Chinese national research university), for instance, 

hosted around 80 international conferences over the past few years of 2003. During 

recent years the university hosted an average of 40 international conferences annually 

with scholars invited from worldwide (Hubei Province Department of Education, 2008).  

Tsinghua University attracted more than 400 scholars from overseas universities 

and research institutions and held about 30 times the average number of international 

conferences on campus during the period from 1999 to 2000. In 1997 the university 

launched an innovative teaching plan for the purpose of attracting Chinese overseas 

scholars to introduce cutting-edge knowledge to its graduate students. In 2002, as a result 

of the success of this teaching strategy, the university established a teaching foundation 

for Chinese overseas intellectuals to teach mini-classes on campus. Designed as a critical 

program for developing graduate curriculum, such mini-classes have now been 

incorporated into graduate students’ formal curriculum. By the close of 2006, the Chinese 

overseas scholars from the U.S., the U.K., Germany, Japan, Canada, and France had 

developed over 136 mini-courses for the universities in fields such as architecture, 

electrics, medicine, economics and philosophy (Zhang & Li, 2008).  

Beijing Normal University, ranked 15th in the country, was included in the second 
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phase of the 985 Programme. Annually this university hosted 30-40 scholars from 

leading Western universities. Most of these scholars join the university faculty as guest 

lecturers and researchers for a semester. While the positions are open to all nationalities, 

cultural affinities and language requirements have meant that so far ethnic Chinese have 

been mainly recruited; this is especially the case for full-time staff positions (Aiyar, 

2006).   

Other research institutes, such as the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS), have 

also started far-reaching programs to recruit Chinese overseas intellectuals, including 

Overseas Expert Database (Haiwai Pingshen Zhuanjia), Excellent Scholars Abroad 

Foundation (Haiwai Jiechu Xuezhe Jijin), Potential Returnees’ Foundation-including 

short-term (Liuxue Jingfei Zeyou Zizhu Huiguo Gongzuo Jijin), Wang Kuan Cheng 

Research Fund (Wang Kuan Cheng Jiao Yu Ke Yan Jian Jin), and Hundred Scholars Plan 

(Bairen Jihua). The Expert Database Project aims to encourage scholars overseas to 

become involved as consultants or “gate keepers” in promoting the development of 

academic programs, big research projects and international curriculum with the purpose 

of promoting institutional interests. From 2001 to 2004, a total number of 200 Chinese 

diasporic scholars worldwide were recruited, with those residing in the U.S. composing a 

majority of the group. Table 1 shows the detailed distribution of the experts recruited by 

region.  

Table 1 Distribution of Experts Abroad by Region in CAS Database System 

Regions of Experts Number  Percentage 

US  118 59% 
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Europe 43 21.5% 

Canada 14 7% 

Asia  13 6.5% 

Australia  12 6% 

Total  200 100% 

                        Source: Summarized from CAS official website. 

The Wang Kuang Chen Research Fund, which began in 1991, encourages 

students abroad and Chinese scholars overseas to conduct short-term research 

collaboration with institutions of the CAS. This Fund plans to serve the CAS by 

providing annual financial support to the brightest Chinese intellectuals overseas. 

Another source of such funding, The Excellent Scholars Abroad Foundation, recruited 82 

scholars from overseas to collaborate with CAS from 2001-2004; 400,000 RMB was 

allocated (approximately 50,000 US dollars) for each project.  

As the increasing wave of connections with its academic diasporas has occurred, 

the Chinese government’s strategies of mobilizing academics overseas scholars have 

begun to focus on attracting top-notch, competitive scholars for the purpose of facilitating 

more advanced research collaborations. In 2005, the MOE and the State Administration 

of Foreign Experts Affairs of China (SAFEA) jointly launched a new program for 

attracting foreign scholars to enhance world-class universities in China. The program 

luring the most competitive candidates is called “Introducing Talents of Discipline to 

Universities.”  This program is expected to eventually facilitate the innovation of higher 

education programs in China by providing a physical environment where academics 
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returning from overseas and resident scholars can both conduct research studies and train 

doctorate students. From 2006 to 2008, SAFEA and MOE plan to appropriate a total 

amount of 600 million Yuan (around 75 million US dollars) to create 100 scientific 

centers that will lure over 1000 intellectuals from the top 100 universities or research 

institutions worldwide.  

Another change is based upon the Chinese government’s recognition of the 

limitation of expecting one’s national citizenship to be a primary motivator in mobilizing 

scholars abroad. To a large extent, an individual’s national citizenship does not impose 

on them an obligation to utilize their knowledge and skills to serve their national 

government. Recently the Chinese state’s ability to enforce its claims on the talents and 

energies of its citizens has eroded. Although Chinese governments have made sustained 

efforts recently in connecting the abstract status and obligations of Chinese scholars’ 

national citizenship with the more immediate solidarities and allegiances to their families, 

native places, ethnic identity, and cultural traditions  (Broaded, 1993). Recently, China 

launched a “Green Card” system for its overseas scholars, which allows Chinese 

diasporas or foreign nationals to receive permanent residency in China.   

The changing tide of Chinese policies indicates that Chinese diasporas may not 

only have more opportunities to intensify their ties with China, but they are also receiving 

more attention from the Chinese government and the Chinese society. Zweig and Chen 

(2004a) stated that “serving the country from abroad may be more advantageous than 

returning” under the current circumstances of China. A new Chinese term, haiyan which 

means crossing-sea bird, has been coined to refer to this fast-growing group of 
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individuals.  

Conclusion 
 

Numerous studies on China’s overseas intellectuals have been conducted. Most 

studies on brain drain focused on exploring determinants of migration among Chinese 

overseas intellectuals. In addition to these studies on determinants of brain drain, close 

attention has been paid to the group of returnees and sojourners. Motivations of Chinese 

overseas intellectuals for returning, professional and personal adjustments, and 

reintegration of mainland returnees, as well as Chinese returnees’ self-evaluation on their 

contributions to China’s higher education were examined. While the majority of research 

studies on China’s brain drain phenomenon focused on either exploring the returning-or-

not decision or measuring returnees’ contributions, only a few studies examined the role 

of Chinese diasporas in the process of Chinese modernization. However, the group of 

Chinese academic diasporas in higher education settings, a critical diasporic group of 

Chinese, has not received adequate attention.  

Among the empirical studies that were surveyed for this study, only three research 

projects examined Chinese academic diasporas’ scholarly ties with China. One study 

concluded that the nature of the scientific relationships of Asian-born scholars with their 

native countries had its roots in economic aspirations of their homelands, which resulted 

in the increasing demands for expertise of Asian scholars. The supply and demand 

formula has been seen as a key component in the establishment and continuation of 

scientific communication between US-based Asian scholars and their native countries. 

Yet, how difference of academic and social cultures affects scholarly ties of foreign-born 
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scholars with their native countries remains an unanswered question. A small sample size 

of Chinese participants in the study and the limited attention of the topic from this study 

make it impossible to fully explore all of the variables affecting Chinese scholars from 

the mainland. In addition, the connection of academic diasporas in humanities and social 

science with their countries of origins also remains an unanswered question. A quantity 

research was conducted on the role of academics who reside outside the mainland 

focusing specifically on mainland scholars in the U.S and Canada (Zweig et.al., 2007). 

The research summarized specific modes of what Chinese overseas intellectuals have 

conducted with the Chinese academic community. Yet the nature of quantity study is not 

adequate for understanding the complexity of academic ties.  Scholarly ties of Chinese 

academic diasporas residing in Australia have also been examined. This study identified 

the informants’ willingness of communicating with their home country and a range of 

factors complicating the scientific networks. However, the inactive status of the academic 

ties of the informants inherently makes the results of the study problematic.  

The return or repatriation of intellectual diasporas is strongly influenced by the 

state of socio-economic development of the home country and the policies of its 

government. As China decided to restructure its economy by adopting a market ideology, 

China’s society and higher education system experienced drastic changes.  China’s 

market economy reforms have remarkably impacted its higher education systems in 

various ways. China first introduced market forces to universities to reduce tight controls 

and the all-embracing responsibility of government on higher education. Since 1995, 

“prospering China through science and education” has become a main focus of Chinese 
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governments, a widely shared value, and the practice of the nation. Under this national 

strategy, Chinese higher education has gone through the reforms of decentralization, 

injection of market forces and incentives, expansion, internationalization, expansion, 

privatization, and consolidation.  

While these reforms resulted in far-reaching changes that occurred in virtually all 

aspects of Chinese higher education, such enormous progress also brought immense 

challenges during the process of restructuring the higher education system. China’s 

higher education policy is being driven by market-related forces. As a result, universities 

have transitioned from being social institutions to market-oriented enterprises. The 

tension of division between elite versus non-elite institutions has emerged. Poor 

management, tense relations, and conflicts of school cultures in mega-universities have 

resulted from recent top-down reform of amalgamation. Maintaining and improving 

quality while something tangible in substance expanding has become a significant 

challenge for China’s higher education system. More important, Chinese academic 

communities are also facing significant challenges in building an advanced research and 

academic culture amidst the problems of plagiarism, favoritism in appointments and 

admissions, the lack of academic freedom especially in social science and humanities, 

and of work stability.  

The current Chinese study-abroad movement, which was initiated by Deng Xiao-

Ping in 1978, is the largest study-abroad movement in Chinese history. In the early 1980s, 

most Chinese scholars and students abroad were supported via state-sponsorship or 

institutional-sponsorship and therefore requirement to return to China. The phenomenon 
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of brain drain has emerged since the mid 1980s and became more apparent, as the 

difference between the number of intellectuals who studies abroad and the number of 

scholars who did not return became large. The speed of losing its overseas intellectuals 

was hastened by the policies issued by U.S., Canada, and Australia to give Chinese 

students’ permanent residency status in response to China’s Tiananmen incidents in 1989.  

Shortly after the brain drain phenomenon became apparent, the Chinese 

government started to address the troubling matter of the outflow of its human capital. 

The Chinese government's approaches towards addressing the problem of brain drain 

have gone through significant changes from the tightly controlled policies of the 1980s to 

the rather liberal policies after Deng Xiaoping's southern tour of 1992.  Initially China 

adopted conservative policies to reduce the loss of intellectuals, but has achieved greater 

success with its more liberal approach. Deng Xiaoping’s southern tour also offered “the 

freedom to come and go policy” (lai qu zi you) allowing students and scholars abroad to 

return easily and encouraging overseas scholars to visit China for short stays. In 2001, a 

major policy document, which combined the efforts of many ministries, called on 

Chinese overseas scholars to “serve the nation” (wei guo fu wu) in various ways, even if 

they do not “return to the nation” (hui guo fu wu).  

China’s governments and institutions of higher education subsequently initiated a 

variety of programs to mobilize its academic diasporas.The Chinese government has 

made a concerted effort to recruit self-sponsored students who have attained degrees 

abroad. Nationwide, numerous research parks have attracted overseas intellectuals, and in 

doing so have provided great opportunities for Chinese diasporas to create enterprises and 
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research and development organizations.As the increasing wave of academic connection 

with its academic diasporas occurred, the Chinese government’s strategies of mobilizing 

academics overseas have begun to focus on attracting top-notch, competitive scholars for 

fostering more advanced research collaboration. 
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Chapter III Methodology and Research Reflections 

 

This chapter examines the research process of this study and my reflections on the 

process of research. The introduction of the research process begins with the rationales of 

the research methods employed in the study, followed by the introduction of the pilot 

study, participant selection, the profile of the participants, data collection, analysis and 

presentation.  The section of research reflections consists of a discussion of the following 

three issues: the reliability and validity of this study, ethical issues that emerged during 

the research process, and the reflections on my evaluation.  

Research Process 

Rationales of Research Methods 

The study employed qualitative research methods to examine Chinese oversea 

scholars’ academic ties with China. Qualitative research studies aim to understand, 

describe, and interpret the complexity of people’s lives, as well as capturing and 

discovering meaning (Heppner, 1999; Newman, 2003).  The decision to use a qualitative 

research design for this study was based on the consideration of the nature of the research 

questions. This research study was characterized by an emphasis on describing 

phenomena and interpreting perceptions of participants about their experience. The 

situation of diasporas is “deeper and more complex than what it might appear at first 

sight” (Honoré , 2007). It is believed that to truly understand the diasporas it is necessary 

to “seek beyond easy formulas to the real phenomena in all their subtleties” which 

compose it. Therefore, qualitative research methods, which are usually conducted in a 
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natural setting and emphasize rich and thick description, are appropriate for this research 

study.  

The semi-structured, face-to-face interview method was employed in this study. 

Based on the following reasons, this interview method was best suited for the study. 

Since this study may involve scholars’ personal perspectives on some sensitive topics 

such as the political situation in China and a participant’s personal life, the individual 

interview method could make participants feel comfortable to share their point of views 

with me. Disciplines in higher education have become so complicated that academic 

professionals work in a small but vastly different world. According to a pilot study of this 

study, scholars’ responses to the research questions are highly impacted by their various 

backgrounds of academic disciplines, education, career and personal life. Hence, to 

collect data from faculty members from a variety of disciplines and institutions, the 

individual interview seems the most reasonable method.  

For a research study aiming to examine a social phenomenon that has not been 

adequately explored, the semi-structured interview method allows participants to go 

beyond the initial guidelines.  Therefore there are opportunities to inquire along lines 

which appear to be interesting or in need of elaboration. Given the fact that few studies 

have explored Chinese academic ties developed by Chinese-born scholars living abroad, 

less control of the interview direction is required in order to collect data from as many 

dimensions as possible.  

Participants can be directly observed in face-to-face interviews and judge the 

validity of information provided by participants through body language and facial 
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emotional expression. Such non-language data could be complementary information to 

include with the interview transcripts. Considering the fact that Asian people tend to 

express their feelings and ideas implicitly, the face-to-face interview method can improve 

to a certain degree the validity of data. Because the participants of this study were 

recruited in the northeastern United States, the face-to-face interview method was 

financially and geographically manageable. In summary, the semi-structured, face-to-face 

interview method might be the most realistic and applicable research method to collect 

data for this research study.  

The purposive sampling method was used to recruit research participants. 

Purposive sampling, also called judgmental sampling, uses the judgment of an expert in 

selecting cases or it selects cases with a specific purpose in mind. It is generally used in 

exploratory research or in field research. With purposive sampling, a researcher never 

knows whether the participants represent the population. A need for purposive sampling 

occurs when a researcher wants to identify particular types of cases for in-depth 

investigation and the purpose of studies that employed the purposive sampling method is 

to gain deeper understanding of types, rather than to generalize themes (Newman, 2003). 

Because a few empirical studies on Chinese academic diasporas’ academic ties with 

China were available, this study, therefore, is intended to learn the rich experiences of 

Chinese overseas scholars who had active academic ties with China. Therefore, the 

purposive sampling method was employed to recruit Chinese scholars from various 

backgrounds who had active academic interactions with China.  
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Pilot Study 

To test the appropriateness of the research questions and methods, a pilot study 

was conducted before conducting this research study. The IRB approved pilot study was 

conducted in April 2005 for a qualitative methods course. Three Chinese scholars at 

Boston College were recruited for the pilot study. The interviews with these scholars are 

helpful in formulating the research questions, learning to pay special attention to possible 

ethical issues in qualitative research studies, and practicing skills of data collection.  

The pilot study assisted in learning skills of building rapport and trust with 

interviewees. For instance, during the first interview, An hesitated to answer some 

questions on personal backgrounds and emphasized repeatedly that the content of the 

interview must be anonymous. Occasionally, he also requested the following of the 

researcher: “don’t write this in your report.” He seemed upset about the recording of the 

interview as he kept looking at the recorder through the whole interview. After describing 

the privacy protection safeguards, as stated in the consent inform, I assured him that no 

personal information would be released. Reflecting on An’s questions on confidentiality, 

I realized the necessity of having more confidentiality strategies in place to increase trust 

between interviewees and myself. For the remaining interviews, the consent form was 

emailed to the participants before the interview and emphasized how privacy was 

protected. At the beginning of each interview, was repeated to the participant the 

procedures employed to protect participants’ confidentiality in the research study.  

Through the pilot study, key terms of this study and the introductory interview 

questions were refined. In the first interview, the participant found the “scholarly 
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communication and connection” concept to be confusing. He asked “what exactly do you 

mean?” I also discovered the term seemed broad and vague because different scholars 

had varying perceptions of what is meant by “academic ties.” Some scholars excluded 

“minor” academic interactions, such as giving lectures in China and having personal 

communication with Chinese counterparts, from academic ties. I then broke down the 

concept by identifying components of academic interactions and added a brief 

introduction before the interviews to explain the meaning of this key term used in the 

study.  

The initial version of the introduction of the interview focused on the reason why 

I became interested in the topic. I stated that many Chinese students who resided in the 

United States had established various ties with China and had subsequently become 

valuable human capital for China. After the initial interviews of the pilot study, I realized 

that the introduction contains a moral judgment and may upset participants if they did not 

think that they had active interactions with China. The moral judgment may also result in 

that participants overstate the significance of their academic ties with China and then may 

threaten the validity of data. A new introduction was then designed for the rest interviews 

with attempts of avoiding possible validity and ethical problems.  

In addition, the pilot study provided I with an opportunity to practice several 

interview skills, such as how to probe for answers and how to avoid leading questions. 

For example, one respondent repeatedly referred to the concept of “my Chinese roots” in 

the interview. When transcribing this particular interview, I realized that this phrase was 

such an important native concept that it was worthy of probing up to see how the 
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participant interpreted the concept. Such practices cultivated a sensitive attitude on my 

part towards what information should be probed further. In the interviews following the 

pilot study, I began to listen to the participants with critical ears and eyes.   

Participant Selection and Profile 
 

The data collection took place from June 2005 to May 2006 in the northeastern 

United States. The decision to use this research region was based upon my belief that 

since more than hundreds of institutions of higher education are located in the region, an 

adequate pool of potential participants could be available for the study. Furthermore, 

through the pilot study I established connections with five Chinese-born scholars in this 

area. The information received from these scholars that hundreds of Chinese-born 

scholars were working in the area confirmed my belief.  

According to a review of the literature, some factors such as disciplines, gender, 

length of stay in the United Sates, academic rank, and institutional type, exercised certain 

impacts on academic Diasporas’ scholarly networks with their countries of origins. 

Therefore, when recruiting participating scholars I attempted to achieve a balanced 

distribution of participating scholars in terms of their disciplines, length of staying in the 

U.S., gender, and academic ranks.  

The participating scholars were recruited through a variety of methods. Searching 

university websites was the predominant method that was used for obtaining a pool of 

potential participants. Advanced information technology in the U.S. has changed many 

aspects of people’s lives. Profiles of faculty members are now available on websites of 

most universities in the U.S.  By reviewing this information, it is easy to obtain details of 
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faculty members’ full names, discipline, publication, and other research activities. The 

unique spelling of Chinese-born faculty members’ surname compared with faculty from 

other cultures makes this recruit method possible.  Online searching is the most efficient 

way since it can save time and financial cost. The information of most of the potential 

participating scholars was obtained by this approach.  

In addition to the method of online searching, network sampling was utilized. I 

requested that my schoolmates and friends introduce me to qualified scholars who might 

be interested in the study. At the end of each interview, I requested that the interviewed 

scholars introduce me any other Chinese-born scholars in the area who fit the criteria. In 

2006, a hundred and twenty Chinese overseas scholars resided in the United States posted 

an open-letter to China’s Ministry of Education regarding constructing a healthy 

academic culture in China. From the contact information of these scholars that was 

attached at the end of the open-letter, three scholars working in the northeastern United 

States were recruited.  

Once the contact information was obtained, a recruiting email (see Appendix A) 

was sent out to potential research participants. If no feedback was received within two 

weeks, the recruitment email would be resent along with an official letter from my 

faculty advisor, Dr. Philip Altbach. In total, approximately 200 scholars at universities in 

the northeastern United States were invited via email or mail to participate in this study. 

Around 30 scholars agreed to participate in the study and at last 20 qualified scholars 

were recruited. Scholars were excluded from this study were either because they did not 

have active scholarly networks with China or because that they were not Chinese-born. 
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The participating scholars were recruited from six research universities. While the study 

initially planned to examine various academic ties developed by Chinese overseas 

scholars from a variety of institutions in higher education, the reality that all participants 

in this study were recruited from research universities limited this possibility. More 

discussion about this issue is presented in the section Future Research, Chapter VII.  

While only one participant came to the United States when he was a teenager, all 

other participating scholars received at least their college education in the mainland of 

China or in Taiwan. 17 participants obtained their doctoral degrees from universities in 

the United States; one scholar obtained his PhD in China; another had a European PhD 

degree; and one scholar received a master degree in the United States. 18 scholars were 

originally from the mainland of China, while two were from Taiwan. Regarding these 

two Taiwanese scholars, the study solely focused on their experience of academic ties 

with the mainland of China. The majority of the participants were male with only one 

female faculty member being interviewed. An in-depth analysis of the uneven 

distribution of gender will be discussed in the section Future Research, Chapter VII. 

Among the participating scholars eight are tenured and two have administrative positions 

in their departments or school. Table 2 below provides a detailed distribution of the 

participants by discipline, academic rank, tenure status, administrative position, age range, 

and the length of stay.  

The 20 participating scholars were recruited from 17 different disciplines. The 

participating scholars from social science (social work, city planning, and philosophy of 

science), physical sciences (physics), and non-sciences (business and architecture) 
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representing 20 percent, respectively, while the scholars from biological science, and 

mathematics and computer sciences are 15 percent, respectively. 5 percent of the 

participants were from medical sciences, as well as engineering1. As to academic ranks, 

25 percent of the participating scholars were full professors and associate professors, 

respectively. 10 percent were full researchers. The percentage of assistant professors was 

20 percent and the percentage of lecturers was 10 percent.  There was 5 percent of post-

doc and retired faculty, respectively. The charters 1-1 and 1-2 below show the 

distributions of scholars by disciplines and by academic ranks. 

Table 2. Profile of Participants by Discipline, Academic Rank, Tenured, Administration 
Position, Age, and Length of Stay2 

 
 

Name Discipline Degree 
Academic 

Rank 
Tenured 

Administration 
Position 

Age 
Range 
(years) 

Length 
of Stay 
(years) 

Qin Architecture PhD, USA Full Yes Yes 45-50 30 

Ou Astronomy PhD, USA Researcher No No 45-50 25 

Shen Astronomy PhD, USA Full Yes No 35-40 20 

Wang Biology PhD, USA Associate No No 35-40 20 

Jiao 
City 

Planning 
Master, 
USA 

Researcher No No 40-45 18 

Ren 
Computer 
Science 

PhD, USA Full Yes No 55-60 30 

Pan 
Electric 

Engineering 
PhD, USA Retired Yes No 65-70 50 

Kang Finance PhD, USA 
Assistant 
Professor 

No No 30-35 14 

Huang Marketing 
PhD 

Candidate, 
USA 

Lecturer No No 25-30 3 

An Mathematics PhD, USA Lecturer No No 30-35 6 

Zhu Neurology PhD, USA Associate No No 35-40 15 

                                                 
1 The classification of fields of study is based on the current classification schemes for the Integrated 
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), the U.S. Department of Education.  
2 All information is based on the time that the interview was conducted.  
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Tian Neurology PhD, USA Associate No No 40-45 19 

Ni 
Pharmaceuti
cal science 

PhD, USA 
Assistant 
Professor 

No No 50-55 25 

Eng Philosophy PhD, USA Post-Doc No No 35-30 15 

Gao Philosophy 
PhD, 

Europe 
Associate 
Professor 

Yes No 60-65 20 

Fu Physics PhD, USA 
Associate 
Professor 

Yes No 35-40 16 

Lee Physics PhD, China Full Yes No 40-45 16 

Chen Social Work PhD, USA 
Assistant 
Professor 

No No 50-55 17 

Dai Statistics PhD, USA Full Yes Yes 55-60 39 

Bie 
Strategic 

Management 
PhD, USA 

Assistant 
Professor 

No No 30-35 6 

 

 

 

Chart 1-1. Distribution by Disciplines 
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Chart 1-2. Distribution by Academic Rank 
 

 
 

 
Data Collection 

This section briefly summarizes the issues encountered while collecting data for 

this study. In order to answer the research question, an interview guide was developed 

(Appendix C). Basically, the interview questions consist of three parts. The participants 

were first asked about their academic background and educational experience, such as 

disciplines and degrees, academic ranks, and the length of stay in the USA. The questions 

included in the second part of the interview attempted to determine their general 

experiences and/or perspectives regarding academic ties with China. Fourteen questions 

then probed dimensions of their specific academic interactions with China. These 

fourteen questions focused on their motivations, processes of developing academic ties, 
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factors affecting their collaboration with China, results of their academic interactions and 

collaborations, and their reflections on their experience.  

Once a scholar agreed to participate in the research study and an interview time 

was scheduled, a consent form (Appendix B) and the interview guideline were sent out 

via email. This approach provided the participants with an opportunity to ask questions 

before the interview regarding the research study and their rights as a research participant. 

Once participants were enrolled the participants’ permission to record the interview were 

requested before the interview proceeded. All interviews were recorded with the 

participants’ permission. Before the interviews, I visited most of the participating 

scholars’ websites and reviewed their curriculum vita. Prior to one of the interviews, a 

participant scholar asked me to review the websites of the joint academic center that he 

created with a Chinese university.  

At the beginning of each interview, I briefly introduced the background of the 

research study, the purpose of the interview, the strategies to ensure the confidentiality of 

the data , and the key terms used in this study. An opportunity to ask questions was also 

provided for all participants at the beginning of the interview. The interviews were 

conducted basically at the participants’ offices or their houses, which were more 

convenient and comfortable for them. Usually, the interviews lasted from one hour to two 

or three hours, much longer than the planned length, as stated in the consent form. The 

most interviewees chose Chinese as the medium of communication for the interviews, but 

all of them were given a chance to make a choice of Chinese or English. Occasionally, 

the participating scholars used English to explain, clarify, or emphasize their perspectives. 
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Only one scholar answered the majority of questions in English. During the interview, I 

also took notes in the event that the recording equipment failed or if participants prefer to 

stop recording conversations. To assist with the data collection, I designed an interview 

protocol. This protocol includes the following components: a heading, instructions of the 

interview, the key research questions, probes to follow key questions, space for recording 

the interviewer’ comments, and space in which the interviewer records reflective notes.  

One problem that I experienced in the interviews was that some scholars tended to 

focus on what Chinese overseas intellectuals should do, rather than narrating their own 

experience. Some other scholars felt that their experiences may not match the experience 

of scholars of other disciplines due to the specialty of their disciplines. Therefore, like the 

first group, they were inclined to discuss “what should be done,” not “what they have 

done.” In addition, some scholars tended to discuss disciplinary topics with me, while 

others spent much time discussing social problems of China. Despite my effort to refocus 

the scholars on the research topics, conversations were often driven by discussions of 

“scientific topics” or “social problems” without any apparent relevance to the issue of 

academic ties. Several times I became frustrated for my inability to get answers to the 

interview questions.  More discussion about these issues is presented in the section about 

validity issues of the study. 

After each interview, written documents were collected, such as emails and letter 

exchanges between the participants and their colleagues in China, as well as other written 

files which could compliment the in-depth interviews. Most of the scholars either did not 

keep mail exchanges with their Chinese counterparts or they had no time to locate such 
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documents. However, two participants provided mail exchanges with their Chinese 

counterparts; one gave me his book published in China; another scholar showed to me the 

materials of presentations that he made in his alma mater in China.  

The participating scholars seemed very interested in the topic. Although some of 

them emphasized before the interviews that they could not spend more than half an hour 

for the interview, most of the participating scholars agreed to continue the conversation 

when I reminded them of the length of the interview time. Three participants discussed 

with me strategies and methods of completing this thesis. Their thoughtful ideas for 

finishing this study, passion about the topic, and meticulous scholarship not only inspired 

me but also encouraged me to keep moving on. Many participating scholars introduced 

me to their Chinese colleagues in the United States who had active interactions with 

China. This additional contact information assisted me in recruiting more qualified 

participants and largely improved the validity of data.  

After initial interviews were analyzed, follow-up interviews mainly by phone 

were conducted with a few participating scholars to clarify some terms and ideas that 

emerged in the first interviews. One follow-up interview was conduced face to face 

between me and one interviewed scholar’s wife. After his wife reviewed the transcript of 

his interview, they decided to have another meeting to clarify and revise some phases in 

the transcript.  

I transcribed all the interviews myself. After the transcription was done, I 

reviewed transcripts to confirm the accuracy of the data. Conversations that did not 

record very clearly were highlighted for the scholars’ member-checking. Then, the 
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transcripts were sent to the scholars for member-checking.   

Data Analysis and Presentation 

Grounded theory was used in the research study to assist with the data analysis. 

The inductive nature of grounded theory methods makes qualitative research open and 

flexible and lets data and theory interact (Charmaz, 2002; Newman, 2003). While the 

purpose of grounded theory is to develop a theoretical analysis of the data and to further 

theory development, most grounded theory researchers have aimed to “develop rich 

conceptual analysis of living experience and social worlds instead of intending to create 

substantive or formal theory” (Charmaz, 2002). Coding and constant comparative 

methods, two critical foundations of grounded theory, were used to analyze the collected 

data. The coding process attempts to re-conceptualize the data collected into smaller 

pieces of data that can be linked together to form broader generalizations and theories 

(Stauss & Corbin, 1998).  

The data collection process and the data analysis process in a qualitative research 

study must be conducted in a simultaneous manner (Chen, 2002; Creswell, 2003; 

Rossman & Rallis, 1998). I transcribed interview tapes as soon as interviews were 

finished. During the process of analysis data (interview tapes, transcripts, field notes and 

memo, as well as other documents) was organized categorically and chronically. I 

repeatedly and continuously reviewed the data and compared the emerging concepts with 

the data collected. Once some “native concepts” emerged in an interview, I returned to 

the field to gather more data.  

The steps of coding the data in the research study involves generating categories 
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of information (open coping), selecting one of the categories and positioning it within a 

theoretical model (axial coding), and then explicating a story from the interconnection of 

these categories (selective coding). Open coding is defined as “the analytic process 

through which concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered 

in the data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 101). The data are broken down into smaller 

concepts that are separated from each other and compared for their similarities and 

differences. As I read through the interview transcripts, written documents collected, and 

memos, I wrote done the terms that appeared repeatedly. Special attention was paid to 

search for “native concepts” used by the participating scholars. While identifying 

separated concepts, I kept the following questions in mind: “What are properties of these 

concepts? How is this concept described by participating scholars? Is the concept 

described differently by other scholars?”  

For instance, Dai identified a phenomenon called “Star Scholar Effects (ming xing 

xiao ying)” and pointed out the significance of the group of “Backbone Intellectuals 

(zhong jian fen zi)” in relation to academic ties with China. He stated that academy is not 

like sports. What China needs is a group of “backbone” Chinese scholars in the US, not 

simply a few Nobel Award winners. It is the group of ordinary Chinese scholars abroad 

who “make real contributions” (zhenzheng zuo shiqing). When I did the data analysis, I 

realized that the concept “Star Scholar Effects” and “Backbone Intellectuals” are critical 

native concepts and continued digging up deeper meanings of these concepts, such as 

“How the participant described these concepts? What are characteristic of the two groups? 

What conditions are required to be a member of one of the groups? Can the participant 
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provide any examples?” I also went to the other scholars’ interview data and discovered 

similar themes. With various questions about these concepts, I acquired a rich 

understanding of these two native concepts and developed categories based on the 

concepts. Over a hundred of initial codes and thirty four categories are identified.  

The next step, axial coding, is a process of reviewing and examining initial data, 

and finally linking the categories. In this second pass, researchers focus on “the initial 

coded themes more than on the data” (Newman, 2003). During axial coding I asked 

questions such as: “Can existing concepts be divided into sub-dimensions? Can several 

closely related concepts be combined into one more general one? Can categories be 

organized into a sequence? How similar or different is one concept from other ideas? 

How is one concept connected to major theoretical ideas?” Through these questions, I 

linked categories into themes and reinforced the connections between evidence and 

concepts. Axial coding identifies thirteen key categories described in Chapter IV, V and 

VI.  

Selective coding, the last pass through the data, is the process of identifying major 

themes of a research study (Newman, 2003). Newman (2003) states that in this pass 

“researchers look selectively for cases that illustrate themes and make comparisons and 

contrasts after most or all data collection is complete (pp.444).” It is the process of 

integrating and refining the theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  The main theme of the 

research is discussed in Chapter VII.  

In addition, I kept memo writing during the process of data collection and data 

analysis. Memo writing is the intermediate step between coding and the first draft of the 
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completed analysis (Charmaz, 2000). I used memo writing to reflect on the data 

collection process and to elaborate on processes, assumptions, and actions that are 

subsumed under the codes. As I reviewed memos, I discussed ideas and returned to the 

literature with a focus on new issues. Some memos became sections of the final report.  

The essential contents of interview transcripts were translated into English. I 

initially planned to translate all parts of interviews into English after transcripts were 

finished. After discussing with peers and faculty in a writing group, I realized two 

problems of this method. First, the workload of translation would be pretty heavy. Second, 

since the participants’ perspectives would possibly be distorted by the translation, 

analyzing the translated version of interview data might threaten the validity of the study. 

In order to reduce the risk of the low validity caused by the translation, I used the 

citations in Chinese during the process of writing and did not translate them until the last 

minute.  

I planned to use HyperResearch, a qualitative data analysis computer program, to 

assist in the process of the data analysis. In using HyperResearch to analyze the pilot 

study data, I realized that HyperReseach cannot recognize Chinese characters, which 

made it impossible to use this computer program for further analyses. I then kept 

numbers at the end of each citation line, which could lead me quickly back to the initial 

context. 

In the data analysis and presentation, the citations were carefully selected from 

the data. Usually, if a point of view was shared by most of the scholars, I would have no 

concern in keeping them. However, as to unusual cases, I did not simply remove them. 
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Considering the richness of information the cases could provide, I selected those that 

might help to illuminate the phenomenon under study (Chen, 1994). It is worthy to note 

here two challenges in the process of data selection. First, given the fact that most of the 

scholars were from various disciplines, I eventually used most of the interview data in 

association with disciplinary specialties because they could provide rich information for 

the research study. Second, my principle was to give priority to the participants’ own 

stories. A few scholars did not talk about their own stories, rather, and instead discussed 

very generally about what Chinese overseas intellectuals should do. As to this kind of 

“second hand” data, I hesitated to include them in the study. For instance, one scholar 

provided characteristics of generations of Chinese overseas students and their interactions 

with China. He said “My thesis examined the old generation of Chinese overseas students. 

Therefore, I have understandings on the old generation and their academic ties with 

China. Compared with the young generation, their obligations for serving motherland are 

their philosophy of life. The young generation’s philosophy is individualism. They don’t 

have any sense of obligation.”  

Researcher Reflections 

Since the human instrument is the main component of the qualitative research 

process, qualitative researchers realize that their personal experience, theoretical bias, 

values and beliefs will necessarily influence the process of investigation and 

interpretation. While there are necessarily many advantages to the process, qualitative 

researchers need to reflect on their biases and assumptions, and on the research process to 

achieve the trust of the reader and to provide a deeper understanding of the participants’ 
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construction of the world (Heppner, et al, 1994). I reflected on my personal beliefs and 

analyzed how these personal values impacted on the research study by keeping field 

notes and memos. This section addresses the researcher’s bias and the subsequent effects.  

Reliability and Validity Issues 

Reliability means “dependability or consistency” and validity suggests 

“truthfulness” and refers to “how well an idea about reality ‘fits’ with actual reality” 

(Newman, 2003, p.179). While reliability maybe achieved through a variety of 

techniques such as interviews, participants, and document studies to record observations 

constantly, qualitative researchers accept the reality that “different researcher or 

researchers using alternative measures will get distinctive results” (Newman, 2003, 

p.185). Therefore, this section pays close attention to the validity issue, how the research 

gives “a fair, honest, and balanced account of social life from the viewpoint of someone 

who lives in everyday” (Newman, 2003, p, 185).  

The following strategies were employed to improve the validity of the study: 

triangulation of data, member checking and follow-up interviews, analysis of interaction, 

and peer examination. Data triangulation was employed by the use of document analysis 

in addition to interviews. Data were collected from multiple sources including interviews, 

scholars’ academic résumé and publications, and other written documents regarding their 

experience of scientific interaction with China. Although a majority of the data for this 

study was obtained from the interviews, information from written documents provided 

complementary information in interpreting the perspectives of the respondents. Selecting 

participants from various disciplines, academic ranks, and educational backgrounds was 
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another way of triangulating the data. Including participants from a variety of 

backgrounds is more likely to yield a more complete picture of the nature of Chinese 

academic diasporas.  

The study also employed the technique of member checking and follow-up 

interviews. The participants served as a check throughout the early stage of the analysis 

process. Once a participant agreed to join the research study, I informed the participant 

that she/he had a chance to review the interview transcript before the data analysis began. 

When the transcription of the interview was finished, each interviewed scholar received a 

copy of his/her interview transcript via email. Several scholars sent back feedback with 

typos and misunderstandings corrected and one scholar scheduled a follow-up interview 

to clarify his perceptions. Their review of the interview transcript largely increased the 

validity of the data; the majority of participants had no comments on the interview 

transcripts. This approach of member checking also assisted me in obtaining the 

participants’ trust and in establishing rapport when entering the field. At the same time, it 

increased the possibility of conducting a follow-up interview if participants had some 

concerns about the interview transcripts.  

However, the technique of member checking by participants turned out to have a 

couple of downsides. One interviewed scholar was upset when they read what they said 

during the interview. He wanted to edit his interview transcripts in order to make his 

public image better and safer. This situation is especially relevant with regards to his 

discussion of China’s corruption issues and other social problems. In order to resolve 

such problems, I emphasized that the participation of all respondents was anonymous in 
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all forms of written documents of this study including the final report. In addition, some 

participants viewed the review of interview transcripts as an extra burden and did not 

want to spend time on it. They were told that the review of interview transcripts was 

voluntary and was not required for participating in this study.   

Analysis of interactions between me and the participating scholars was another 

strategy to improve the validity of this study. One aspect of the validity of the study 

involves the degree to which the participants change as a result of the study (Heppner, et 

al, 1994). Interaction with me might make participants reflect on their experience and 

understand their experience through a new perspective. During interviews, I discussed 

with the interviewed scholars Chinese overseas scholars’ current tendencies of 

maintaining academic interactions with China, expressing my admiration of their active 

academic ties with China and contributions they made to China. Many participating 

scholars expressed an interest in learning about other Chinese scholars’ perceptions of 

academic interactions with China; they wished to review the final report of this study. 

Once the research study was completed, I would send the participating scholars a 

summary of the findings. These efforts might encourage, somehow, the participating 

scholars to reflect on their academic ties with China by comparing their experience with 

that of other scholars. 

The technique of peer examination was employed in the study. For any parts of 

interviews that were translated into English, a native Chinese speaker who was also fluent 

in English provided peer examination of the translation. During the pilot study, I 

organized a writing group with a Chinese doctoral student, Ms. Xiaoxia Chen, who at the 
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time was in a similar stage of her own dissertation. Ms. Chen and I served as a peer 

examiner for each other’s dissertation work.  

Although I employed these strategies for improving the validity of this study, the 

study still faced various threats to its validity. One possible threat may stem from my 

interview skills and bias. In order to examine the participating scholars’ driving forces to 

establish academic ties with China, I asked the scholars a general question as to why they 

were interested in developing academic ties with China, keeping conversations at the 

macro level. While most of the participating scholars could express their views directly, 

several scholars had troubles in speaking about their motivations and emotions. For 

example, Dai mentioned that his motivation for developing academic ties with China was 

“to do something.” Through probing further, he said that he would use the phrase of 

“contribution for motherland” to describe his motivations, but only reluctantly do so as 

Chinese believe in the virtues of moderateness and humbleness.  

Hong: Since the time of your first return visit, you have established frequent and 
strong academic ties with China. Why do you want to do that?  
 
Dai: This is to be assumed. When you achieve at a certain level, you always hope 
to have some connection with the place you come from, hometown…. If I 
overstate, (I) hope to make contribution. We dare not say contribution because 
Chinese are modest. We hope to do something. 
 
The same problem occurred while interviewing Wang and Jiao. For example, 

Wang did not use any explicit words to describe his feelings. Instead, his facial 

expressions communicated his emotions. Jiao indicated that his motivations were 

possibly caused by “something emotional” and he “would reluctantly use some noble 

terms like patriotism.”  
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Wang: During a long period of time, although we thought…from our personal 
perspectives…I believe many have the same thought as me.  We received college 
education, even graduate education in China and then studies abroad. Higher 
education was free in China during our time. That means the government 
supported your college education. I never had to work (in China). I felt it is 
necessary (to develop academic ties with China).   
 
Jiao: Then, three of us started to do the research study together. We wanted to 
compare policies of real estate in the USA, China, and Singapore. We did not 
have any driving forces from money. It is just because…I don’t know the reason 
(laughing)…it might because our interest in China, or… interest or something 
emotional…We started to do the study. … As I told you all of what I did come 
from a …I would reluctantly use some noble terms like patriotism. This may not 
relevant to the concept of notion. Anyway, we would like to do something like 
this.  
 
As an insider of Chinese culture, I understood that people who are raised in the 

culture are inclined to be implicit in expressing their emotions and motivations. 

Considering the fact that most of the interviewees left China only after they finished their 

college education, they were certainly influenced by Chinese culture to a certain degree 

and therefore they seemed to find it difficult to express their emotions and motivations 

right away. This factor made exploring the participants’ motivations for developing 

academic ties particularly difficult. At first I did not realize that their indirect expressions 

would affect the validity of the study due to my status as being an insider of Chinese 

culture. I took it for granted and guessed at the scholars’ hidden emotions and meanings. 

It was not until I transcribed and analyzed the interviews that this problem was 

discovered.  

Additional interview strategies were then employed to address this oversight and 

to collect more accurate data. By revisiting their motivations repeatedly in different 

phases of the interview, the interviewed scholars had more room and chances to express 
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their motivations and emotions. In addition to providing more channels, I also explored 

their driving forces at a micro level. Instead of asking a general question about driving 

forces, I discussed the issue with the interviewed scholars in specific contexts of 

academic ties. For instance, when the participating scholars spoke of a specific academic 

interaction, I asked why they conducted this interaction. In addition, I also paid attention 

to the participants’ implicit answers. When they did not express what they meant 

explicitly, I continued probing for their implicit meanings.  

Another threat to the validity of the study exists in a final check of the theory. A 

final check of the theory should be made with the participants as “a theory that is 

grounded in data should be recognizable to participants, and although it might not fit 

every aspect of their cases, the larger concepts should apply” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p, 

161). Because I mainly finished the process of data analysis and writing outside of the 

U.S. due to family concerns, it is impossible for me to check on the theory with the 

participants although a final report of the main themes will be sent to the participants as 

requested.  

As indicated earlier, I was bothered by the scholars’ inclination of discussing non-

relevant topics such as new developments in their disciplines and their concerns about 

China’s social problems. Through analyzing interview data, I realized that the scholars’ 

motivations for developing academic ties were related to their personal experience, 

educational and career backgrounds. In order to better understand their motivations and 

how they make commitments from motivations, I need to analyze how these non-relevant 

topics were connected with their experience of developing academic ties.   
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Ethical Concerns 

Research has an ethical-moral dimension (Newman, 2003). I considered ethical 

concerns as the study was designed so that ethical practices could be built in to the study 

from the beginning. While composing the consent form (Appendix B), I was concerned 

about how participants’ privacy and other rights could be protected. Several methods 

were employed to protect the confidentiality of the participants’ identity: 1) no 

identifying information was required for the interview. Personal data such as name, age, 

and institutions would not disclose to any individuals or organizations; 2) Each scholar 

was assigned a pseudonym in the research study; 3) The interview was audio-taped with 

the scholars’ permission and was transcribed by the researcher herself; 4) The consent 

form with the scholars’ name on it was stored in a locked cabinet separately from the 

interview tapes and transcriptions; 5) The informed consent document and interview 

tapes will be destroyed when the research study is finished. In addition, I also took 

precautions not to reveal any information that was required by the participating scholars.  

During the whole process of conducting the research study, I paid special 

attention to avoid moral judgments. Through the pilot study, I realized that my personal 

values and consequently moral judgments might impact conversations with the scholars. 

For instance, I emphasized in the introduction of the pilot study that the group of Chinese 

overseas intellectuals are a valuable source of human capital for China and that the group 

should take responsibility of serving their motherland. Since such statements with 

emotional terms such as “motherland” and “love of China” may contain moral judgments, 

an apparent signal that a scholar with more active academic ties is respected was sent to 
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the interviewed scholars. In order to reduce the moral judgment and the possible 

experience of scholars feeling of guilty, I carefully revised the introduction and selected 

terms used in the interview. Prior to and over the course of each interview, I indicated 

that developing academic ties with China was a personal decision and emphasized my 

respect such personal decisions. Some emotional terms such as motherland were replaced 

by “neutral” words like China.  

Throughout the whole process of the research, I felt guilty for taking up so much 

of the scholars’ time as they were very busy with teaching, research, and family 

responsibilities. I especially appreciated that one scholar accepted the invitation of the 

interview in his tenure year.  As a way to thank the scholars’ generosity in taking time for 

the interview, I gave each scholar a gift from Boston College and sent a thank-you note 

right after the interview.  

Researcher’s Evolution  

A qualitative researcher must realize that research questions designed in a 

proposal are not exhaustive nor inclusive and need to be constantly revised to fit the 

reality of the data (Chen, 1994).  Since research questions could be tentative, a researcher 

should record the process of evolution so that the reader could obtain a complete 

understanding of the context of the study and her/his bias. The original proposal of this 

study was intended to explore not only the experience of scholars from the mainland of 

China, but also how scholars from Taiwan develop their networks with Taiwan. A 

comparison of the difference between the two groups’ experiences of academic ties was 

to follow. However, after the recruitment efforts over five months, only two scholars 
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from Taiwan were recruited. The majority of scholars who responded to the recruitment 

letters were the mainlanders. Even with the help of Dr. Chang, the director of Cultural 

Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Boston, no more Taiwan scholars could 

be recruited before I completed the interviews of all mainland scholars. Given the time 

constraint of this doctoral study, I decided to omit the Taiwan section and focus mainly 

on studying the experience of the participating scholars’ network with the mainland of 

China.  

Since the reasons for my inability to include Taiwanese scholars were more 

complex than I could have ever imagined, this dissertation was designed not for 

examining Taiwan scholars’ experiences.  However, including a simple list of reasons 

examined here may intrigue insights for future studies and assist me to reflect upon the 

research process. The past decades have witnessed Taiwan achieving an increasing level 

of development in terms of economy, political stability, and higher education. On the one 

hand, this recent success has led Taiwanese students and scholars to be attracted back to 

Taiwan permanently; on the other hand, fewer Taiwanes students are willing to study 

abroad, including in the United States. As a result, the number of Taiwanese who are 

working at US institutions of higher education has decreased over the past years. Another 

reason for this occurrence is the different ways of spelling Chinese characters in the 

mainland of China and in Taiwan. I did not realize that the Taiwanese method of spelling 

family names is more like western names than that of the mainland. Therefore, I might 

have overlooked some Taiwanese faculty’s names on universities’ website by mistake. In 

future research activities, I should pay close attention to related cultural issues affecting 
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research questions.  

Through the research study, I also learned how to narrow down a research topic 

and how to manage a research study. At the early stage of the research design, I was 

anxious about selecting samples from the huge pool of Chinese overseas scholars 

currently residing in the U.S., ranging from geographic regions, disciplines, gender, 

length of staying in U.S., education and work experience in China, academic rank, and so 

on. In addition, the original research questions of this study also aimed to investigate 

Chinese overseas scholars who did not have active academic interactions with China. 

Through a review of the literature and conducting the pilot study, I learned how to choose 

the appropriate criteria for selecting participants. Considering such factors of financial 

and time constraints and the numbers of higher education institutions in the northeastern 

United States, I narrowed down the selection of participants in the region. After talking 

with the dissertation committee, I realized that interviewing those without active 

scholarly interactions with China could not provide useful information for the research 

questions.   

The realization that I was inclined to interrupt the scholars to state my own point 

of views led to my reflections on the role of researchers and subjects in a qualitative 

research study. As a beginner in the field of qualitative research, I learned through this 

study the role of a researcher and subjects, as well as their relationships in a qualitative 

study. While a qualitative researcher values the interaction between self and the 

informant, it is critical to be aware that a good qualitative researcher should be a good 

listener, with abilities to understand informants’ voice and experiences. Since the purpose 
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of a qualitative research study is to reveal how subjects construct the world, the role of a 

researcher is as a medium to observe subjects and to collect data.  

Over the course of this study, I became more self-confident while interviewing 

scholars. Even with a prepared introduction about myself, research topics, terms used for 

the study, I was so nervous upon first entering the field that she forgot most of the content. 

One interviewed scholar said after the messy introduction “The research sounds very 

interesting. But may I know your name first?” As more and more scholars were 

interviewed, I gained more experience and self-confidence. I could now easily start 

conversations with the interviewed scholars and rapidly built up rapport and trust with 

them. Even though some participants are famous scholars in the world, I was still able to 

“participate” in conversations as an equal partner.  
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 Chapter IV      Mechanism of Academic Ties 
 

Introduction 
 

  This chapter explores academic ties from various aspects and is broken down 

into four major sections on the basis of four categories: content, intensity, collaborators, 

and models of knowledge in academic ties. It begins with examining a key dimension of 

academic ties: the content of academic ties. Based on the interviewed scholars’ accounts, 

the content of academic ties is categorized as three types: network-building information, 

technical knowledge, and academic values. This chapter then focuses on exploring the 

intensity of academic ties as well as collaborative scholars and institutes. At last, three 

modes of roles in academic ties: radio mode, complementary mode, and equal mode, are 

summarized based on analyzing roles of Chinese academic diasporas and that of 

indigenous scholars in their academic interactions. Specifically, the chapter focuses on 

understanding the following questions:  How did the nature of information that was 

transferred via the academic ties vary? How did the intensity of these academic ties 

change? How did the patterns of academic ties vary among the interviewed scholars? 

Focusing on analyzing these key dimensions of academic ties, this chapter attempts to 

provide a general understanding of academic ties developed by the interviewed scholars, 

an underlying background that facilitates understanding the next chapters.  

In order to gain insight into properties of academic ties, as a central part of each 

interview I conducted each scholar was asked about their detailed stories regarding their 

academic interactions with the Chinese academic community, business, and governments. 

In addition, each scholar was asked to reflect upon their interactions. The questions 
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explored in each interview include: What were their academic interactions with China? 

How active were their academic connections with China? How did their networks start 

and evolve? What types of institutions do they interact with? How did they choose their 

partners? Were they happy or not about their academic ties with China and why? What 

are their future plans in terms of academic interactions with China? In summary, much of 

what they spoke about consisted of their describing, categorizing or evaluating various 

academic interactions.  

The scholars’ responses regarding their academic ties were rich and detailed. The 

interviewed scholars reported a variety of academic interactions they had established with 

the Chinese academic community, including attending and organizing academic 

conference, running mini-classes and symposiums in China, educating students and 

recruiting students from China, collaborating in research projects, establishing joint 

research centers, and publishing in China, as well as providing peer review, working as 

academic committee members, part-time faculty and visiting scholars. While some 

scholars had one kind of interaction, most of the interviewed scholars had multiple types 

of academic interactions with China. As to business collaborations, three scholars 

reported that they had business contacts with China. One scholar in architecture had a 

business office in China; another in biology established a joint company with his Chinese 

partners; the third one in neurology organized several business trips to Shanghai for 

Chinese overseas intellectuals.    

In order to accurately demonstrate and interpret the interviewed scholars’ points 

of view, my focus in listening to interview tapes and then analyzing their response was to 
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discern, by comparing various aspects of each academic interaction, how one interaction 

was different from or same as the others. The following major aspects of academic ties 

were considered in determining similarity or differences of academic ties: What type of 

information and knowledge were transferred via an academic interaction? How much 

efforts were spent on an academic interaction?  What impact did academic interactions 

generate toward the Chinese academic community and how?  How systematic was each 

academic interaction? In sum, this chapter concentrates on describing and interpreting the 

nature of academic ties based on examining difference and similarities of the interviewed 

scholars’ academic ties.  

Reviewing research conducted by Zweig et.al. (2007) is important for 

understanding the nature of academic ties. This study pointed out that Chinese overseas 

scientists and academics serve China through teaching, lecturing, organizing seminars, or 

engaging in collaborative research. Overseas Chinese academics have been encouraged to 

help China in multiple ways. Due to the competition among Chinese institutions of higher 

education, overseas collaboration has increased remarkably in terms of intensity and 

patterns.  Zweig et.al. (2007) conducted research on the role of academics who reside 

outside the mainland focusing specifically on mainland scholars in the U.S and Canada. 

The research summarized specific modes of what Chinese overseas intellectuals have 

conducted with the Chinese academic community. According to their online survey,  the 

following variety of interactions that their respondents had had with China were reported: 

running a seminar, course or conference, conducting collaborative research projects, 

training mainland students, giving academic papers in the mainland, editing a book with 
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mainland scholars, consulting with companies in the mainland, and visiting family.  

As mentioned in the introduction, the interviewed scholars’ descriptions about 

their academic interactions largely confirmed Zweig’s findings on modes of academic 

ties with China which included teaching, research, publication, and business consultant. 

While most of the interviewed scholars reported their collaborative interactions with 

China in the same way as Zweig concluded from his research, the rich descriptions of 

these collaborative interactions suggested yet another way to classify Chinese overseas 

scholars’ academic ties with China. Zweig’s classification of academic interactions seems 

inadequate for understanding key dimensions of academic ties such as types of 

knowledge that were transmitted through academic ties and how. In addition, Zweig’s 

classification of academic interactions did not show any similarities or variations of a 

concrete academic interaction in different contexts. The scholars’ detailed responses 

illustrated that Zweig’s classification of academic ties based on specific interactions 

misses some important features fairly consistent across the scholars’ accounts. 

Specifically, the classification of academic networks simply by activity glosses over the 

nature of knowledge that was transferred through academic ties. Scholars suggest that 

types of knowledge are closely associated with the process of knowledge transfer 

(Hansen, 1999 &2002; Reagans & McEvily, 2003; Uzzi and Lancaster, 2003; Zander and 

Kogut, 1995). It turns out that the extent of codifiablity or tacitness of knowledge is a 

critical property of networks. The property of knowledge affects the effectiveness and 

efficiency of the process of knowledge transfer.  For instance, it is concluded that tacit 

knowledge is more difficult to transfer than simple knowledge and that greater efficiency 
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is based on matching types of tie to types of knowledge.  

Depending on their academic fields, professional status, personal experience, and 

other factors as well, each scholar developed academic ties with China in a unique way. 

While some academic interactions might look the same, the purpose behind the 

interactions varied and the intensity of these networks was different. Consequently, the 

effort they spent on their academic interactions was not the same, as the resulting impact 

on the Chinese academic community generated by these interactions varied accordingly. 

Therefore, the same academic interactions are likely to have different natures and the 

scholars’ academic ties should be categorized differently with considering specific 

contexts. For example, a few interviewed scholars indicated that they have published 

books in China. However, the intent and impact of publishing a text book in China were 

not same. Pan, a retired professor of electric engineering, mentioned that in the process of 

writing a book together he aimed to transfer a set of the US academic criteria to his 

Chinese partner. In contrast, Gao, an associate professor of philosophy who gave a series 

of lectures in China, simply intended to summarize his theories and ideas. Obviously, the 

similar academic interactions described above are quite different in nature in terms of its 

content, intensity, and significance. Given the increasing complexity of academic 

interactions it is worth analyzing academic interactions in a new method.  

Initially, I attempted to classify specific academic interactions into different 

categories. As I repeatedly reviewed the interview data, I realized that it is impossible to 

classify academic interactions due to their mixed nature. The interview data suggested 

that most of the academic interactions have a mixed nature due to the porous and flexible 
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boundary between types of knowledge transmitted via academic ties. Many interactions 

simultaneously transfer more than one type of knowledge, though to a different degree. 

For instance attending an academic conference hosted in China includes both the 

exchange of outcome-oriented knowledge and the development of network-building 

connections. Furthermore, as indicated earlier in this chapter, the same type of academic 

interactions might transfer different types of knowledge, which makes the classification 

of academic ties more complicated.  

Therefore, this chapter does not focus on classifying specific academic 

interactions, rather, on categorizing types of knowledge that were transmitted by 

academic ties and ways that knowledge was transmitted. Three types of knowledge 

surface from the interviewed scholars’ accounts, as well as three modes of academic ties. 

The section “Content of Academic Ties” describes the three categories of knowledge: 

network-building knowledge, outcome-oriented knowledge, and context-oriented 

knowledge. The section “Modes of Academic Ties” summarizes the three modes of 

academic ties: radio mode, outsourcing mode, and constructional mode. The rest of this 

chapter analyzes the intensity of academic ties and the scholars’ collaborative 

counterparties.  

Content of Academic Ties  

As a result of comparing the various circumstances of the academic ties, three 

categories of contents surfaced from the interviewed scholars’ accounts: network-

building knowledge, technical knowledge, and value-laden knowledge. Knowledge is a 

“vague and ambiguous” concept that can be described and interpreted differently from 
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various political, cultural, social, and scientific perspectives. Therefore, “definitions of 

knowledge tend to vary according to what aspect of knowledge is emphasized” (Bleiklie 

& Byrkjeflot, 2002). This section is not aimed at engaging in the complicated debate of 

the definition of knowledge. In this section, knowledge is defined as a broad concept to 

refer to what is known through study or experience.  

Network-building Knowledge 

In academic communities, network-building plays a critical role in knowledge 

production and transfer. Network-building knowledge is found a basic category of 

content of academic ties. In a variety of academic interactions with Chinese indigenous 

scholars extensive network information was the main content. As Ou summarized, he had 

maintained broad network-building exchanges with China thought he has not developed 

any substantial scholarly collaboration due to political constraints and sensitivities 

surrounding his academic discipline, astronomy. Zhu, Huang, Dai, Ni, Gao, Fu’s 

narratives about network-building knowledge are representative. The exchange of 

network-building knowledge seems to be a main aspect of their academic interactions 

with China.  

Zhu’s case shows that network-building knowledge was a fundamental content for 

some academic diasporas. While the scope of Zhu’s collaboration with China was limited 

due to his heavy workload and family constraints in the USA, his network-building with 

China had never stopped since the completion of his doctoral training. He said his current 

academic interactions with China “is actually storage of network.”  Zhu, an associate 

professor in medicine, believed that network-building with peers in China, though time-
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consuming, was a very important step towards further collaboration because “you have to 

find a right person to collaborate.” For him, network-building was a process of “building 

trust” with peers, a process of “no pain no gain.” During periods of network-building, he 

would not plan to extensively collaborate with peers in China. However, he would keep 

active contacts with the Chinese academic community until there are appropriate 

opportunities for collaboration. In other words, the content of Zhu’s current academic 

interactions with China basically focused on network-building information. He shared:  

I believe [my academic ties with China] is currently concentrating more on 
network-building. If you translate the term “network” into Chinese, it is a 
derogatory one. However, I believe networks are important…relationships 
between people. My current academic interactions with China are actually 
building networks, a kind of storage of networks. It is because your knowledge is 
accumulated no matter whether you interact with China or not. You work every 
day; study everyday; conduct research everyday. Knowledge accumulates itself. 
As to network-building, no pain no gain. If you do not send email to me, it is 
impossible that we get to know each other. So, you have to work on it, spend time 
on network-building. As to me, because one’s energy is limited… If I plan to 
collaborate with China, I must find the right person and it is impossible to find the 
right person in one or two days. … I mean you have to build trust. If I collaborate 
with this person, can we get along well? How well can we communicate with 
each other? We might be unable to collaborate extensively, but we can keep in 
touch. When there are right opportunities, we can collaborate. Actually, when I 
was doing my post-doc training, I spent a lot of time on building networks.  
 
More exchanges of network-building knowledge tended to occur in junior 

scholars’ academic ties or scholars who are in their earlier stages of connecting with 

China. Huang was a lecturer in marketing also a senior doctoral student in marketing. 

Due to his current status as a student, he was unable to significantly collaborate with the 

Chinese academic community either in research projects or in teaching activities. He 

indicated that his academic interactions with China mainly focused on the exchange of 

network-building information with his former advisors in China. He described that his 
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major roles in academic interactions with China was as “a co-center,” “a connecting 

tool,” and “a messenger,” connecting Chinese indigenous scholars and U.S. scholars. 

Therefore, he could help Chinese indigenous scholars “step into” the U.S. academic 

community or “introduce [the US] faculty members to China.” He explained: 

I am like a connecting tool in the middle [of them]. One end is China and the 
other end is your US advisor and his networks. What we can do is to connect 
[China and the US]. Because these American scholars have published in top 
journals and those Chinese scholars have read their papers. So, they know who is 
who. This is a role I can now play. … I felt like these are the academic 
interactions I have had until now. So far, it is on this level. … It is not a matter of 
doing them a favor. It is…you really want to help them step into this circle. It is 
not only about academic issues, but about bringing them in the U.S. networks. … 
In addition, you can introduce faculty here to China. If a scholar in China wishes 
to collaborate on research with scholars in the U.S., you can play a role of 
messenger in the middle, like a role of a co-center. 
 
For many interviewed scholars, a major way of exchanging network-building 

knowledge is to involve in academic activities hosted in China such as attending or 

organizing academic conferences. Since China adopted its open door policies, Chinese 

universities have expressed a keen interest in hosting international conferences and other 

international academic activities for improving their involvement in the international 

academic communities. Initially, what were transmitted through such academic activities 

were mainly academic papers and ideas, in other words, knowledge. Such types of 

interactions, however, convey also another type of information: network-building 

information. Academic conferences hosted in China seem to be an effective mechanism 

to expand and diversify academic network structures of Chinese overseas scholars. For 

the scholars who did not have extensive academic connections with China, participating 

in academic activities hosted in China seemed to be one of the best ways to establish ties 
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with the Chinese academic community.  

Dai, Fu, Ni, and Wang indicated that their first academic contacts with China 

began from attending international conferences held in China or from teaching at Chinese 

universities. Ni (Pharmaceutical science, Associate) and Dai (Statistics, Full)’s narratives 

are presented below because their accounts illustrate this point most accurately. Ni’s 

academic collaboration with China began in 1994 through an invitation to an academic 

conference hosted by the Chinese Society of Toxicology. He said to me “since that 

conference, I started academic interactions with the Chinese academic community.”  

Since the time of that conference he has taught a mini-class at a medical university in 

Beijing for the past five years during winter breaks. Dai’s experience of starting academic 

interactions with China also demonstrates how his teaching at one university had 

expanded his academic ties with other universities in China:   

Well, [the first interaction] was in Guangzhou City. Zhong Shan University and 
an insurance company jointly hosted a symposium. A professor who was in 
charge of the symposium knew me and invited me. I taught courses for them for 
about two or three days. It is my first time coming back to the mainland of China. 
They of course wanted to collaborate with me so I was appointed as a guest 
professor in the university for three years. [Because of this network,] I started to 
connect with many other universities. Gradually from Guangzhou, to Beijing, 
Shanghai, Nanjing, Xi’an, I established wide connections with universities in 
these cities. 
 
In the case of organizing academic conferences, the aspect of network-building 

information is more apparent and could be demonstrated by the roles of the Chinese 

overseas scholars. Because of their established networks with Western academic 

communities, the interviewed scholars usually played a key role in inviting speakers from 

the international academic community, while local partners invited Chinese indigenous 
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scholars. In organizing a symposium with his partners in China, Ni said he was 

responsible for inviting intellectuals from overseas while his peers in China were charged 

with inviting Chinese indigenous scholars. Gao (Philosophy of Science, Associate) 

collaborated with several Chinese universities by organizing international academic 

conferences in China. His major contribution to the conferences was to inform the 

Chinese universities of who had established names in the international academic 

community and their contributions to the disciplines. Gao stated:  

For instance, a research institute, T University in Beijing, is the local organization 
for the Annual Conference of an association of philosophy. It is my responsibility 
to invite many international prestigious scholars to the conference. In two years, 
another two international conferences will be hosted by T University. Whom do 
they have connections with?! I helped them a lot in many things. First, you need a 
plan. Who has made significant contribution in the field? They don’t know that. 
What they could use is just second-hand or third-hand information. Some scholars 
without established reputations in the international academic community are 
viewed as famous ones. The university has no ideas about who is actually a big 
figure in the international academic community. You need to tell them the big 
names that they need to invite and what his/her contributions are and which topic 
they can talk about.  What cost them is just a dinner to treat you and time to talk 
with you. Yet, these talks are very useful to Chinese scholars. 
 
Fu (Physics, Associate)’s academic interactions with China had significantly 

strengthened following a series of forums hosted by China annually. These forums 

provided opportunities for Chinese overseas and indigenous scholars “to know each other 

and consequently to find out peers.” Getting to know each other at an international 

conference hosted in China in 2000, several Chinese overseas and indigenous scholars 

including Fu initiated a forum held annually in China with Chinese as the working 

language. According to Fu, this forum “helps remarkably to China’s super-conductor 

research. … The participating scholars had very intensive and deep discussions.” He said 
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“I felt like one important reason that the discipline is developing remarkably in China 

over recent years is the information exchange through the forum. Because of the forum, 

scholars gradually get to know each other well and then some scholars found out their 

peers in the Chinese academic community.”  It is worthy to point out that such academic 

interactions with the Chinese academic community intensified not only networks between 

Chinese overseas scholars but also connections among Chinese overseas scholars 

themselves. An, Zhu, and Fu observed the fact that academic activities hosted in China 

provided opportunities for Chinese overseas scholars to reunite. Furthermore, the Chinese 

context of such reunions added an emotional attachment to their connections, which will 

be illustrated in Chapter V.  

However, network-building information is not a necessity for every interviewed 

scholar to establish academic ties with China. Some interviewed scholars started their 

academic connections with China beginning with their former college friends and 

advisors in China. Generational differences existed which resulted from different 

educational backgrounds and work experiences. The older generation usually came to the 

U.S. after achieving their college and graduate education in China. A few interviewed 

scholars even had work experience in China. Compared with the older generation of 

Chinese students abroad, the younger generation tends to study abroad at a younger age. 

As a result, their former academic ties with China were usually weak. For them, network-

building tends to be the important first step for future academic interactions.  
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Outcome-oriented Knowledge 

Outcome-oriented knowledge is the second type of knowledge transmitted via the 

interviewed scholars’ academic ties.  This type of knowledge is sometimes labeled in the 

literature as technical knowledge, applied knowledge, utility-oriented knowledge, 

instrumental, and hard knowledge, just to name a few. The connotation of outcome-

oriented knowledge may overlap with that of these concepts, but with different emphasis. 

To use the term “outcome-oriented knowledge,” I aim to emphasize one crucial character 

of this type of knowledge: “products on hand.” This type of knowledge is a result of 

seeking truth in the US academic and social contexts, or a final product created by the 

interviewed scholars through scientific endeavors and efforts in the US contexts. For the 

Chinese academic community this type of knowledge is to a certain degree aliened in 

nature and not yet localized and contextualized. When the interviewed scholars described 

their contribution to China, they used the following terms such as new ideas, cutting-edge 

technologies, a research direction, genetic-like-out, knowledge cumulated in the US, a 

test system, specific technical problems, the latest empirical studies or the latest satellite 

images, lab regents, a research stream, patents, and research means/device, and a new 

research discipline. According to these native codes, the knowledge under the category 

was basically technologies and ideas “cumulated in the US contexts.”  

According to the scholars’ quotes below, outcome-oriented knowledge tended to 

have roots in the US context, namely, such knowledge was created mainly in the US 

academic community and transmitted to China via the interviewed scholars’ academic 

ties. Wang pointed out that the Chinese academic diasporas’ contribution to China was 
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“knowledge cumulated for many years in the US.” Wang said one of his significant 

contributions was to introduce an important research device to China, “Genetic-Like-

Out.” This animal model, his significant contribution to the discipline, was accomplished 

during his graduate study in the United States. “With the animal model, Chinese 

indigenous scholars can compete with the best labs in the world. Without this model, 

basically, they would lack a particularly important research instrument.” As Wang 

summarized, overseas scholars could also “offer a specific research project,” “new 

ideas,” “core technology,” and “right directions” to promote China’s academic disciplines 

to the most advanced level by sharing their “cumulated knowledge” achieved in the 

United States for years.  

Some other scholars’ narratives also suggested this feature of outcome-oriented 

knowledge. Lee (Physics, Full) indicated that he had few interactions with China during 

the early stage of his academic interactions with China. Although his main purpose of 

going back to China was for family reunion during the period, he did give presentations 

at the research institutes of Chinese Academy of Science and his alma mater in Beijing. 

Lee said that the content of these lectures was mainly about his latest research projects or 

discussion about advanced research methodologies. Ou, a researcher in astronomy, did 

not have “substantial and deep” collaboration with China due to the political constraints 

and sensitivity of his academic discipline. He, however, attended academic conferences 

held in China and gave presentations at his home city and alma mater in Beijing. He 

indicated that “this is the only way” he could establish academic ties with China. As to 
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the content of his presentations, he stated “it is about very advanced information and 

knowledge in astronomy” such as “the latest satellite image.” He stated:  

[These talks] are kind of popular science, but absolutely advanced at that time. I 
think most of people in China had no knowledge about the subject. They may 
know the topic a little right now, but at that time they did not know anything 
about it at all. A lot of people came to attend the talks and asked many 
questions. …Although these presentations are of popular science in nature, it is 
very advanced. Therefore, it can cultivate youth’s interests to astronomy. If China 
wants to compete in the international community, astronomy is a critical area. 
Think about how much the U.S. has invested in astronomy. Every nation put it on 
their agenda. So, I think if I can invoke the younger generation’s interest…. All of 
what I talked about is so advanced that they have never heard before. People in 
China, I don’t know what they are interested. It seems they have least interest in 
science. I talked about the latest satellite images, which they had never heard of.   
 
Wang (Neurology, Associate) and Tian (Biology, Associate)’s narratives may 

also facilitate in understanding the feature of this type of knowledge:  

Wang: In 2003 I helped them [Chinese counterparts] to get a research grant. The 
research project is actually my project. They just “borrowed” my project. So, my 
major contribution is to help them get a research project, a research direction. … 
In the process of conducting research projects…such as [offering] some new 
thoughts is my main way to help. I pay attention to the whole situation of the 
project, on how to resolve specific technical problems. I offer new thoughts for 
core technical issues and let them head in the right directions. Sometimes I can 
resolve a few problems…not many…At a technical level I give them some 
thoughts, yet unable to resolve big problems. At least they would not have 
tremendous errors. So, at least I can make sure the quality of their tests can reach 
the US standards.  
 
Tian: [The research institution I collaborated with] is doing same things with us. I 
have expertise that they need. But what they have is a support to my lab. So, our 
direction is same. … To them, they need a technology, need animal models. They 
do not have these, but I have. You can imagine [our collaborations]. As to them, 
their advantage is patients. They can find out mutation after testing samples 
getting from patients. This is their strong point. But after you find out mutation, 
you need to discover, to find out if the mutation is a key in the process of 
therapies and its influence in results of therapies. You need a test system [to do 
so]. I have such a system.  
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In addition to “systematic transfers” of outcome-oriented knowledge through 

regular and consistent academic interactions such as giving lectures and mini-classes, 

“scattered” transfers of outcome-oriented knowledge also occurred during some scholars’ 

academic interactions with China. Zhu (Medical science, Associate) did not have any 

systematic academic interactions with China. Instead, he indicated that his academic 

interactions with Chinese faculty and students were “scattered” and focused on answering 

“specific academic questions” and information exchanges. He stated:  

If they need lab reagents, well, we then mail some to them. I mail some directly to 
them. … Some interactions happened with graduate students who are advised by 
faculty who know me. I told them that if you have any questions, feel free to ask 
me. So, they contacted me for questions and I answered them. As to the content, it 
is about lab tests and specific academic questions, which I can help with a lot. As 
to big collaborative research projects, it needs more efforts. My major academic 
interactions [with indigenous Chinese scholars] are these scattered activities.  
 
Informal information about academic programs and curriculum was classified into 

the category of outcome-oriented knowledge that was transferred through the interviewed 

scholars’ academic interactions. Huang, a senior doctoral student, is also a lecturer in his 

department of management.  The content of his academic interactions focused more on 

the transfer of informal information regarding program structure and curriculum design, 

course materials such as syllabus and textbooks, teaching pedagogy, and research 

methodologies. He said:  

At first, what I did was to provide information about curriculum, information, 
program structure, and so on. They could imitate. … [Faculty of my alma mater] 
often write a letter to ask for such types of information. For instance, what courses 
do you require for doctoral programs? They said that although we could not study 
for another Ph.D., we want to know how your university educates Ph.D. students. 
They said to me that they could imitate my curriculum design. Of course, specific 
reading materials might vary because of differences of personal views. But, the 
basic knowledge structure is the same, which could be copied. So, I often send to 
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them copies of syllabuses, not only from my university, but also from Boston 
College, Harvard, MIT and so on because I have friends at these universities. At 
the same time, I also tell them information about basic textbooks.  
… Information that they could not get through public channels, like how 
programs at the U.S. universities are run and what faculty’s academic interests are. 
I can transfer this type of information to China. For instance, several research 
methodologies, discussions about these methodologies…Our field has abundant 
arguments on these issues. [Not knowing this information] would affect if your 
paper can get published. If you don’t know these, you would not have advantages 
even if your paper is good. 
 

Context-oriented Knowledge 

Context-oriented knowledge is the third type of knowledge that was transmitted 

by the interviewed scholars’ academic ties. It tended to involve complicated and 

systematic academic interactions such as conducting collaborative research projects, 

establishing joint research centers, and educating new generations for China. Context-

oriented knowledge was summarized on the basis of the native codes such as research 

spirits, academic values and norms, research training, attitudes to review literature, 

critical thinking abilities, democracy, due process, appropriate and health systems, 

ideologies, the public’s quality, law systems, and morality. In summary, this type of 

knowledge was the academic and social-cultural contexts in which outcome-oriented 

knowledge was produced. Pan, Wang, and Tian’s stories demonstrated how context-

oriented knowledge was transmitted via their academic ties. Their cases also illustrate the 

fact that more exchanges of academic values are likely to occur as academic ties become 

stronger, and at times more complicated.  

Pan is a senior professor in electronic engineering, recently retired from a 

prestigious research university in the Greater Boston area. He came to the United States 

when he was 15 years old and got his high school, college, and graduate education in the 
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country. Pan is now a citizen of the United States, having lived in the country for over 50 

years. His academic interactions with China started in 1979 following the full 

normalization of the Sino-American relationship. Prior to 2001, during the period of time 

Pan went back to China almost every year to teach mini-classes at universities in China. 

When asked about his overall reflections of his academic ties with China, he admitted 

that “such mini-classes did not help [to China’s academy] at all.” He complained that he 

had to “keep talking six or seven hours without stop,” but he found out that a week later 

the audience could not “recall what you talked about.” Pan responded:  

Since the relationship between China and the U.S. became open in 1979, I have 
returned almost every year. I visited many universities. I started teaching in 1979 
because they invited me to teach in China. Well, of course, I was more than happy 
to teach in China. After a few years, I found out that it was useless. … You know, 
you had to keep talking six or seven hours [a day] without a break. … At last, I 
withdrew from such interactions. I was so exhausted but it did not help at all. 
… 
The audience… No matter how excellent your lectures are and how interested the 
audience is, no one could recall what you talked about if the topic is not closely 
related to their fields and they do not review the contents again later. If I asked 
them, they would simply say ‘the lecture is great.’ As to the content, [they] could 
not remember at all. It could not do help. 
 
Upon realizing that short-term teaching helped little for the promotion of the 

Chinese academic community, Pan made a significant transition of his academic 

interactions with China in 2001 when he retired from the U.S. university he worked for. 

His current method of collaborating with China focused on cultivating Western academic 

values and norms in the Chinese academic community by educating the younger Chinese 

generation. In his words, he was “planting a seed” in the Chinese academic community. 

Since retiring from the elite research university in 2001, Pan established a joint research 

center with his Chinese counterparts at a national leading research university in Beijing. 
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He recruited four Chinese overseas scholars, his former students, to serve as part-time 

faculty at the research center. Each overseas scholar was required annually to stay at the 

research center for one month. Simultaneously four to five local faculty members worked 

at the research center. At the time of the interview Pan advised three doctoral students 

and collaborated with two junior professors of the research center. Pan explained how he 

made the transition of his scholarly collaboration with China as follows:  

If you want to push China’s academy into a real world-class standard, you must 
plant a seed there and cultivate it. Then it can germinate. It doesn’t help at all that 
ordinary overseas scholars go back for a short term to teach. I had done a lot of 
such interactions before. So, you must plant a tree. [Then the tree] can strike roots 
deep into the soil and grow. Right now it is how I collaborate with T University. I 
go back to train their young faculty and doctoral students. I give them the same 
training as that provided at this U.S. University. The only difference is that they 
stay in China and I stay here. I go back one month each year, having face-to-face 
communication with them. When I come back, the approach of e-mail 
communication is very convenient.  
 
In the above narrative Pan emphasized that short-term teaching or lecturing in 

China could not help to elevate China’s academy into a real world-class standard. He said 

that the goal of the current academic collaboration with China was to “plant a seed” in the 

soil of the Chinese academic community and “cultivate it” so that the seed can grow itself. 

He also used terms such as “plant a tree” and “let the tree grow up.” For Pan “planting a 

seed” or “tree” means to train China’s young academic generations with the U.S. style of 

academic training so that “the set of things” could be transferred to China. He reiterated 

the importance of transferring “the thing” in his narrative. When asked about the meaning 

of “the set of things” Pan stated that it is “something beyond textbooks” that must be past 

to young academic generations. “[It is] how to do the best research in the world; [It is] a 

spirit of doing research; [It is] about standards of doing research.” The most significant 
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success of his academic collaboration with China, according to Pan, is that “the set of 

things” has been transferred gradually to the younger generation of the joint research 

center over the past five years since it was established. Pan shared:  

Look at those world-class universities like MIT, Harvard. You cannot rely on 
quantity, but on quality. I told them that. What we are now doing, therefore, is to 
educate young generations about something beyond textbooks. [It is] how to do 
the best research worldwide, the spirit of doing research, standards, etc. Of course, 
we teach, we give seminars, if you go visit our website. However, the major thing 
the knowledge that you cannot learn by words but by sense, which do not exist in 
books.  
 
He continued demonstrating how “the set of things” can be transferred by using 

an example of writing a textbook with a junior faculty member at the Chinese university:   

Writing a textbook is a way [to transfer the set of things]. It would be better not to 
write it yourself, but to write the book together. Therefore, the set of things can be 
really transferred [to your peers].  … As to the set of things, if I could tell them in 
a book, it would be much easier. All of these are the results of working together, 
discussing, like the way I am talking with you. It is not just one-time events. It 
requires many times of communication. They do not exist in textbooks. You know, 
studying for a Ph.D. is mainly about such things. You talk about your life with 
your advisor. My doctoral students here must see me one time each week at least. 
They talk; I criticize. [Quality depends on] such training. It requires time and 
effort. But you must do it this way if you want to train doctoral students to have 
good qualities. To be honest, I am definitely able to write the book [in Chinese] 
by myself. Why do we write together? It is just because I want to transfer the set 
of things to him. To me it does not matter if I publish one more book. He can 
learn the set of things. … He writes and I criticize. Then, he can continue teaching 
after we finish it. The set of things, therefore, could plant seeds in China.  
 
According to Pan, “the set of things” means “research quality,”  “doing the best 

research in the world,” “spirit of doing research,” and “standards of research.” He 

expressed that “the set of things” existed beyond textbooks and it could not be transferred 

merely by teaching or by words. More efforts and time were required to transfer “the set 

of things” to young academic generations. Pan reiterated how difficult it could be to 
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transfer “the set of things.”  He said “You must spend time. Step by step. It is like 

learning Kong Fu in old times. It might take a master more than ten years to transfer his 

Kong Fu to students. Teaching cannot finish quickly. It just doesn’t work.” In Pan’s view, 

the research center had become a successful example of academic collaboration between 

Chinese overseas intellectuals and indigenous scholars. He said to me “I am pretty sure 

that this approach of academic collaboration is successful. T University wanted to expand 

the model to other disciplines. They organized many similar groups later. Some survived, 

while others died out.” Pan said that the center started to gain a strong reputation within 

the international academic community. The scholars in the center had published with top 

international journals and had hosted several important international academic 

conferences. One junior local faculty member worked as associate editor for an 

international journal. Some scholars from Western universities applied for visiting 

scholarship of the center. 

Fundamentally, I understand “the set of things” as a set of Western academic 

values, norms, and standards --- a kind of context-oriented knowledge. The content of 

Pan’s collaboration with the Chinese academic community is not merely a transfer of 

outcome-oriented knowledge and information. Based on an entity, a joint research center, 

both sides collaborated on a variety of teaching and research activities from designing 

program and curriculum, training younger generations, applying research funding, and so 

on. The focus of such collaboration is placed on cultivating academic values and norms 

among Chinese young academic generations.  
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Like Pan, some other interviewed scholars also paid attention to cultivating 

Western academic standards and values in the Chinese academic community by 

educating students “with Western training methods.” Wang, for instance, focused on 

training Chinese graduate students on the methods of conducting solid research “by the 

same approach that he was trained in U.S.” Wang, who was an associate professor in 

biology, received his bachelor and master degrees in China and his Ph.D. in the US. 

Since 2003, Wang and his Chinese counterparts at his alma mater, a local college of 

medical science in a small city southern China, established a joint research center at the 

college. As the director of the research center, Wang felt that the ultimate goal of 

academic collaboration with China should focused on “educating young academics to do 

independent research studies.” He felt that most of Chinese intellectuals he knew “could 

not concentrate on reviewing literature” and “lack abilities of critical thinking” as well 

“theoretical generating.”  The first thing he did for the center was to teach graduate 

students the Western approach for performing a literature review. He believed that such 

kind of training played a key role in his Ph.D. education in the U.S. Wang also expressed 

that “cultivating young academics is more difficulty than collaborating a research 

project.” He stated:  

At that time, the first thing I asked all the research staff in my research team to do 
was to write journals. [The training] begins learning how to do literature reviews 
because I feel it was a key thing during my graduate study. They have kept 
writing journal entries for one-and-a-half years. Basically, I am satisfied. We have 
educated some high quality students.  
 
Context-oriented knowledge that was transmitted through the interviewed 

scholars’ academic ties did not only limit to interactions such as educating China’s 
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younger generations. Some interviewed scholars (Pan, Wang, Tian, Zhu) were involved 

in building up a healthy academic culture for China by openly criticizing China’s 

academic misconducts and social problems. Pan, for example, dedicated himself to 

developing appropriate academic norms for the Chinese academic community. He wrote 

directly to a national leader, pointing out the academic cultural problems that exist within 

the Chinese academic community. Through an internet platform, he wrote articles about 

“the spirit of doing research” for graduate students at Chinese universities.  

Along with hundreds of other Chinese overseas intellectuals, Wang, Tian, and 

Zhu signed an open letter to China’s Ministry of Education, criticizing academic 

misconducts currently widespread within the Chinese academic community. Three of the 

signatories of the open letter were associate professors at medical schools, who had active 

academic collaboration with China. In speaking about his reasons for signing the open 

letter, Tian emphasized the importance of cultivating advanced academic norms and 

social values within the Chinese academic community. He said that productive 

collaboration seemed impossible in a society “without appropriate and healthy systems.” 

Tian stressed that such systems with advanced Western values were something more 

important to China than cutting-edge technology itself. He said “what we can make 

contribution in the future might not be the technology itself, but some values. Of course 

technology is important for China. But a more remarkable contribution we can make in 

the future is to transfer such advanced Western values to China. What China needs from 

its overseas intellectuals is more than technologies. How we design the country and its 

systems is more urgent [than technology].” Tian believed that without appropriate and 
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healthy systems, individual academic collaboration would not work well and 

technologies would eventually be destroyed. He shared:  

Why did I sign [the letter]? I felt that it is important for China. China has invested 
a huge amount of money in R&D. However right now there are…. This is a 
double-edged sword. On the one hand, because some scholars seek money, there 
is some corruption, or misconduct. The academic culture in China is superficial 
and market-oriented; on the other hand, some scholars hate these behaviors and 
start to fight against the trends. But, it is like a democracy. It doesn’t mean 
absolute freedom. Democracy is a complicated mechanism, requiring certain 
procedures and awareness of democracy among citizens. Then, a society is 
capable of having a good democracy. For instance, due process is a critical 
element. You can not say, “OK, he fights against academic misconducts, then I 
simply trust in him.” This is not right. Everyone who has some achievements is 
eligible to be beaten down. The whole community would be out of order. While 
some people are taking advantage of chaos, the others who focus on academic 
work would feel insecure. In the future…if China invests more money… China 
would face a significant loss if it does not have appropriate and healthy systems.  
 
Therefore, Tian summarized that “What is the most crucial for China is something 

like higher education. It can really change China’s fundamental systems, basic ideologies, 

and the public’s quality. Educational changes are what I think important [to China]. 

Technology, for example, we collaborated with China a few times… why all failed? At 

first, R&D did not work well within the Chinese context. Then, a final product of a 

medicine still failed. This is not a matter of technology itself. Even if I provide him a 

better tech, he could still get it screwed. The key point is that China lacks an appropriate 

system. They can learn technology quickly and well. But if there is no such an 

appropriate system, technology can be distorted. Eventually it could be wasted.” In 

summary, as an increasing number of Chinese overseas scholars realize the importance of 

cultivating a healthy academic and social culture within China, academic norms and 
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social values have become key types of content transferred by some academic ties. This 

type of content transfer often requires greater efforts and more time than other types.  

Intensity of Academic Ties 

The intensity of academic ties is an important feature for understanding the 

interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. The intensity of networks, which is often 

described as tie strength, has many dimensions. The existing research studies on 

academic diasporas (Choi, 1995; Zweig, 2007), describe the intensity of academic ties by 

referring to two elements: the frequency with which overseas scholars went back to their 

countries of origin for academic reasons and the length of time that they stayed in the 

countries (Choi, 1995). To a certain degree, these two indicators can reflect the intensity 

of academic ties. If an overseas scholar has a higher frequency of returning to his/her 

country of origin and stays there longer, the scholar’s academic ties with his/her 

motherland tend to be stronger. Therefore, the time requirement has been regarded as a 

basic requirement in a variety of Chinese policies for mobilizing its intellectuals abroad. 

The frequency of returning and the length of visit varied dramatically among the 

interviewed scholars. While some of the scholars went back to China several times each 

year during winter and summer breaks, even in the middle of a semester, the others took 

greater advantages of advanced information technologies.  The time spent in China varied 

as well, depending on such factors as status of collaboration with China, workload in U.S. 

universities, and family obligations. 

The interview data collected in this study, however, implied that the frequency of 

returning and the length of visit were not necessarily represent the intensity of academic 
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ties. Many interviewed scholars who participated in Chinese sponsored programs 

indicated that although they stayed in China for a period of time less than required time 

constraints, it did not reduce the intensity of their academic collaboration. With the 

assistance of information technology, they still made significant contributions to the 

Chinese academy. In addition, some scholars believed that the intensity of their academic 

networks should be largely determined by the content of their academic interactions, 

namely, by knowledge transferred to China through academic ties.  

Thus by considering the amount of time, energy that Chinese academic diasporas 

devote to academic ties, and types of knowledge transmitted via academic ties, a new 

definition of intensity of academic ties is defined. The intensity of academic ties refers to 

the capacity of an academic tie to transmit or create knowledge across borders. The 

borders refer to the three types of borders that were categorized from the interview data: 

geographical borders, academic borders, and socio-cultural borders. This definition 

lessened the importance of the geographical border for academic ties and take into 

account that of the academic and social-cultural borders. Based on the interviewed 

scholars’ narratives, this section focuses on describing how the new definition of 

intensity emerged from the interview data by analyzing the relationship of information 

technology (IT) with geographical, academic, and social-cultural borders.  

IT has changed the nature of communication frequency and consequently re-

conceptualized the intensity of academic ties. Altbach (2007b) pointed out that 

“information technology carries the potential of introducing significant change in higher 

education, including communication, storage, and retrieval of knowledge.” In terms of 
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international initiatives, “rapid and reliable IT-based communication permits links among 

institutions worldwide” (p. 41). For most of the interviewed scholars, the intensity of 

their academic ties has been reinforced by the use of IT. Cheng and Zhu’s narratives are 

cited here. Cheng described that “[The geographic distance] has been becoming less and 

less influential [in my academic interactions with China]. Communication is now so 

handy, so easy.” Zhu shared the same point of view with Cheng and described the 

convenience of using IT in his academic interactions from another perspective. He said 

his returning to China did not adversely affect his work in the US. Zhu shared:   

For instance, I went back to Shanghai [a city in southeastern China] two years ago. 
How did I communicate with my students in the US? When I woke up, I opened 
my email account and talked with assistants in my lab. Then, I opened my email 
account again in night. That is, they worked in nights [Beijing Time] and talked 
with me in morning. It is very convenient. We talked over the phone once bi-
weekly. When I was in Shanghai, I called them and asked them to stay in my 
office [after] they emailed to me what they wanted to discuss. On the call, they 
talked with me as usual. I listened and responded. The only difference is that I 
was in Shanghai. But the content of our conversations is exactly same, not any 
difference.  
 
With the assistance of IT, the capacity of crossing the geographic border, namely, 

the frequency of returning and the length of visit home countries could not accurately 

represent the efforts that the interviewed scholars spent on collaborative interactions. 

Pan’s comments were illustrative of this point. He said that although he physically stayed 

in China for one month each year, his workload for his collaborative efforts with a 

university in China was more than the month. With the assistance of IT, he continued 

communicating with his Chinese students and collaborators when he came back to the 

United States. He said “When I come back, 30% of my time is allocated for 

[collaboration with] T University. The work is entirely voluntary.” He also emphasized 
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“Email is very convenient. We work 24 and 7. When I sleep, [my students and 

collaborators in China] are working. When I wake up, I check e-mails and reply. So, it is 

pretty efficient.” Pan said:  

We [Pan’s Chinese overseas scholar team] go back and each person stays for one 
month in turn. They pay us for one month. When I come back, 30% of my time is 
allocated for [collaboration with)] T University. It is voluntary work. … I am like 
their consultant for free. In addition to my visit [to China] for one month, I get 
one or two e-mails daily from faculty or students of T University. … I am 
advising several doctoral students [for T University]. The training I give to them 
is exactly the same as my students at this [US] university. The only difference is 
that they are in China and I am here. I go back to China one month each year, 
communicating with them face to face. Then I come back here. E-mail is very 
convenient. We work 24 hours, 7 days a week. When I sleep, they are working. 
When I wake up I check e-mails and reply. So, it is pretty efficient.  
 
In addition to the less important of geographical locale to academic ties, Wang’s 

narrative offered another reason that the intensity of academic ties is independent of the 

frequency of returning and the length of visit. He indicated that the intensity of academic 

ties should depend upon the content of academic interactions, rather than the length of 

time overseas scholars stayed in China. The importance of academic interactions, as 

Wang pointed out, lay in the Chinese overseas scholars’ “cumulative knowledge” that 

they have acquired while in the United States.. What China used was “actually the work 

we have done here [in the US academic community] over the past ten years.”  Therefore, 

geographical factors seemed to be less important than “the cumulative knowledge” that 

could take China immediately to the most advanced research levels within the 

international academic community. Wang said:   

The major contribution is to help China get a research project, a research direction. 
Without overseas scholars like us…though us… In terms of assistance to the 
Chinese academic community, our contribution in my personal view is to provide 
a research project. Thus, we can immediately bring…China’s research to the most 
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advanced level and China can avoid…If they do it by themselves, they may spend 
five years or more on determining the direction. What they use is actually what 
we have done here over the past ten years. It brought them to the top. … In terms 
of a time requirement, or specific length of visit [China], it is actually not a key 
issue. For instance, my total stay in China is less than one month, the required 
period of time. However, it is often…For example, the idea we provided to them 
is not based on [our physical location]. If they do it by themselves, it might take 
them three years or five years for nothing. When we do collaborative projects, 
however, we combined research results we got in the U.S. In my U.S. lab, all 
issues are discussed in meetings and reflected on our research projects. All these 
information is used in the research projects with China.  
 
Even thought the internet has allowed academics to communicate with colleagues 

worldwide and has dramatically decreased traditional isolation (Altbach, 2007b), the use 

of technology did not to necessarily assist in the development of academic collaborations. 

The use of IT was not always reported positively by all the interviewed scholars, 

although most of them hold favorable opinions regarding the impact of IT on their 

academic ties. Bie (Organization behavior, Assistant) described how academic borders 

hampered long distance professional relationships with her Chinese peers even with the 

assistance of IT. The academic borders refer to the degree to which overseas and 

indigenous scholars share academic values and norms. Her comments implied that a 

challenging relationship exists between the using advanced information technologies and 

shared academic norms.  

Bie discussed with two visiting Chinese scholars (a faculty member and a 

government officer) opportunities to conduct collaborative research projects, which 

seemed to pique their interest. However, after they returned to China, she never heard 

back from them even after she tried approaching them again via email.  Bie described one 

of the scholars: “He is wired. I approached him again when I graduated and when he 
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went back to China, but never heard back from him.” She also felt that “many scholars in 

China is like them” in terms of using e-mail communication.   

According to Bie, the effectiveness of technology in improving academic ties was 

limited by the difference of the two academic cultures. She said “maintaining such long 

distance communication is very difficulty” especially if sharing co-authorship roles 

because the Internet was not a convenient approach for exchanging ideas. For her the 

difference of academic cultures meant “the cost of communication.” The more difference 

within two academic cultures, the increasing cost of communication because “you have 

to teach them a lot.” “For example, [the Chinese visiting scholar] did not know how to 

access the best journals and publications. He did not know an efficient way to conduct 

literature review.”  She said:   

[E-mail is not an efficient way for me] in particularly if we collaborate on writing 
paper. Such collaboration is rather intensive. For instance, like my advisor and me. 
Both of us have a high commitment. Every week we have a conference call. We 
schedule a fixed time every week no matter what happens. …  I feel it is hard [to 
maintain long distance professional relationships] unless both sides have strong 
desire or commitment. And you should get a very specific topic that both of you 
would like to work on. At the same time, you can feel the same level of the 
commitment at the other party. Otherwise, it would be a waste of my time. You 
know, my advisor and me have one-hour talk every week. Simply talk. So we can 
check each other’s progress. I know if I give him a draft, I will have a response in 
40 hours. But friends of mine who are in Europe are unable to keep such 
relationship. As time flies by, the process is very tedious, not every efficient. It 
would die out. Like the situation between me and Prof. Zhang [the visiting 
scholars from China]. It is just temporally…He had the interest [of collaboration], 
but he did not have any specific things he wanted to do with ME, in particular.  
 
Bie also believed without strong motivations and commitments presumably 

resulting from shared educational backgrounds, geographical factors still negatively 

influenced her academic ties with China. She indicated that a chance for her to 
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collaborate with a Chinese scholar from a Hong Kong university would be much bigger 

than with an indigenous scholar from the mainland of China. She explained that it was 

because of shared academic norms and values between her and the faculty member of 

Hong Kong. Bie shared:  

Both of us would have strong motivations. If s/he approached me, s/he would 
have a very specific idea. In addition, I feel that our communication would be…I 
mean research, not language or other aspects.  As to communication on research, 
we have similar training. This would significantly facilitate in our collaboration. 
And they would have a strong desire to collaborate. Some tenured faculty 
member would be eager to start many new projects. Junior faculty members like 
me have great pressure to publish. Only if you have this kind of intrinsic 
motivation, you would get strong bound and consequently work well on 
collaboration because the geographic distance would create difficulty for this kind 
of collaboration.  
 
Tian’s narrative explained how social-cultural difference impacted the intensity of 

academic ties. By emphasizing the importance of cultivating advanced academic norms 

and social values within the Chinese academic community, Tian concluded that 

productive academic networks seemed impossible in a society “without appropriate and 

healthy systems.” Tian stressed that such systems with advanced Western values were 

something more important to China than cutting-edge technology itself. According to the 

experience of his business collaboration with China, Tian believed that without 

appropriate and health systems, individual academic collaboration would not work well 

and technologies would eventually be destroyed. For Tian, the “appropriate and health 

systems” referred to the difference of social-cultural contexts. In his interview, he 

repeatedly emphasized the importance of cultivating some Western values such as 

democracy in the Chinese context to academic collaborations. He shared:  
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At first, my collaboration on R & D ideas with a Chinese company did not work 
well.  Later we provided them a matured medical product, but it still did not work 
out. This is not a problem of technology. Even if I give them something better, 
they would destroy it. The key issue is the fact that China does not have a set of 
appropriate and healthy systems. They may have learned individual technologies 
[from Western societies]. However, if you do not have an appropriate system, 
individual collaboration could not work out. Technology would be wasted no 
mater you return to China or not. Therefore, in the future, if I would have any 
collaboration with china, I am interested in broad issues. Like this open letter [I 
signed], I feel like it is a good idea.  
 
Therefore, Tian summarized that “This is not a matter of technology itself. Even 

if I provide him a better tech, he could still get it screwed. The key point is that China 

lacks an appropriate system. They can learn technology quickly and well. But if there is 

no such an appropriate system, technology can be distorted. Eventually it could be 

wasted.” Tian’s narrative demonstrated that in addition to geographic and academic 

borders, academic ties also need to cross social-culture borders.  

Modes of Academic Ties 

In addition to the description of the content and intensity of academic ties, the 

interviewed scholars’ accounts outlined various modes of their academic ties. Modes of 

academic ties refer to the interviewed scholars’ self-reflections upon the different 

approaches of transmitting knowledge. I categorized the approaches by comparing the 

scholars’ roles in and contributions to academic ties, the influence of disciplinary 

differences on their academic ties, and their approaches of communicating and 

collaborating. In order to clarify the concept of “modes of academic ties” I asked myself 

the following questions: “How are the modes of academic ties related to the other 

properties of academic ties analyzed in this section? What is the relationship between the 

modes and the content? Do the three modes have an order of sequence? What factors 
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influence modes of academic ties?”  The analyses of the interview data did not provide 

answers to all these questions. After carefully considering these questions, however, I 

realized that the modes of academic ties that emerged from the interviewed scholars’ 

cases were not a summary of the content, the intensity, and collaborative individuals and 

institutions. Rather the modes of academic ties are complementary aspects of academic 

ties that facilitate the understanding of the phenomenon. Basically, the modes of 

academic ties answered the question “How is knowledge communicated and transferred 

via various academic ties,” while the content of academic ties refers to “What types of 

knowledge is communicated via various academic ties?”  Therefore, the modes of 

academic ties in the study refer to the ways by which knowledge is transmitted via 

academic ties.   

When I first noticed the native codes from the interview data such as “radio 

mode,” “outsourcing mode,” “complementary,” and “equal,” I realized “modes of 

academic ties” might be one important theme for understanding the interviewed scholar’s 

academic ties. I discovered that Gao described his academic ties with China as “a radio 

mode”; Tian summarized his academic ties with China using words “outsourcing mode” 

and “complementary.” So, I returned to the other scholars’ narratives to determine if 

other scholars’ academic ties have similar features with Gao and Tian’s academic ties, 

and if there were other different modes of academic ties. After a systematic comparison 

of the interviewed scholars’ academic ties, it was determined that three modes of 

academic ties are existed: the radio mode, the outsourcing mode, and the constructional 

(equal) mode.  
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Radio Mode  

The “radio mode” is summarized on the basis of the narratives of Gao 

(Philosophy of Scinece, Associate), Huang (Marketing, Lecturer), and Cheng (Social 

Work, Assistant). Gao used the term “radio mode” to describe his academic ties with 

China. He said his academic ties with China were similar to “a radio broadcast,” mainly 

transmitting knowledge to the Chinese academic community without “any clash of 

academic thoughts” with his Chinese counterparties. Some of Huang and Cheng’s 

academic ties seemed to have similarities with Gao’s academic ties. The use of the 

metaphor “radio” for the mode of academic ties illustrated the nature of a single direction 

knowledge flow from Chinese overseas scholars, who had an absolute authority in the 

academic ties, and to Chinese indigenous scholars, who were the learner and receiver of 

knowledge. Therefore, this type of academic ties is named as “the radio mode.” The 

native codes used to summarize the radio mode are: radio mode, to imitate, to copy, to 

plagiarize, no real academic communications, and no clash of thoughts.  

Given Gao’s academic ties with China is particularly important to understand the 

radio mode, a detailed description of Gao’s academic ties is presented here. Gao became 

an associate professor of philosophy at a research university in northeaster United States, 

getting his Ph.D. degree from a top European university in the 1980s. Before Gao started 

developing academic ties with China, he had had a respected academic reputation in the 

Chinese academic community. Upon completing his Ph.D. degree at an elite European 

university, he received a prestigious academic award from the university. This academic 

reorganization was reported in China’s media as a result greatly influenced the Chinese 
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academic community. Following this announcement several key research universities and 

research institutes of the Chinese Academy of Social Science initiated academic ties with 

Gao. He was awarded guest professorships at these famous research universities in China. 

Compared with the other interviewed scholars, Gao returned to China more frequently 

and stayed there longer. He believed that for my research study he would be “a critical 

example in social science and humanities” and his case could provide “tons of useful 

information.” He said he was “particularly willing to return to China.” He also mentioned 

that the invitations to visit China also benefitted him personally, as he was able to visit 

his mother who is in her 80s living in China. 

In 1998 Gao began his path of academic interactions with China. He gave two 

lectures at international conferences held in Beijing that year. In 1999 he received a 

research grant from a Chinese government agency to conduct a comparison study 

between China and the United States regarding the development of military weapons. A 

top scientist in China introduced Gao to many critical indigenous scientists in the field, as 

well as important Chinese government and military officials. Due to the political 

sensitivity of the topic the research project was “suspended” in 2000 by the Chinese 

government. Gao admitted that he did not have “many deep and widespread” academic 

ties with China during that period of time. His “real and large scale” academic 

interactions with China began after 2000. That year he returned to China and gave dozens 

of lectures ranging from the history of science, to the philosophy and sociology of 

science at several key research universities in five Chinese cities. The series of those 

lectures quickly became “a big event” in China’s academic field of the philosophy of 
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science, which led to Gao establishing his reputation in the Chinese academic community. 

Thereafter Gao went back to China every year for academic reasons and gave lectures at 

annual conferences of the academic field hosted in Beijing. He told me that almost every 

one of his lectures was published in China’s top journals and that his influence was 

“remarkable.” Some Chinese indigenous scholars were even studying his theories. Gao 

said that many Chinese universities currently want to establish academic ties with him. 

He divided his current academic ties with the Chinese academic community into 

two categories in terms of academic fields. From 1998 to 2000, his academic ties with 

China focused on the history of science and the philosophy of science. Since 2001 he 

began to collaborate with China on issues of China’s modernization path. In 2002 an 

important international academic conference on modernization issues was hosted in 

China, with many world famous scholars in the field invited by Gao. The significance of 

the conference in China was “tremendous.”  Since the time of the conference, Gao had 

assisted in organizing a series of international academic conferences focusing on 

modernization issues that had been hosted by China’s key research universities. Currently 

Gao’s academic ties with the Chinese academic community mainly concentrated on the 

two fields of the history of science and the philosophy of science, as well as on China’s 

modernization and cultural modernization.  

According to Gao’s point of view, several important dimensions of the radio 

mode of academic ties emerged. First of all, the radio mode seemly had a single direction 

of knowledge flow. In a radio mode knowledge and information were mainly transferred 

from the Chinese overseas scholars to the Chinese academic community without 
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knowledge flow in the opposite direction. As described above, Gao’s main academic 

interactions with China were to give lectures and to make presentations at Chinese key 

universities and at other important academic events.  Because “no one in China studies 

the subject,” Gao described the purpose of his academic ties was to “radiate” knowledge 

to his counterparts in China.  Furthermore, there were no “real academic 

communications” or “clash of thoughts” between the Chinese indigenous academic 

community and Gao  

It is interesting to point out that some interviewed scholars did not regard an 

academic tie that was devoid of “clash of academic thoughts” as “a real academic 

communication.”  For example, Fu said “academic communication should be 

bidirectional. Otherwise, lecturing and teaching is not academic communication. 

[Academic networks] should be reciprocally benefitted, reciprocally.” When he described 

his academic ties with China, he used “my real academic ties with China” to refer to 

those academic interactions generating reciprocal benefits. Some other scholars also 

tended to ignore their teaching and lecturing activities and to discuss more about their 

“real academic communications.”  

Terms such as “imitate,” “copy,” and “borrow” used by Huang and Cheng to 

describe their academic ties with China also demonstrated the feature of the single 

direction flow of knowledge. Huang said “As to the field of marketing, we are far behind 

the US academic community in every specific discipline, such as accounting, finance, 

human resource, OB [organizational behavior], etc. What Chinese scholars do now is 

copying and borrowing. Every professor in China is taking others’ things to read.” Many 
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of Huang’s academic interactions with China were to “transfer information” about 

syllabus, textbooks, and program structures of the U.S. universities. Huang said his peers 

in China “can feel the distance [between them and the international academic 

community]” and “often write to ask questions, such as what courses in your Ph.D. 

programs.”  “They said although we cannot get another Ph.D. degree, we would like to 

know how the US universities train their doctoral students. We can copy your curriculum 

designs. Although some specific reading materials vary, the basic knowledge structure 

may be similar. This kind of structures can be imitated to China.”  Cheng shared the same 

point of view as Huang, admitting the Chinese academic community was “copying” even 

“plagiarizing” its US counterparty.   

Another important dimension of the radio mode, integrated with the feature of the 

single direction of knowledge flow, were the gaps of development levels that existed 

between the two academic communities. As Gao and Huang mentioned in the above 

quotes, the radio mode was more likely useful when there was greater disparity between 

the developmental levels of academic disciplines in the two academic communities. Gao 

said his discipline, philosophy of science, was a Western academic discipline that was 

only recently imported by the Chinese academic community. China’s indigenous scholars 

in the discipline, therefore, lacked fundamental disciplinary knowledge and knew little 

about the latest developments in the international academic community. Gao further 

indicated that although China’s higher education system had advanced remarkably in 

recent years with increased international connections, Gao’s discipline in China was still 

less developed. As Gao said, “the Chinese academic community may have translated all 
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academic works of the discipline in the Western academic community. But they don’t 

know what is in core and what is on peripheral. They do not have abilities to make 

judgment.” He described the gap in detail:  

Scholars currently studying the philosophy of science are those studying dialects. 
They don’t have either the knowledge of science or the knowledge of Western 
philosophy. The philosophy of science is Western philosophy, not Chinese 
philosophy. … The quality of the academic discipline is still low though China is 
much more open than ever. Why? They don’t have money to subscribe 
international journals. Sending visiting scholars [to Western academic 
communities]? It doesn’t work either. As to so-called academic visiting and 
communication, how many visiting scholars have done real academic 
communications? Their visiting experience is usually not productive because 
several things such as language problems, the lack of funds, and their 
expectations. … Therefore, the Chinese academic community doesn’t know much 
about the development of the disciplines. China has introduced Western 
philosophy of science for a long time and translated almost every works in the 
field. I concluded that “you have translated all works including the most modern 
ones. But you don’t know what is critical and what is not.” They could not make 
the judgment. They are unable to tell the important and the peripheral. After I told 
them, they then have some ideas.  
 
Huang also emphasized the gap in the field of management between the China 

and US academic communities. “In my personal point of view, because my major is 

marketing, I feel that the gap between them [his alma mater, a top Chinese research 

university] and the US academic community is still big.” According to Huang’s personal 

experience, the gap existed in many areas such as academic culture, student training, 

faculty quality, pedagogy, curriculum, and research methodology. As to gaps of academic 

culture, Huang pointed out that the US academic community tended to have a stronger 

and healthier academic environment compared with the Chinese academic community. 

He said:   

For example, at this [US] university, we have visiting days. We invite professors 
outside to introduce their current research studies, researchers have come from 
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Harvard, Princeton, and North Carolina. Every semester this will happen two or 
three times. We also invite editors of top journals to introduce students to 
publishing. This is a good academic environment among faculty. … You can tell 
the gap from recruiting faculty. If we have open positions, four to five top 
candidates will be interviewed for each position. You can feel, strongly, how 
tough it is at this university. Faculty’s questions are very tough. I mean, you can 
tell people don’t care about other things but academic elements. 

 
Huang also mentioned the gap of faculty quality between the two academic 

communities. The gap of faculty quality is “undoubtedly big” in terms of indigenous 

scholars’ training background, Huang said. In addition to the gap of training backgrounds, 

Huang suggested that gaps existed in faculty’s research products. Many papers written by 

faculty of marketing at Chinese universities were actually not papers, but were instead 

“comments.” Due to the vast gap in research methodologies and styles, Huang shared 

with his Chinese counterparts information and books on research methodology:  

Faculty members at this US university basically graduated from the top 5 business 
schools. Most of them graduated from Harvard or used to work at good 
universities but were not tenured. Some were tenured and came here for a higher 
salary. But in China, few faculty have international training backgrounds and 
fewer have a marketing Ph.D. … For instance at my alma mater, only one 
professor of seven or eight professors in the department of marketing have a 
foreign Ph.D. degree. Most of the faculty got their Ph.D. of economics from the 
same university. And, several professors have only master’s degrees.  
 
Faculty at this Chinese university published many papers. Can their publications 
really be called papers? I put a question mark, as they are more like an article of 
comments…without any conceptual models. You can tell the gap from this aspect. 
I feel I have duties to tell them ‘you cannot do that and you should do this.” … 
You should learn the Western methodology. More and more Ph.D. students will 
go back to China. What they take back will not only be new knowledge and new 
perspectives, but also entirely different research methodologies. … I introduced 
them to many books about research methodology. Hopefully it helps. 
 
The quality of the marketing doctoral program at Huang’s alma mater was “low” 

compared with that of US universities in terms of pedagogy and research training. Huang 
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used the term “significant” to describe the gap between doctoral student quality at the two 

universities. “There were not seminars for doctoral students” at the Chinese university 

and “their doctoral students read textbooks like MBA students.”  They also did not 

receive “systematic training of methodology” and knew little about the advanced 

development of the field in the international academic community. On the contrary, the 

doctoral training in the US academic community had “strong academic requirements.”  

Outsourcing Mode (Complementary Mode) 

The second mode of academic ties is the outsourcing mode, also named as the 

complementary mode.  This mode is summarized from the narratives of Bie 

(Organizational Behavior, Assistant), Cheng (Social Work, Assistant), Kang (Finance, 

Associate), Tian (Neurology, Associate), Wang (Neurology, Associate). Outsourcing 

originally means to subcontract a process such as a product design to a third party 

company. The decision to outsource is often made in the interest of making better use of 

time, energy, and costs or making more efficient use of land, labor, capital, information 

technology and resources (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outsourcing). The outsourcing 

mode in this research refers to collaborative academic interactions that aimed to make 

efficient use of resources in the two academic communities. Basically the indigenous 

partner provides “cheap intellectual labor,” while the overseas scholars offers “essential 

academic ideas” thus forming the foundation of an academic tie. By viewing the 

relationship between the indigenous and overseas scholars through the lens of the 

outsourcing mode it is apparent that several advantages and complementary assistance 

exist with academic ties; this mode of academic ties was also described as 
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“complementary” by a few interviewed scholars. The following native codes appeared in 

their accounts: second important role of indigenous scholars (provide data, translate, 

design survey, and do empirical analysis), to be assimilated (kao long), sad involvement 

of indigenous scholars, outsourcing, role of overseas scholars (to provide ideas, research 

directions, research models, and important research device), cheap labor, and human 

resources in China.  

Compared to the radio mode characterized by the single direction of knowledge 

flow, the outsourcing mode is basically one of a bidirectional flow of knowledge. 

Indigenous Chinese scholars had certain involvement and made certain contributions to 

the academic collaborations. However, the role of indigenous scholars was still less 

important and mainly played a supporting role to that of Chinese overseas scholars. In 

Bie’s view, “sad” was the unequal involvement of indigenous scholars in an international 

academic tie.  

The interviewed scholars in social science and business described a different role 

of Chinese indigenous scholars in academic collaborations, compared with the 

interviewed scholars in nature sciences.  In the fields of social science and business, 

Chinese indigenous scholars tended to make contribution mainly by “providing data” or 

“offering a background introduction.” According to Bie (Organizational Behavior, 

Assistant), Chinese indigenous scholars’ basic role in the outsourcing mode was usually 

“data collection,” such as “to design survey,” “to distribute survey,” or “to translate 

survey from English to Chinese.” Some excellent indigenous scholars could possibly help 

with “empirical analysis.” However, their roles in academic ties were basically “to 
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provide data.” She also emphasized that it might be hard for China’s indigenous scholars 

to conduct an independent study. Huang (Marketing, lecturer) pointed out that Chinese 

indigenous scholars “hope to become assimilated to the U.S. academy” so that they could 

collaborate on research projects by providing “assistance [in collecting data in China].” 

Besides of these approaches of making contribution, Cheng suggested that indigenous 

scholars could act in the outsourcing mode as an expert of China by providing a 

background introduction for research collaboration. They said:  

Bie (Organizational Behavior, Assistant): If a collaborative scholar is educated in 
China, his role in a co-authorship is clear – to provide data. He is responsible for 
distributing the survey, or to translate the survey from English to Chinese. 
Basically, this is his role. If you ask them to write, basically…  So, basically, most 
of them are just…Some scholars might be excellent. They used to study math or 
econo-metrics. So they could assistant US scholars in doing empirical analysis. 
But, basically, these are their roles. … If you ask an indigenous scholar to do an 
independent study, I think it is difficult for them. … So currently, I hate to say so, 
but it is the reality. Basically for those with whom we would like to collaborate, 
the role of most of them is to provide data.  
 
Huang (Marketing, Lecturer): They hope to become assimilated to the U.S. 
academy. What they hope to do is: if we have a topic or a good idea and we hope 
to collect data, or the topic is related to a cultural implication, or it is a topic 
suitable to any culture…they hope we can invite them and do it together. To 
collect data in China is a bit convenient in China and they can provide assistance 
[in collecting data in China].  
 
Cheng (Social Work, Assistant): For instance, I met a Chinese scholar with a 
doctoral degree in economics who is studying social security too. When I asked 
him about quantitative research methods, he knew little. This is unacceptable for 
someone with a doctoral degree in economics. Without data it is hard to 
generalize and it weakens the research. But it is not impossible to do academic 
collaboration with him. He understands China’s realities and I have no ideas 
about China’s changed realities, but I know foreign countries. If we collaborate, it 
is still possible to a write paper with high quality.    
  
Kang’s research collaboration with two Chinese indigenous scholars 

demonstrated the different roles played by the Chinese academic diasporas and the 
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Chinese indigenous scholars. Kang, an associate professor in finance, was interested in 

studying emerging markets particularly in China and India. He became acquainted with 

two indigenous scholars at an international conference held in China and Kang “likes 

them a lot” because both of them focused on field study, an “exactly the research type” 

that he wanted to collaborate on. He said “what one professor told me many are all 

detailed real stories. He spent several months a year to investigate private corporations in 

China. He told me many stories such as how a small company producing ties grew up and 

how a button company developed to the number one. This is exactly we want. … I can 

tell, based on their personal interviews, they are exactly people we want. ” Therefore, 

Kang decided to collaborate on studying the fund-raising of China’s small private 

enterprises with the two indigenous scholars, who involved in designing questionnaire as 

an expert of China and a translator. Kang described the role of the indigenous scholars as 

follows:  

We were contacted by them about how to conduct the research. We design the 
form. When we designed the form, I called them because the questionnaire is a 
key issue. You have to ease interviewees’ concerns and worries and make them 
agree to provide their financial information. There is another problem. In the 
United States, there are many such questionnaires. Among them, it is Duke 
University’s survey. They interview CFOs every quarter. Clearly, you can not 
copy their questionnaire and use it in China. It is evidently different on what 
questions to ask and what statistic models to employ. So, discussing with the two 
professors, we designed the questionnaire. … Then, it is interesting. Because we 
planned to publish in US journals, the questionnaire is designed in English and 
then translated to Chinese. Because I’ve never been back to China [since I came 
to the US], I have no idea about translating certain phases. My doctoral student 
from China and the two indigenous scholars helped me out. In this way, we 
designed the questionnaire.  
 
In addition to the role of Chinese expert and translator, the two indigenous 

scholars made contribution to the research study by distributing the questionnaire and 
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conducting interviews. “At last, we met and finished the questionnaire. The two 

professors organized their doctoral and master students to interview private enterprises. 

The two professors used their networks and called to invite owners of some private 

enterprises they knew to join the research. …The professors also called the interviewees 

to clarify some important issues.”  

Kang also pointed out the complementary assistance of their academic ties to one 

another, which was his “most positive experience.” He said:  

My experience with the indigenous scholars at Q University, I feel it is very good, 
the most positive experience I have had. He said to me ‘It is good to talk with you. 
If I read paper in English myself, I could not understand them.’ It is not a matter 
of English. He did not received systematic training on [Western] theories and did 
not know why 1, 2, 3. I translate them to him. Actually, I explain them to him. He 
told me his field studies. It is great because you cannot learn those stories either 
from the media or from enterprises. It is great that HE told me the stories because 
he is financial professors. He can summarize what Chinese enterprise told to him 
and tell to me. It is excellent.  
 
Tian (Neurology, Associate), Bie (Organizational Behavior, Assistant), and Ou 

(Astronomy, Researcher) pointed out that academic collaboration in the fields of natural 

sciences and of computer science tended to take advantages of China’s cheap human 

resources. Chinese indigenous scholars involved in such academic ties functioned more 

as laborers and not as academics. Their contribution was cheap labor and not valuable 

products such as “new ideas,” “research directions,” or “cutting-edge technologies.”  Tian 

in neurology summarized this point by stating that “a basic reason to collaborate with 

China” was “its low salary level.” Through collaborative research projects with China, 

overseas scholars can “hire many individuals” to conduct large scale tests of cutting-edge 

technologies. “China has advantages in doing large scale tests or repeated exams.” It is a 
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particularly important advantage for overseas scholars resided in the United States 

considering the high cost of intellectuals in the country.  

Tian (Neurology, Associate): When you have cutting-edge technologies and you 
do a large scale test, you ultimately can find something out. This is a basic reason 
to collaborate with China. China has advantages in doing large scale tests or 
repeated exams. If you do this type of tests in the United States, 90% of your 
research funding will go to pay salaries. So you cannot hire many research team 
members because the labor is expensive here. So, it is a problem. But in China the 
salary level is low. You can hire many individuals to work for you. So a large 
scale test is possible. You will get many significant findings from these tests, such 
patents.   
 
Bie and Ou shared the same point of view as Tian. Ou’s narrative suggested the 

complementary nature of such type of academic ties. He emphasized that the outsourcing 

mode of collaboration is “good for both sides.” China could “provide labors” and the 

overseas scholars “provided ideas.” They stated:  

Bie (Organization, assistant): For instance, computers. I know some friends of 
mine…I don’t know if it is research related collaboration…to design computer 
chips, to build factories in China. … [It is because] labor in China is cheap and 
still good quality. Outsourcing is attracting overseas intellectuals back.   
 
Hong: Some scholars indicated that there are difficulties to collaborate if the 
academic development at one side is high and the other side is low.  
Ou (Astronomy, Researcher): I don’t think so because you can collaborate with 
them in another way. China has human resources. We don’t have many human 
resources here and it is expensive. So this type of collaboration is good for both 
sides. They provide labors and you provide ideas. This type of collaboration can 
work out.  
 
Tian demonstrated the complementary character of the mode by discussing his 

academic collaboration with a Chinese research institution. Their joint research aimed to 

discover a genetic mutation by testing samples from patients and then to use one 

technology [an animal model] to determine how the mutation influenced the effectiveness 

of therapies. Tian said that the “expertise” he had was what China needed and what China 
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could provide was also “a support for his lab.” Specifically, the Chinese research institute 

needed the technology, namely the animal model that Tian had. As to the Chinese 

institute, its contribution for the collaboration was plenty blood samples that were 

obtained from China’s numerous patients. This resource was impossible for Tian to 

obtain in the United States. In Tian’s view, “this is qu chang bu duan [learn from others’ 

strong points to offset own weakness]” and such type of collaboration could “ultimately 

find out something significantly.” Tian said:  

[The research institution] is doing the same things with us. I have expertise that 
they need. But what they provide is support to my lab. So, our direction is the 
same. … To them, they need a technology, need animal models. They do not have 
these, but I do. You can imagine. As to them, their advantage is patients. They 
can find out mutations after testing samples from patients. This is their strong 
point. But after you find out a mutation, you need to discover, to find out if the 
mutation is a key in the process of therapies and its influence in results of 
therapies. You need a test system [to do so]. I have such a system. So this is qu 
chang bu duan [learn from others’ strong points to offset own weakness]. They 
have patients and conducted clinic research and I have a test system. Such 
collaboration combining both strengths can get something significant.  
 
The narratives above also suggested the dominant role of providing essentials for 

knowledge generation such as “ideas” and “cutting-edge technologies” that Chinese 

academic diasporas played in academic ties. Wang (Neurology, Associate) described the 

Chinese academic diasporas’ contribution to academic collaboration as “cumulated 

knowledge” that they achieved in the United States. Wang said one of his significant 

contributions was to introduce an important animal model to China. “With the animal 

model, Chinese indigenous scholars can compete with the best labs in the world. Without 

this model, basically, they would lack a particularly important research instrument.” As 

Wang summarized, overseas scholars could “provide a specific research project,”  “new 
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ideas,” “core technology,” and “right directions” to promote China’s academic disciplines 

to the most advanced level with “cumulated knowledge” they had acquired after studying 

and working in the United States for many years.  

It is necessary to clarify here how the interviewed scholars view the concept of 

“indigenous scholars.”  In this section the term “indigenous scholar” refers to local 

scholars who received academic training in China. If an indigenous scholar had a similar 

training background as an overseas scholar, namely, having Western academic training, 

“it would be another story.”  As Bie said, an academic collaboration would be different if 

an overseas scholar collaborated with a faculty member at a Hong Kong university 

instead of with a faculty member at a mainland university. Bie said that faculty from 

Hong Kong universities “could contribute significantly, not just do data collection” 

because most of them had U.S. training backgrounds and they could communicate in a 

“shared [academic] language.”  

Constructional Mode (Equal Mode)  

Some scholars’ academic interactions are categorized as being the construction 

mode (the equal mode). The constructional mode, which was viewed as an ideal 

academic network by most of the interviewed scholars, refers to academic ties that 

overseas and indigenous scholars create knowledge together through constructional and 

equal discourses.  The constructional mode is summarized using following native codes: 

“being able contribute significantly,” “substantial interaction,”  “reciprocally benefitted,”  

“similar levels of academic disciplines,”  “understanding each other,”  “being able to 

critique, to evaluate,”  “dialogues,” “assistant,”  “value,”  “weakened U.S. impact on 
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China,”  and “Chinese indigenous scholars’ self-confidence.”  Because many of the 

native codes emphasize the equal role of the Chinese overseas and indigenous scholars 

played in such academic interactions, the mode is also called the equal mode. Fu, Huang, 

Cheng, and Jiao’s comments are cited to demonstrate features of the constructional mode.  

According to Bie, the constructional mode of academic ties was those that both 

sides were able to “contribute significantly” and according to Fu “benefitted” equally. 

According to Fu’s narrative, an ideal academic interaction should be “reciprocally 

benefitted” and both sides should be helpful to one another. Fu’s academic interactions 

with China had shifted over time from the radio mode to the constructional mode as 

China’s academic field of applied physics has been developed significantly in recently 

years. His former academic interactions with China focused mainly on “oral 

communication.” At that time Fu only gave lectures or taught via short-term assignments 

in China. Fu believed that such activities as giving lectures and teaching should not be 

categorized as academic interactions because such activities were not “reciprocally 

benefitted.”  In the past, he and his Chinese colleagues would communicate orally about 

research ideas and then separately conduct their own research projects without any 

substantial collaboration with one another. As the discipline has advanced in China, so to 

has their collaboration changed to a more equal mode. “Now the situation is different.” 

He said, “We have a project, working together. We discuss data together; we do analysis 

together; we get final results together; we write paper together.” Fu shared:  

My initial interactions with China did not focus on experiment collaborations, 
rather, on theory communication. Because the level of physical theories of the 
Chinese academic community is always good, you can talk with them. But their 
experiment level was pretty low at the beginning. What you could do was to give 
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a lecture or to have talks with them. They were unable to do something further 
with you. Right now, Chinese scholars can do it and they are doing well. 
 
For Huang, the constructional mode of academic ties meant “being able to 

understand each other.”  Huang stressed that Chinese indigenous scholars should “jump 

to a dialogue level” and then both sides could have “understandable dialogues.”  Huang 

specified “a dialogue level” as communication that was “advanced,” not “that is already 

known or incremental.” At a dialogue level, the Chinese academic community can do 

something “admirable to US counterparties.”  He continued to explain the dialogue level 

by providing examples. He said “if Chinese indigenous scholars can publish two or three 

papers in top international journals, it shows that China has reached the dialogue level.” 

Huang (Marketing, Lecturer): We should jump into a dialogue level. We cannot 
just read what others have published [in journals] or textbooks. Otherwise, you 
cannot jump into the dialogue level.  … But academy is detail-oriented. You need 
to learn step-by-step. Then you can have something your own. Then, you can sit 
in a chair to talk with Western scholars. You can understand what they talk about 
and they can understand what you discuss. Further, they don’t think your work is 
not out of fashion. …. [A dialogue level] means Chinese scholars’ research is 
advanced, not something that is already known or incremental. Chinese scholars’ 
research can be admirable to Americans. That is what I mean ‘a dialogue level.” 
For instance, in top journals Chinese indigenous scholars could publish two or 
three papers every year. That shows that China has reached the dialogue level. 
Right now there are no papers from the mainland of China in top journals. If 
China reached the dialogue level, there would be Chinese scholars’ papers. On 
that day I would feel like our academic interactions had made some progress.  
 
For some other interviewed scholars, equal means that Chinese indigenous 

scholars in academic interactions are able to critique and to evaluate foreign ideas. In an 

equal mode, Chinese indigenous scholars would not blindly worship overseas scholars 

and instead have the self-confidence and ability to distinguish the limits of foreign 

scholars including Chinese overseas intellectuals. According to Jiao, the impact of 
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foreign scholars on Chinese indigenous scholars has weakened due to the drastic 

increased self-confidence of Chinese indigenous scholars resulted from increased 

personal incomes. They described in detail:  

Cheng (Social Work, Assistant): Every Western scholar has his own limits. I 
don’t hope they say to me “Oh, what you have done is unbelievable.” I hope they 
can point out what is the real value of my research. I also hope to hear “Professor 
Cheng, what you talk has this, this, and this limits. It works in your context, but 
doesn’t work in the Chinese context.” This is feedback I hope to hear. It can help 
me to improve and provide me with a new perspective. China should not blindly 
plagiarize Western things. We, overseas scholars, hope that not only good things 
of Western societies can be passed onto China, but also that Chinese can evaluate 
and select these foreign things with an objective attitude. Don’t blindly worship.   
 
Jiao (City Planning, Researcher): Since the 1998 financial reform of higher 
education in China, higher education actually has been industrialized and become 
a profitable industry in China. Significantly increased personal incomes 
strengthen self-confidence of faculty. And this increased self-confidence 
weakened motivations of indigenous scholars to interact with overseas scholars. 
They [indigenous scholars] used to admire and listen to overseas scholars. 
Currently, academic interactions have become more equal even reversed. The 
impact of academic interaction has weakened. Specifically, the impact of US on 
China has been weakened.  
 

Collaborative Scholars and Institutions 

In order to gain a better understanding of the nature of the interviewed scholars’ 

academic ties, it is worth briefly noting more about collaborative scholars and 

institutions.. According to the interviewed scholars, there are two important criteria for 

selecting collaborative partners in China. Most of the scholars collaborated with their 

former students, advisors, or college friends who worked in Chinese institutions of higher 

education. The other scholars chose those who had overlapping academic interests or a 

similar educational background with them, for example, those receiving foreign degrees. 

The first group can be interpreted as the group with strong emotional attachment, while 
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the second group can be understood as the scholars with shared academic backgrounds. 

How emotional attachment and shared knowledge impacts Chinese overseas scholars’ 

academic interactions will be extensively demonstrated in later chapters. 

It is important to point out the involvement of administrative authority in 

academic ties with China. Some interviewed scholars expressed the importance of 

administrative authority of their collaborators for maintaining a successful academic 

interaction. Gao (Philosophy of Science, Associate) had intense academic interactions 

with Z University in southern China. He indicated that the success of his academic ties 

partly resulted from assistance he received from his collaborators, two vice presidents of 

the university. He said “the two vice presidents of Z University also study philosophy. 

They appreciate my academic competency and value the academic tie with me.” Gao also 

indicated that most of his collaborators were leaders at his collaborative institutions and 

they “of course would like to allocate funds for academic interactions” with Gao. He 

stressed that “ideal collaborators should be university leaders. They are usually ambitious 

and want to host international conferences or to conduct great research projects.”  

You must touch those with authorities. Your collaborators must be those able to 
do something. There are no ways for common people to collaborate with you. 
[Common people] mean ordinary professors. You cannot collaborate with them. 
He writes books by himself. How could you collaborate with him? Basically, 
ideal collaborators should be university leaders. They are usually ambitious and 
want to host international conferences or to conduct great research projects. 
Ordinary faculty who mainly write books at home about Tang dynasty or 
Buddhism would not collaborate with you.  
 
Wang (Neurology, Associate) shared the same point of view as Gao. Although his 

academic achievements allowed him to collaborate with any leading research universities 

in China, he selected his alma mater, a small local college, as a collaborative institute, 
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and not a national elite research university. In addition to the influence of emotional 

attachment, another main reason for choosing the small college is that he had 

“relationships” at the college—he knew the president of the college. Wang stressed that 

“relationship is particularly important if you want to do something.” He said “at a small 

college like this one, I will go to look for the president if I have any troubles. I know he 

would help me out. I knew him before. If I could not handle the situation, I will go to find 

him. This is very important. If you want to make contribution, this is very important.”  

Another critical feature of Chinese collaborators is their varied incentives and 

motivations for developing academic ties. The interviewed scholars generally agreed that 

Chinese peers’ strong desires is an important factor for ensuring productive academic 

interactions, though there are variations with regards to Chinese counterparties’ 

motivations for academic interactions with the interviewed scholars. Kang (Finance, 

Associate) and Huang (Marketing, Lecturer) felt that their collaborators’ strong desire to 

create academic ties contributed significantly to their successful collaborations. Kang 

suggested at the end of his interview that overseas scholars should collaborate with 

indigenous faculty members at China’s elite universities who tended to have “strong 

motivations” for developing international academic ties. He explained by providing an 

example. His Chinese collaborators were from a prestigious research university in China, 

which institutions “encourages its faculty to build up international academic ties, to 

attend international conference.”  

 Huang was actively involved in information exchanges and intended on 

collaborating on research projects with his alma mater because of his former advisor’s 
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strong motivation for establishing international academic ties. He said that his advisor 

“expressed a strong willingness of collaborating on research” in an implicitly yet clear 

way prior to his departure for doctoral study in the United States. Huang’s alma mater is 

a prestigious research university in China. In his opinion, his alma mater should feel 

obligated to be among the first to join the international academic community, which 

would enable its faculty through international academic ties, to develop world-class 

programs. As an alumnus studying abroad, he is one of their resources. Influenced by his 

advisor and other faculty members’ strong desires for developing academic ties, Huang 

indicated that he would like to “play an active role” in creating academic ties with them:  

 Huang: I felt that my alma mater should be the first university in China to step 
out China, the first one to join the top journal club. She has such potential and 
duty. [Why?] There are two reasons. The first one is symbolic. My alma mater is 
a top university in China in any case. I do not mean she is the riches university. I 
know she is not the richest university in China at all. However, she should be the 
best one in terms of academic creativity (xue shu chuang xin) and academic 
progress (xue shu jin bu). Academic progress, for example the field of 
management… We have been left behind for many years and now realize others 
are doing well. Then, we should catch up on the gap. At least, we should learn 
what others are doing. Therefore, we could communicate with others, not just 
learn as students. So, I felt my alma mater should act as an example for Chinese 
universities. Specifically, the job should be done by faculty. They have strong 
driving forces. With various resources…For instance, I am one of their 
resources…, they hope to arrive at the level of equal conversations with others. I 
felt like they are still at the level of learning. It might take long time to get the 
level of conversation. … Anyway, the faculty in my alma mater has had such 
realization and such driving force. Since we all have such driving force, let’s do it 
together. This is why we need to strengthen academic ties. I would like to play an 
active role in the process.   
 
Bie (Organizational Behavior, Assistant) felt that in order to create and maintain 

such long-distance academic ties, both sides must be highly motivated. She described her 

collaboration with peers in China as being very superficial for both sides. It was evident 
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to her that such academic collaboration was not necessary for her Chinese counterparts to 

move forward on their career paths. Bie also mentioned that Chinese universities’ 

personnel policies were a key reason for her failed collaboration with a scholar in China. 

She said that her collaborator was not required to publish in top international journals and 

thus international academic ties would not affect his academic promotion. Consequently, 

his motivations for international collaboration tended to be weak. Compared with peers in 

the mainland of China, Bie felt that faculty members from Hong Kong universities might 

have stronger motivations for establishing academic ties with Chinese overseas scholars. 

Paid by the decent level of salaries compared with peers in other places, scholars at Hong 

Kong universities are pressured to conduct high quality research. Under such pressures, 

they have “intrinsic motivations” that could enable collaboration to work well.   

Bie: Some universities like those in Hong Kong have different requirements. Like 
the scholar from the mainland of China [whom I collaborated with], it is not 
necessary for him to publish on U.S. journals in order to get promotion. I felt this 
influenced his motivations (for collaboration). (However,) professors at Hong 
Kong universities are paid as much as we are. If one is paid such amount of salary, 
s/he is required to publish on same journals as us, right? In such a context, you 
would have different motivations. Even if you are in China, you would have 
strong motivations to attend various conferences, to create networks with scholars 
having same interests, then to collaborate. … Only if you have such kind of 
intrinsic motivations, you would have a strong bound and academic ties with 
China could survive because of difficulties of such long distance communication.  
 
Based on the interviewed scholars’ accounts, there are two types of collaborative 

institutions with which the interviewed scholars had academic interactions. The majority 

of collaborative institutions were China’s national leading research universities such as 

Peking University, Tsinghua University, Nanjing University, Zhejiang University, 

Zhongshan University and research institutions of the Chinese Academy of Science. 
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Those institutions are mainly located in eastern Chinese cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, 

Nanjing, and Hangzhou. Sufficient financial supports for international collaboration at 

these top research universities allow overseas scholars to have more opportunities to 

establish academic ties with faculty at these universities.  

Local colleges and universities located in the interviewed scholars’ home towns 

accounted for a small percent of the collaborative institutions. Hard and soft 

environments in these local institutions for international academic interactions seemed 

not exciting. However, desires for establishing academic ties with institutions of higher 

education at an overseas scholar’s home town seemed great and evident among the 

Chinese overseas scholars because of the Chinese tradition of valuing family ties. How 

the traditional values impact academic ties is explored in Chapter V: Cultural Identity. 

The interviewed scholars’ narratives also revealed that most of them had academic ties 

with their alma mater. The Taiwanese scholar I interviewed tended to have more 

extensive academic ties than those originally from the mainland of China. Dai indicated 

that since the time of his first collaboration with Zhongshan University in Gangzhou, he 

had gradually contacted many other Chinese universities nationalwide.  

Eng (Philosophy, Post-doc) pointed out that China had not created a healthy and 

systematic mechanism for its local institutions of higher education to encourage its 

faculty to establish academic ties with Chinese overseas scholars. Two obstacles for 

developing academic interactions were included in Eng’s narrative. First, faculty 

members in local universities are restricted by certain policies from sending out 

invitations to Chinese overseas scholars. Inviting an overseas scholar for them is not as 
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easy as their peers at leading national institutions. Second, financial support for such 

academic interactions is rather limited in local universities, especially those located in 

less developed regions. As evidence of this, he shared: 

For example, it is not every Chinese indigenous scholar can invite US scholars to 
China. It is a simple fact. You could say it is even pretty hard for scholars at 
universities like Peking University. Peking University and Tsinghua are super key 
universities. As to ordinary universities…Faculty in Peking University and 
Tsinghua have such opportunities, but still not that easy. I don’t know the 
situation in other key universities. As to local institutions, they do not have such 
possibilities at all. However, it is different in the U.S. The US universities do not 
have such restrictions. As long as we are peers, we can visit each other and 
communicate with each other. The U.S. mechanism serves for education. I feel 
China has improved at this point, but not as perfect as that in the U.S. In addition, 
they might not have financial support. For instance, we want to host an 
international conference and want to invite some top scholars. We have to pay 
them, but we may not have money. Peking University may have [plenty of 
research funding], but other universities may not.    
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Conclusion 

Based on the interview data, this chapter analyzes the following properties of the 

interviewed scholars’ academic ties that emerged from the interviewed data: the content, 

the intensity, and the modes of academic ties, as well the types of collaborators and 

institutes. First, the content of academic ties is categorized by the following three types: 

network-building knowledge, outcome-oriented knowledge, and context-oriented 

knowledge. Network-building knowledge is a basic content of academic interactions in a 

variety of academic interactions with Chinese indigenous scholars. For the interviewed 

scholars, network-building with peers in China is very important for productive academic 

collaboration in the future because they have to find a right person to collaborate. 

Therefore, network-building was regarded by the interviewed scholars as a process of 

“building trust” with their Chinese counterparts. More exchange of network-building 

information tends to occur in academic interactions conducted by junior scholars or 

scholars who were in their early stage of scholarly interact with China. Many interviewed 

scholars’ first academic contacts with China began from academic activities held in 

China, which seems to be the most convenient way to start academic ties with the 

Chinese academic community. The role that the overseas scholars played in organizing 

academic conferences held in China demonstrated the type of knowledge that was 

transmitted by academic ties. Because of their established networks with Western 

academic communities, the overseas scholars were usually responsible for inviting 

foreign scholars from the international academic community. 

Due to different educational backgrounds and work experiences, a generational 
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difference existed among the interviewed scholars with regards to the importance of 

network-building knowledge. Compared with older generations of Chinese student 

studying abroad, younger generations tend to study abroad at the younger age and with 

less stable academic connections with China. As a result, network-building tends to be 

the important t step for the young generations in order to develop further academic ties 

with China.  

Outcome-oriented knowledge is a fundamental type of content of the academic 

ties developed by the interviewed scholars. Most of the academic interactions examined 

in this study were found to transfer outcome-oriented knowledge. Knowledge under this 

category was basically technologies or ideas that were “cumulated in the US contexts,” 

namely, a result of seeking truth in the US academic and social contexts, or a final 

product created by the interviewed scholars through scientific endeavors and efforts in 

the US contexts. For the Chinese academic community this type of knowledge is to a 

certain degree aliened in nature and not yet localized and contextualized. In addition to 

such “formal transfer” of outcome-oriented knowledge through regular and constant 

academic interactions such as giving lectures and mini-classes, occasional outcome-

oriented knowledge transfer such as answering specific questions existed in some 

scholars’ academic interactions with China. Informal academic interactions such as 

providing information about program structures, curriculum designs, course materials, 

teaching pedagogy, and research methodologies was another type of outcome-oriented 

knowledge transferred through academic interactions.  

Context-oriented knowledge is the third category of knowledge transmitted via 
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the interviewed scholars’ academic ties. This type of knowledge was the academic and 

social-cultural contexts in which outcome-oriented knowledge was produced. Context-

oriented knowledge tended to be transmitted via complicated and systematic interactions 

such as conducting collaborative research projects, establishing joint research centers, 

and educating new generations for China. The focus of such collaboration is placed on 

cultivating Western academic norms and social values among Chinese younger academic 

generations. The interviewed scholars expressed that the transmission of context-oriented 

knowledge is more difficult than that of outcome-oriented knowledge. Therefore, more 

exchanges of academic norms and social-cultural values likely occurred as academic ties 

become stronger and more complex.  

The intensity of academic ties is an important feature for understanding the nature 

of academic ties. The existing research studies on academic diasporas (Choi, 1995; Zweig, 

2007), describe the intensity of academic ties by referring to two elements: the frequency 

with which overseas scholars went back to their countries of origin for academic reasons 

and the length of time that they stayed in the countries. The interview data, however, 

implied that the two geographical indicators were not necessarily relevant to the intensity 

of academic ties of the interviewed scholars. Many interviewed scholars indicated that 

their physical location in the U.S. did not necessarily reduce the intensity of their 

academic ties with China because IT has changed the nature of communication and 

consequently re-conceptualized the intensity of academic ties. By considering the amount 

of time, energy that Chinese academic diasporas devote to academic ties, and types of 

knowledge transmitted via academic ties, a new definition of intensity of academic ties is 
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defined. The intensity of academic ties refers to the capacity of an academic tie to 

transmit or create knowledge across borders. The borders refer to the three types of 

borders that were categorized from the interview data: geographical borders, academic 

borders, and socio-cultural borders. This definition lessened the importance of the 

geographical border for academic ties and take into account that of the academic and 

social-cultural borders. 

Modes of academic ties refer to the interviewed scholars’ self-reflections upon the 

different approaches of transmitting knowledge. Three modes of academic ties: radio 

mode, outsourcing mode, and constructional mode, were categorized by comparing the 

scholars’ roles in and contributions to academic ties, the influence of disciplinary 

differences on their academic ties, and their approaches of communicating and 

collaborating. The radio mode is a one-way method of communicating, existing mainly in 

a discipline with a dramatic gap of development levels between the two academic 

communities. The purpose of such academic interactions was to “radiate” knowledge to 

Chinese indigenous counterparts. In other words, knowledge and information were 

mainly transferred from the Chinese overseas scholars to the Chinese academic 

community without knowledge flow in the opposite direction. The radio mode of 

academic ties likely occurred when there was greater disparity between the 

developmental levels of academic disciplines in the two academic communities. The 

roles of the Chinese overseas scholars and of indigenous scholars are distinctive in the 

radio mode. As academic authority Chinese overseas scholars tend to play a dominant 

role in transmitting knowledge, while Chinese indigenous scholars are usually viewed as 
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a receiver of academic information.  

The second mode of academic ties is the outsourcing mode, also named as the 

complementary mode. Outsourcing originally means to subcontract a process such as a 

product design to a third party company. The outsourcing mode in this research refers to 

collaborative academic interactions that aimed to make efficient use of resources in the 

two academic communities. Basically the indigenous partner provides “cheap intellectual 

labor,” while the overseas scholars offers “essential academic ideas” thus forming the 

foundation of an academic tie. The outsourcing mode is basically one of a bidirectional 

flow of knowledge. Indigenous Chinese scholars had certain involvement and made 

certain contributions to the academic collaborations. However, the role of indigenous 

scholars was still less important and mainly played a supporting role to that of Chinese 

overseas scholars. In the fields of social science and business, Chinese indigenous 

scholars tended to make contribution mainly by “providing data” or “offering a 

background introduction.” Academic ties in the fields of natural sciences and of computer 

science tended to take advantages of China’s cheap human resources. Chinese indigenous 

scholars involved in such academic ties functioned more as laborers and not as academics. 

Their contribution was cheap labor and not valuable products such as “new ideas,” 

“research directions,” or “cutting-edge technologies” that the overseas scholars provided.  

Both the radio and outsourcing mode are interpreted as unequal modes. In an 

unequal mode Chinese indigenous scholars mainly “borrow and copy”; they usually don’t 

have their own voice and follow others’ opinions. Some scholars’ academic interactions 

are categorized as the constructional mode, an ideal mode of academic ties that overseas 
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and indigenous scholars create knowledge together through constructional and equal 

discourses. Some interviewed scholars interpreted that the constructional mode of 

academic ties was those that both sides were able to “contribute significantly” and 

“benefitted” equally. The ideal academic interaction also meant “being able to understand 

each other” for some other interviewed scholars. At having reached a dialogue level, the 

Chinese academic community can do something “admirable” in the eyes of their U.S. 

counterparts. For some other interviewed scholars, the constructional means that Chinese 

indigenous scholars in academic interactions are able to critique and to evaluate foreign 

ideas and would not blindly worship scholars abroad. They had self-confidence and 

abilities to distinguish limits of foreign scholars including Chinese overseas intellectuals.  

Two criteria that overseas scholars used to select collaborative partners in China 

are interpersonal relation and shared academic background. Interpersonal relation is a 

concern for selecting collaborative partners for the interviewed scholars. Most of the 

scholars collaborated with their former academic students, advisors, or college friends at 

Chinese institutions of higher education. Shared academic background plays a key role in 

affecting the selection of collaborators. Some interviewed scholars chose those who had 

overlapping academic interest or similar educational background with them. The 

involvement of administrative authority in the formation of academic ties with China is 

important to point out. Some interviewed scholars indicated that collaborators’ 

administrative authority is a key factor for the success of their academic interactions with 

indigenous scholars. While the involvement of administrative authority in academic ties 

may partly caused by the emergence of managerialism in China, it may also related to 
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abuse of power that partly resulted from China’s weak tradition of faculty governance 

and professional authority.  

Basically, the interviewed scholars interacted with two types of Chinese 

institutions of higher education. While the majority of collaborative institutions were 

Chinese national leading research universities, a small percent of collaborative 

institutions were the interviewed scholars’ alma mater or local colleges usually located in 

the scholars’ home towns. Although the infrastructure and soft environments at these 

local institutions were depressing, the interviewed scholars tended to have passions for 

establishing academic ties with these institutions. Encouraging its local institutions of 

higher education to attract more academic diasporas may enable China to establish a 

mechanism to resolve the uneven development of its higher education. For China’s 

colleges especially located in undeveloped regions, attracting Chinese overseas scholars 

by emphasizing shared cultural factors such as regional ties might be an effective strategy.   
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Chapter V        Cultural Identity 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Chapter V and VI focus on exploring how a variety of forces shaped Chinese 

overseas scholars’ academic ties with China. It is important to examine these forces. First 

it is because the findings have remarkable implications for the Chinese government and 

for other developing countries.   The analysis of these forces is significant in 

understanding the nature of the phenomenon of academic ties.  In addition, analysis 

offers potential ways for countries to evaluate their policies of mobilizing academic 

diasporas. There have been a few significant research studies on examining factors 

impacting academic ties developed by overseas scholars with their countries of origins. 

Choi (1995b) analyzed how Asian scholars developed and maintained professional 

relationships with their countries of origin, in light of the changing status of these 

countries in the world political economy. Choi’s study found many variables that affected 

the patterns and intensity of Asian scholars’ academic ties with their countries of origin.  

First, the changing economic situations at home tended to affect the pattern and intensity 

of Asian scholars’ professional networks with their homelands.  More specifically, 

China’s open door policies and the drive for scientific development for economic 

progress had contributed to more involvement of US-based Chinese scholars in diverse 

social planning in China. Second, the relevance of knowledge in which Asian scholars 

are specialized, was closely related to the level of professional contact.  In other words, 

the capacity to produce high-level experts in some Asian countries had a role in 
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professional networks of Asian scholars. Further, professional status made a significant 

difference in the extent of academic relationships, with senior professors more likely 

establishing networks with homelands than junior professors. Also, political instability at 

home affected the professional networks of scholars from China, Taiwan, and Hong 

Kong. Based on theories of global political economy, Choi interpreted Asian scholars’ 

motivations for professional contacts with their countries of origin as a result of the 

changing socioeconomic conditions in Asia. A research study on Australian-based 

Chinese scholars’ academic ties with China largely confirmed Choi’s conclusions (Zhang, 

2005). In addition, this research study noted that academic interest and the involvement 

of administrative authority affected academic ties with China. 

To a certain degree, the interview data of my study confirmed the conclusions of 

the previous research on motivations for academic networking: Chinese academic 

diasporas’ motivations for scholarly ties with China were affected by the global political 

economy. Where there can be little doubt that China’s political and economic policies 

have been the critical determinant in the growth of academic ties with China, it is 

important to consider the impact of other influences, such as cultural and academic 

dimensions to academic ties.  

I originally intended to examine 1) the motivations of the interviewed scholars for 

developing academic ties with China and 2) the forces impacting the intensity of their 

academic ties, separately. However, the interview data revealed that the factors impacting 

the motivations might also play a role in shaping the intensity of academic ties.  The two 

groups of forces (motivations and intensity) are so intertwined that it is almost impossible 
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to distinguish between them. Due to this unintended connection, the focus of analysis 

changed to comparing all types of factors that emerged from the interview data.  

After comparing a list of the initial codes from the interview data repeatedly, I 

clustered these codes into ten categories: the sense of cultural belongingness, Chinese 

intellectual aspiration (Confucianism aspiration), neglecting personal profits, emotional 

attachment, academic obligation, credits of academic ties for professional career, tensions 

of research ideologies, tensions of professional ethics, absence of meritocracy, and shared 

academic backgrounds. Based on constant comprising properties of these ten categories, 

the forces that impacted the interviewed scholars’ academic ties were classified into two 

groups. The first group, Cultural Identity, is related to “I am Chinese” and “I culturally 

belong to the Chinese culture.” The second group, Academic Identity, is related to “I am 

a Western scholar” and “I belong to a Western academic community.”  

This chapter examines the interviewed scholars’ cultural identity and Chapter VI 

focuses on interpreting their academic identity. The following sections present the four 

categories under cultural identity: the sense of cultural belongingness, Chinese 

intellectual aspiration (Confucianism aspiration), neglecting personal profits, and 

emotional attachment.  

Sense of Cultural Belongingness 

I clustered the following native codes into the category of the sense of cultural 

belonging: Chinese roots, affection for home-place, difficulties of cultural adjustment, 

and passing Chinese traditional culture to children. This section presents the meanings of 

these native codes and explains why these codes were classified into this category.  
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Chinese Roots 

Most of the interviewed scholars, in her or his own ways, discussed concerns 

about how their “Chinese roots (zhong guo gen)” shaped academic ties with China. The 

term “Chinese roots” can be understood as Chinese soul or Chinese blood. Although the 

expression “Chinese roots” is a term that is often difficult to understand in English, I 

decided to use the term because of the following reasons. First, the expression “Chinese 

roots” was repeatedly used by many interviewed scholars and various similar terms such 

as “Chinese cultural roots,” “my roots,” and “emotional tie with China (zhong guo qinq 

jie)” were used to express their concerns about “Chinese roots.”   For instance, Shen 

(Neurology, Associate) indicated that many Chinese overseas scholars, including himself, 

had a strong “emotional tie with China.” Although he reluctantly said that his motivations 

for academic ties with China were “something related to patriotism”, he believed that 

“the emotional tie with China” is an important factor that drives him to collaborate with 

the Chinese academic community. Further, this type of expression tended to be associated 

with strong emotions. When the scholars discussed their “roots”, they often used an 

emphasized tone. Given the importance of the native code, I kept the translation “Chinese 

roots” in this research study, rather than using other translations such as “Chinese soul.”  

In order to facilitate readers understanding the critical code, I demonstrate the 

connotation of the expression from varied contexts in the following section.  

The term “Chinese roots” first appeared in the interview with An, a lecturer in 

mathematics. At the time of the interview, An had just graduated from a leading U.S. 

research university; after the interview, he had moved back to China to work at a Chinese 
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national leading university. Before illustrating, the use of the term Chinese roots in An’s 

story, it is necessary to point out that An did not have established active academic ties 

with China because he “had not had enough time” to start academic ties with China. 

However, An said that he would definitely establish academic ties with China when he 

became more established in the U.S. academic community. Given that he returned to 

China permanently soon after the interview, it is helpful to present An’s points of view 

for a better understanding of junior scholars’ driving forces for academic ties with China. 

As An indicated, there is a certain relevance between motivations for academic ties and 

driving forces for returning one’s homeland. Although An’s case is not perfect for this 

research study, it is beneficial to present the issue using a different scenario. An said:  

First of all, my situation is special because I just graduated from a U.S. university 
and had no chances to go back China. However, I would not say there are not 
such possibilities. Just as I said, few in math have academic ties such as co-
authorship with China. The co-authorship hardly happens in mathematics. But, I 
believe it is very necessary to have academic ties with China. …So far, I don’t 
have time [to start academic ties with China] because I just graduated a year ago. 
If I continue working in the United States in the future, I might start to build up 
networks with China quickly. For instance, I will return to China in summers. I 
just haven’t started it. … As to a long term plan, I want to return to China 
permanently. I do want to go back to China and to establish my career in China 
because I could not get rid of my Chinese roots. I will go back to China anyway. 
 
For An, the Chinese roots were a critical factor to pull him back to China. When 

asked why he would like to establish academic ties with China, he indicated his Chinese 

roots. For him, the Chinese roots were something that “a Chinese can hardly get rid of.”  

First, we are Chinese. It is hard to get rid of our roots. Different people may have 
different ideas [regarding returning or not]. Some want to go back early, while 
others may want to become Americans. No matter if one stays or returns, he can 
hardly get rid of his Chinese roots.  
 
Just as An indicated, the Chinese root that one is unable to get rid of seems to be a 
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part of An’s identity. The majority of the interviewed scholars demonstrated their 

Chinese roots by identifying themselves as ethnic Chinese. No matter the length of time 

residing in the United States, citizenship, gender, and disciplines, most of the interviewed 

scholars regarded themselves as Chinese. The reason to use “the majority” here is the fact 

that the other interviewed scholars did not broach the topic during the interviews. Some 

scholars had become United States citizens, but they still identified themselves as 

Chinese and regarded China as their motherland. They expressed their concerns about 

China’s prosperity and wished to do something for their motherland. Pan (Electrical 

Engineering, Retired) and Cheng (Social Work, Assistant)’s cases demonstrated this 

point.  

Pan is a senior professor in engineering, who came to the United States at age 15, 

and received all of his adult education (i.e. high school, college and graduate education) 

in the United States. After Chinese traditional education for a dozen years, he was able to 

understand and read Chinese well but had little writing ability. Pan considered China as 

his motherland. He has had academic tours to China almost every year since 1979 when 

the relationship between China and the United States was normalized. Pan said, “I grew 

up in China until 15 years old and received a lot of Chinese traditional education. What I 

have done is to do something for my motherland.”  

 Cheng’s case is a little different from that of Pan in terms of his age when 

studying abroad.  When Cheng went abroad for studying, he had taught at a Chinese 

university for years. He spent his first few years in Europe attending an exchange 

program and teaching. He then studied at a U.S. college for his master and doctoral 
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degrees in sociology. Cheng’s first academic interaction with China occurred when he 

worked for an international comparative educational project. He wrote to the Chinese 

Ministry of Education to invite China to join the project. Although China ultimately did 

not take part in the project, Cheng said that his motivation for inviting China was his 

belief that he was still Chinese even though he had become a United States citizen.  

I think [this academic interaction with China] demonstrated my concerns, my love, 
and my loyalty to my country, China. You know Chinese people usually work 
hard and they concern China’s development. Even I have become a United States 
citizen, I am still Chinese. I hope China doing well, becoming prosperous and 
developed. I also hope China can learn from other countries.  
 
 Cheng also indicated that Chinese diasporas usually had a strong sense of cultural 

roots and loyalty to their mother country, which had been demonstrated by many 

historical events. He explained:  

There is a big difference between immigrants from China and those from many 
other countries. Chinese people usually have a strong sense of cultural roots and 
loyalty to their mother country. The sense is very strong. It has been proved by 
history. During Chinese-Japanese war in the 1940’s, many overseas Chinese 
saved money to support China. The loyalty has already been demonstrated many 
times by other historical events. 
 
Bie, the only female scholar interviewed in this research study, is a junior faculty 

in organizational behavior at a management school.  Before she came to study in the 

United States for a doctoral degree, she received her bachelor and master degrees from a 

Chinese national leading university and had worked in a Chinese bank for a few years. 

She admitted that her cultural adjustment in the United States was successful and most of 

her friends in the United States were Americans. But her sense of ethnical identity was 

still strong, which she felt would drive her to establish more active academic ties with 

China in the future. Bie shared:  
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Because I feel like as a….I feel like…when I came abroad for studying, I was in 
my 30’s. So I told myself for all time ‘I am Chinese’. I definitely will do some 
research studies relevant to my country in the future.  
 

Affections for Home-place 

Another distinctive feature of the sense of cultural belongingness is the affections 

that the interviewed scholars had for home-place. Home-place is a special word for 

Chinese because cherishing one’s home is a characteristic of Chinese culture. “Much 

evidence shows the difficulty of severing off the Chinese soul within those living abroad. 

Precisely because of this, the great majority of overseas Chinese had a great concern for 

the security of their country. This sentiment … mostly emerged from the natural 

disposition to cherish one’s home” (Huang, 1993, p. xi-xii). It is necessary to notice here 

that the term of home-place has varied meanings for the participating scholars. Some 

interviewed scholars referred to home-place as the country, yet other scholars tended to 

view home-place as home provinces or home cities. When asked about reasons for 

initiating an annual academic forum for Chinese indigenous academics, Fu (Physics, 

Associate) said it is simply because of his “national pride.” “Home was no longer just a 

village where the family altar was located, a central node in a chain of relationships. It 

was part of a much larger entity, a motherland” (McKeown, 1999, p.323). Eng 

(Philosophy of Science, Post-doc) emphasized that “Chinese affection for China is more 

than nationalism. For Chinese, the affection for China is a holy emotion such as a 

religious devotion. This is the most precious legacy for a Chinese.”  Eng described his 

affection for China as follows:  

Two years ago, I asked my father [living in China] to buy a new version of 
Chinese map for me because a few provinces were established recently. … When 
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I opened the packet, on the top was a Chinese map. I could not help my tears 
[when I suddenly saw the map]. I could not imagine I would cry. It is just a map, 
but it is that…. So, I want to say…I want to say Chinese affection for China is 
more than nationalism. It is a holy emotion such as a religious devotion. This is 
the most precious legacy for a Chinese, but it is disappearing. Or you could say it 
has gone in the current popular culture due to various historical and social causes.  
 
Eng emphasized that this affection for China hardly appeared in the current group 

of Chinese students who study abroad due to the individualism that has been prevailing in 

China since the 1990s.  The collected interview data, however, demonstrated that the 

affection for China is still a critical force that shaped the motivations of a majority of the 

scholars for developing academic ties with China. Most of the interviewed scholars 

expressed their love and loyalty to China either in a direct way, as Eng did, or in an 

implicit way like Jiao. Jiao (City Planning, Researcher) indicated that he was reluctant to 

use any lofty words such as “patriotism” to describe the driving forces for his academic 

ties with China. He said that his motivations for academic ties with China were not 

relevant to the concept of nation. However, he admitted that it was “because of our 

interests about China, or our affection for China.”  Jiao said:   

Three of us collaborated to investigate policies of the real estate in the United 
States, China, and Singapore. We did not have any monetary benefits. It is just 
because…I don’t know because what [laugh]. It might be because of our interests 
about China, or our affection for China.  We just jointly did the project. … 
However, as I told you, including [another academic interaction with China] I had, 
these [activities] are caused by a kind of …I reluctantly use any holy words such 
as patriotism. This is not relevant to the concept of nation. Anyway, we just want 
to do something like that.  
 
For some other scholars this affection for home-place does not necessarily 

connect with the concept of nation, rather, with the concept of home province, home city, 

or hometown. Many interviewed scholars such as Gao, Wang, Cheng, Zhu, Lee, Jiao, Ou, 
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and Dai actually had active academic ties with their home-places. Dai (Statistics, Full) 

used a term “xiang tu” in his narrative to describe the influence of his affection for home-

place to academic ties with China. Xiang tu, consisting of two Chinese characters, 

together means “the place you come from.” Dai said that Chinese “always hope to have 

some connections with the place where [s/he] come from.” Dai explained:  

This is an of course. When you get a certain level, you always hope to have some 
connection with the place you come from, hometown. … If I could overstate it, [I 
would say I] hope to make contribution. We dare not say contribution because 
Chinese are modest. We hope to do something [for xiang tu].  
 

Difficulties of Cultural Adjustment 

The sense of cultural belongingness involves difficulties of cultural adjustment in 

the United States. An (Mathematics, Lecturer) mentioned his personal feelings about 

cultural adjustment in the United State. An said although he is a scholar in mathematics, 

he liked studying Buddhism and other Chinese traditional cultures. He has been fond of 

studying Chinese history and literature since he was a little child. An believed that a 

Chinese would encounter more uncomfortable things as he stays in the United States 

longer. He also thought that “it is a waste of one’s life to spend too much time in a 

foreign country.” Dai recalled that he took many Chinese history and geography classes 

during his K-12 education. Because of this childhood education he learned a lot of 

knowledge about Chinese culture, but never had the chance to visit the mainland of China 

due to the political relationship between the mainland and Taiwan. According to Dai’s 

narrative, his strong interests in the mainland history and geography were one of his 

driving forces for establishing academic ties with China. He said:  

Well, we had started to learn the history and geography of the mainland since the 
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childhood. So, you asked me about my feeling when I first visited the mainland. 
Of course, I was very excited and have complicated feelings. I read a lot about the 
history and the geography and I learned well. That time China had 35 provinces. 
What are these provinces famous for? Where are their capital cities? What is the 
difference among their local culture? I mastered the knowledge very well, no need 
to mention history. Therefore, the first time to the mainland… I felt so much 
excited to go back to the mainland. 
 
Eng (Philosophy of Science, Post-doc) confirmed An and Dai’s points of view.  

Eng believed that China’s distinguished culture is the most critical driving force for a 

Chinese academic diaspora to build up networks with China. Eng, according to his 

personal experience, indicated that the longer a Chinese stayed in a host country, the 

stronger s/he would miss China and look forward to returning. Especially for those who 

grow up in China, difficulties of cultural adjustment would ultimately drive them to 

maintain certain ties with China. Eng shared:  

In terms of culture...a Chinese tends to worship and have blind faiths in foreign 
thing when he just arrived here. He may feel that everything in the United States 
is awesome. However, the longer they stay, the stronger they will miss China and 
will be attracted back to China, the stronger the feeling of home sick would be. I 
refer to people who have become established, with a tenured position, a large 
house, and three cars. They would feel unable to adapt in the United Sates 
because they would feel uncomfortable in terms of culture and other aspects.  
Actually, one who finished college education in China must feel this way. He 
must…even if what he likes is just garbage culture of China. Americans would 
laugh at the American garbage culture, but a Chinese could not understand it. He 
cannot understand because of the difference of grow-up environments. As to 
language, most Chinese…academically, is the easiest. It is hard to melt in another 
culture, including communicating with local people. … The loneliness that 
Chinese have in the host country would drive them instinctually establish 
networks with China. … I always feel like the culture would make people 
maintain more and more networks with China.  

 
Passing Chinese Culture to Children 

The cases of An, Lee, and Zhu show that passing Chinese culture to their children 

demonstrates their sense of cultural belongingness. An expected that his four-year-old 
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little girl could grow up as “a pure Chinese child”. He wished that his daughter could 

grow up reading traditional Chinese books as he did in his childhood. Lee and Zhu 

brought their children back to China every year for them to gain more experience about 

Chinese language and culture. Lee’s two sons, American-born Chinese, used to have 

much difficulty in learning Chinese.  Lee and his wife went back to China every year 

mainly for operating an educational charity. In 2005 their sons went to China with them, 

teaching English for Chinese rural children in their hometown. The Lee couple happily 

found out their sons had changed significantly on their attitudes of learning Chinese and 

culture. According to Lee’s wife, their sons had “achieved deep understanding about 

China and much more acceptance for their Chinese roots since the tour to China.” Now, 

Lee’s family goes back to China regularly and their sons plan to bring their United States 

schoolmates to China.  

 Zhu also brought his child back to China “in order to let him have more 

understanding about China and its culture.” At Chinese New Year Eves, Zhu and his wife 

went to his son’s school to introduce the traditions of China to the students. Zhu shared:  

I have returned to China many times. … The year before last year, [I went back to 
China] is because that my child had grown up. I think I should let him learn more 
about China. So, my family traveled together to [many places in China such as] 
Shanghai, Beijing, Xi’an, Chongqing, Yangzi River, and Wuhan. Then, when he 
went back to his school, he could tell many stories about Shanghai…and China. 
Every Chinese Spring Festival, my wife and I go to his school, telling the students 
many things about China. They like it a lot. When talking about the Great Wall, 
my kid now said ‘I have climbed the Great Wall’. He could show pictures. This is 
indeed another way to introduce China to the United States society.  
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Neglecting Personal Profits 

The second category under cultural identity is “neglecting personal profits.” 

Neglecting personal profits is a typical feature of Chinese culture. Chen (1994) indicated 

in her study on Chinese students’ relationship-building with the United States that “one 

most valued feature in Chinese culture is ‘favoring loyalty and unfavoring profits’ (zhong 

yi qing li) (p.218).” Pan (Electrical Engineering, Retired), who used the term “neglecting 

personal profits” in his interview, emphasized that due to the influence of Chinese 

traditional culture, he did not care about personal profits from academic ties with China. 

Although some other scholars, such as Dai, Wang, Shen, and Cheng, did not explicitly 

express that their neglecting personal profits was due to the impact of Chinese traditional 

culture, all of them had had their full childhood and college education in the mainland of 

China or Taiwan (Dai’s case). Wang and Cheng even received their graduate education in 

China and had work experience there. I assume that Chinese traditional culture has 

affected their personal values and beliefs.  Therefore, I chose to cluster neglecting 

personal profits under the category “cultural identity.” 

Considering these scholars’ life stages, it is necessary to note another possible 

cause of neglecting personal profits. Both Pan and Dai, as senior scholars, had few family 

burdens and financial concerns and had achieved established reputations in their 

disciplines. Few life and career pressures and more expertise resulting in established 

career and reputations, seemingly strengthened Pan and Dai’s neglecting personal profits 

from academic ties with China. As Dai pointed out, “a person at my age has no burdens 

from family. Kids have grown up and get married. We have plenty of free time. We have 
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gained experiences. We are not like juniors who have to take care of family finance and 

have not enough experience.” 

Since the 1980s, Pan has advised around 10 graduate students for a Chinese 

university. The university paid him for the one month that he physically stayed in China. 

However, Pan indicated that he still worked for the university as a volunteer when he 

came back to the United Sates.  He said that “thirty percent of my time spent on replying 

emails from the Chinese students.” Pan mentioned that even if Chinese institutions of 

higher education or governments did not pay for him, he still wanted to do something for 

China. He admitted that he “feels good to educate a few students for China.”   

 Dai is a senior scholar originally from Taiwan. He has had various academic ties 

with both Taiwan and the mainland of China. He visited many institutions of higher 

education in the mainland of China, giving lectures, organizing symposiums, and 

building up academic joint-degree programs. He said that he sacrificed a lot of his 

personal financial rewards in order to develop academic ties with Chinese universities. 

Dai said, “In addition to my work at this United States university, I have consulting work 

outside. … The companies won’t be happy if I take off two or three weeks. They would 

probably reduce my consulting fee. If it is too long, they might fire me.”  He also 

mentioned that he often had to pay his international flight tickets for academic tours to 

China.  However, Dai did not care about this economic loss because he wanted to make 

contributions for China although he was a little frustrated that people in China usually 

could not understand neglecting personal profits. Dai said:  

 My only hope is that, no matter who invites us to go back, institutions in the 
mainland of China, or companies invite overseas Chinese back. …We sacrifice a 
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lot. For example, if I go back for two or three weeks…In addition to my work at 
this United States university, I have consulting work outside. Generally, an 
ordinary professor cannot earn much [in the United States]. So, many professors 
in statistics do consulting work for extra income. Companies won’t be happy if I 
take off two or three weeks. They would probably reduce my consulting fee. If it 
is too long, they would fire you.  A short term of taking off is ok. No problems for 
two or three weeks. Universities do have summer and winter breaks, but 
consulting work does not and you have to be around. Your earning will be 
reduced if you go back for two or three weeks. On the other hand, I have to pay 
for my international trip. So, your earning is less and you have to pay by yourself 
to give a lecture there in China. They did not pay me for my hours. Recently, 
Nanjing University started providing a payment. That is incredible. I just hope 
people of the mainland of China can understand that it is not because we are not 
good enough so we do not ask for payment. It is just because we, overseas 
Chinese, hope to make contribution. This is our motivation. But they would not 
understand and it is hard for them to understand.   

          
When talking about his future plan of collaborating with the Chinese academic 

community, Dai expressed his concerns of being misunderstood by people in China, in 

terms of personal profits from academic ties with China. He said that he was organizing a 

joint project with China to recruit adult students from China’s insurance companies to 

study in United States universities. Some Chinese thought that his purpose for initiating 

this project was to earn personal profits. “These misunderstandings make me feel 

frustrated. They believe I work for my own rewards and ignore human being’s virtue of 

neglecting monetary gains (yi qi). This is one of the most frustrating things.” Dai stressed 

at the end of the interview that China needs “a new perspective” to review its overseas 

intellectuals in terms of their neglecting personal profits from academic ties.  

Jiao (City Planning, Researcher) conducted a joint research study with two other 

Chinese diasporas, focusing on comparing policies of real estate in the United States, 

China, and Singapore. He indicated that they did not expect any personal monetary gains 

from the project. Jiao said “[T]hree of us collaborated to investigate the policies of real 
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estate in the United States, China, and Singapore. We did not care about personal profits 

[from the project]. It is just because…I don’t know because what. It might be because of 

our interest about China, or affection for China.”  Jiao and Wang (Neurology, Associate) 

also mentioned that they did not get any personal monetary gains from the collaborated 

research projects with their peers in China. Jiao said that “instead I spent my time and 

energy on the project.”  

 Jiao:  As an oversea Chinese, I did not get any personal benefits though my 
collaborator admitted a part of research funding belongs to me. I did not get any 
cents. Of course, they have to respect me if they invite me to give lectures. But I 
don’t have any personal gains except of the respect. Instead I spent my time and 
energy on the project.  
 
Wang: My former college friends asked to collaborate with me. We applied a 
research fund from China’s National Science Foundation. In 2003 I assisted them 
to get another fund. I did not get a dime from the research funding and all 
amounts of funds belong to them.  
 

Chinese Intellectual Aspiration (Confucianism Aspiration) 

The third native code under cultural identity is Chinese intellectual aspiration, or 

Confucianism aspiration. Dai (Statistics, Full), Huang (Marketing, Lecturer), Bie 

(Organizational Behavior, Assistant), Eng (Philosophy of Science, Post-Doc), An 

(Mathematics, Lecturer), and Cheng (Social Work, Assistant)’s narratives demonstrated 

how a traditional aspiration of Chinese intellectuals shaped their academic ties with 

China. The descriptions of this aspiration vary for the different scholars. The scholars 

described the intellectual aspiration by using the following codes: self-cultivation-family 

harmony-good order in the state-peace in the empire; obligations, responsibilities, and 

Chinese intellectuals’ personal duties. Basically, the Chinese intellectual aspiration of the 

interviewed scholars was characterized by obligations to make contribution for the 
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country and by the duty to promote the development of the Chinese academic community. 

The Chinese intellectual aspiration could be perfectly summarized by citing a 

Confucianism saying: cultivate self; keep one’s family in order; run the country well; 

bring peace to the world (xiushen-qijia-zhiguo-pingtianxia). This is the reason that the 

aspiration is also named as Confucianism aspiration.  

Originally, “cultivate oneself; keep one’s family in order; run the country well; 

bring peace to the world” is Master Kong’s plan of government, in which Master Kong’s 

ethical theory is intertwined with his theory of government.  Huang (1997) translated this 

plan as “self-cultivation-family harmony-good order in the state-peace in the empire.” He 

interpreted this known program as follows: “If every individual member is well cultivated 

in the eight virtues that govern family relations, the family will surely become 

harmonious; if every family is harmonious, the state will surely become peaceful (p. 7).” 

Gradually, this theory was strongly supported by emperors throughout Chinese history 

and has evolved into a personal aspiration of Chinese intellectuals. As an intellectual, one 

should first cultivate himself by virtues; then keep his family harmonious based on the 

virtues. After these goals have been achieved, he should devote himself for country and 

society.  

By citing the Confucianism aspiration, Dai summarized how his academic 

interactions with China were shaped by the Chinese traditional social values. When asked 

about factors influencing his academic ties with China, he extensively interpreted his own 

experience from the Confucianism aspiration. He said that he often used “a Chinese old 

saying” to explain his experience of academic interactions with China. “To cultivate 
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yourself means to get your Ph.D. degree, to do well with your study, and finally to find a 

good job. Then when you are at your thirties, having wife and kids, you have 

responsibilities of supporting your family. You would not have energy to do anything 

else. Then like my case...I become established and have gained more experience. It 

enables me to do some significant things [for my country].” Dai shared:  

There are two main reasons for me [to build up academic ties with China]. The 
first one comes from my personal beliefs. I have mentioned several times. (I 
always) dream to do something [for China] before I retire. … I often like to cite 
an old Chinese saying, have family and established career…What is the first thing 
before taking care of family in the saying?  [Keep one’s family in order, Run the 
country well; Bring peace to the world?] There is one thing before these. I am 
suddenly unable to recall it. The first step is to take care of self. [Cultivate self?] 
Right! To cultivate yourself means to get your Ph.D. degree, do well with your 
study and find a good job. Then, when you are at your thirties with wife and kids, 
you have to keep family in order. You would not have energy to do anything self. 
Cultivate yourself, keep family in order, what else? [Run country well and bring 
peace to the world.] Well, that is my case. As you become older with more 
expertise, you are able to do significant things [for your country]. Even we don’t 
talk it as a personal dream, now it is a right time to do it because you have few 
pressures from family and finance. So, you asked me why I did this, my personal 
thought is if I could do a little [contribution for China]…my personal dream can 
come true. 
 
Eng shared this point of view with Dai. He pointed out a “unique” characteristic 

of Chinese intellectual: concerns about personal duties for the country (tian xia ji ren). 

Specifically for Eng, these personal duties to the country meant the willingness of making 

a contribution for one’s country (bao guo xin). Basically, the Chinese character bao 

means “to repay,” guo means nation or country; xin, however, could have varied 

meanings if combined with different words from heart, feeling, cherished, and so on. 

Here we can understand xin as willingness. According to the context of Eng’s 

conversations, the term bao guo xin together can be translated as the willingness of 
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making contributions for one’s country. For Eng, the willingness of making contributions 

for one’s country contributed to his experience of academic activities with the Chinese 

academic community. He said “Chinese believe that intellectuals should have duties of 

serving country (tian xia xin wang, pi fu you ze).” Eng said that this should be “a basic 

element of being a human being. Otherwise…he is not an intellectual at all, not a Chinese 

intellectual, not a Chinese.” Eng emphasized that this characteristic of Chinese 

intellectuals “is something unique in Chinese culture and other countries’ culture do not 

have this characteristic.” He stressed that he had strong concerns about these personal 

duties. Eng said:  

Because all Chinese intellectuals should…this willingness of making 
contributions for nation should be a basic element of being a human being. 
Otherwise he is not an intellectual at all, not a Chinese intellectual, not a Chinese. 
Because I feel like so called…Well, if an intellectual does not have the personal 
duties for his country (tian xia ji ren), he would not be a Chinese intellectual. In 
addition, Chinese believe that intellectuals should have the duties of serving the 
country (tian xia xin wang, pi fu you ze). I have a strong realization of this duty ….   
[The reason you use the term “Chinese intellectual” (du shu ren) here is that I 
want to play emphasis on this duty of intellectual.] Because this is something 
unique in Chinese culture and other countries’ culture do not have this 
characteristic. Most of intellectuals from other cultures work for themselves 
which is normal in their societies. It has been proved by history, but China is not 
the case. If a Chinese work for himself, no one would think it is a right thing.  
 
For Wang and Shen, repayment for free education received in China is a 

noticeable driving force for developing academic ties with China. Wang expressed that 

repaying the free education that he received in China was a factor to drive him to develop 

academic ties with the Chinese academic community. Wang went to college and graduate 

school before Chinese universities started charging tuition and fee. His college and 

graduate education were totally free and the government provided college students free 
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dormitory housing and a monthly stipend. After he finished his graduate education, Wang 

came to the United States for a degree. He had no chances of working for China. 

Therefore, Wang felt that he should repay the free education that China provided for him 

by providing academic services for China. Wang said:  

During a pretty long period of time, although people like me think…from our 
personal perspectives…I believed that many others have the same thought as me. 
We finished college and graduate education in China and then came to study 
abroad. The higher education in China was free during the period of time. It 
means the nation supported your college education. Then we studied abroad. 
Basically, I did not have chances to work [for China]. I feel like it is necessary 
that ... do something for China.  
  
 Wang believed that the obligation of repayment affected not only him, but many 

peers of his generation. Some other scholars, such as Shen, also mentioned that one of 

their driving forces for developing academic ties with China originated from the 

willingness of repayment to China. When questioned why he recruited students from 

China, though he thought United States students are more research-oriented, he said that 

this was a way to repay China. Although data for analyzing deep reasons behind 

repayment were not available, it seems that influences of Confucianist values and 

believes contributed to the scholars’ obligations of repayment. Chen’s comments (1994) 

on Confucian’s teaching might shed light on the impact of the repayment on Chinese. 

According to Confucian’s teaching, a “jun zi” (gentlemen) is “to do others favor and 

repay others’ favor but not to seek to have one’s own favors return (p.218).” Today the 

idea of repaying other’s favor is still one of the most valued features in Chinese culture. 

Repayment to China was considered a basic requirement for Chinese intellectuals by the 

society. Wang and Shen’s narratives demonstrated the influence of Confucian’s teaching 
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for Chinese academic diasporas.  

According to Huang, Eng, An, and Cheng, the obligation of promoting the 

development of Chinese academic disciplines had impacted their academic ties with 

China. Huang described his driving force of academic ties with China as “a kind of 

aspirations/dreams (li xiang), a kind of missions (shi ming).” When talking about factors 

that affected his academic interactions with China, Huang used other similar words, for 

instance, “responsibility,” “duty,” and “obligation.” Furthermore, the realization of this 

strong obligation was reinforced many times in his conversations. It seems that the 

obligation of promoting Chinese academic disciplines played a key role in driving Hong 

to build up academic ties with China. Huang responded:  

This is definitely because of concerns about an obligation, not merely due to my 
personal friendship with my former Chinese advisor. Our friendship does not have 
to involve academic affairs. … Maybe, one day in the future, not only I but also 
many other Chinese would go back to my alma mater. Or they may build up here 
a…. These people, like fresh blood, will generate a fresh atmosphere [in China]. 
We have the U.S. educational background. We learn a lot in this country and 
receive their training of methodologies. We know what they are doing. Then we 
can take these back to China.  … China then can make faster progress. So, this 
might be some obligations. I think every student from my alma mater should 
realize this kind of obligation.    
 
Based on the expectations of his former Chinese advisor for developing academic 

ties with China, the reality of the academic gap between China and the United States, as 

well as his loyalty to his Chinese alma mater, Huang realized his ambition to promote the 

field of marketing at his alma mater, a national leading university in China. Lastly, he 

emphasized that he was strongly obligated to promote Chinese academic field of 

marketing. If he did not have this type of obligation, Huang concluded that his 

communication with his former Chinese advisor would entirely focus on personal topics 
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rather than on academic interactions:  

Overall it is because of an obligation. If there is no such kind of obligation, I 
would definitely have only communications about personal affairs [with my 
former Chinese advisor]. For example, ‘here are some new products, like clothes, 
and I would like to buy some for you next time when I go back.’ We would not 
touch academic topics.  
 
Like Huang, Eng identified concerns about his personal duties to develop Chinese 

academic field of philosophy of science. An and Cheng emphasized that their motivations 

for creating academic ties with China were partly inspired by their social responsibilities 

as a scholar. They shared:  

Eng: I graduated from a Chinese national leading university. The university might 
be on the top of the Chinese academy.  Therefore, I gained understandings on the 
reality of the Chinese academic community. And, I came abroad with a strong 
concern about my mission to the academic field.  … The field, to a certain degree, 
is a new discipline in China. That means there are few scholars in the field. But, it 
is a field that I love and also the one that need to be built up immediately. So, to 
an intellectual…from scholars’ perspectives …you have a duty to promote your 
field. However, I feel shameful because I did not do so well and I haven’t gone 
back because of this or that reason. But it was the case when I just went abroad to 
study. That is why I still have academic connection with China.  
 
 An: My major interest in humanities is history, in particularly history of ideology 
and the knowledge of social science. As a scholar of humanities, one should 
concern social issues. I could not say I am concerned very much. And I am not a 
scholar of humanities. … I hope I could be a mathematic scholar, but also a 
scholar of humanities and of history.   
 
 Cheng: Why? There are several reasons [for developing academic ties with 
China.] During the Chinese Revolutions, I went to a rural place for receiving the 
so-called reeducation…. I lived there ten years. I lived with these peasants 
together, you know. So I am now really concerned about their situations. As a 
sociologist, or a faculty member in social work, I think this is my responsibility to 
learn these people’s situation. It is a very important issue. … People living in 
Chinese rural regions have been treated as a second class citizen for all these 
decades. So now, it is very difficult for the Chinese government to deal with 
social issues [caused by the discrimination]. The gap has already existed for 
decades. The gap is huge.   … But as a scholar, also as a Chinese, I am really 
concerned about these issues. I tried to help, to do whatever I can do, though I 
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can’t do much. I really concerned about these issues.  
 
When discussing reasons behind his aspiration of developing China’s academy, 

Huang said that this aspiration had its roots in the gap of academic fields between China 

and the United States. He indicated that “[China] might become advanced a little bit in 

nature science and engineering. At least, we are not worse than Americans. However, as 

to the field of management I would say that we are far behind them in every niche.” He 

said:   

When you move from one place to another one with huge gaps between them, and 
you like the place where you came from very much, you will hope the original 
place can catch up and reduce the gap quickly. You definitely will realize the 
obligation.  
 
Huang provided an example to demonstrate how large the gap was and to specify 

the source of his concerns about the obligation. Scholars in marketing from universities 

worldwide attend annual international conferences held by two important U.S. marketing, 

the American Marketing Association and the Association for Consumer Research. 

However, Huang said that he did not see any scholars from the mainland of China at 

these critical gatherings for marketing.  Huang said to me “At these conferences, you 

might see a few scholars from Hong Kong. These conferences are international! At the 

conferences, you will meet professors from Asian, from New Zealand, Australia, Holland, 

Germany, Span, and Britain. But, you could not see single one from China. And, there 

were scholars from Taiwan, but no one from a university of the mainland of China.” At 

that time, Huang started to gain a feeling that the Chinese academy in the field had been 

ignored by the international academic community. He asked himself “Where are we? 

Would we like to be ignored by the international community? Do [Chinese scholars] have 
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anything good enough that could present at the conferences?” This ignorance of the 

international academic community created a strong sense of mission within him. In order 

to further illustrate his sense of mission, Huang told another story about the gap of quality 

levels between China and the international academic community, which remarkably 

influenced his obligation for establishing academic ties with his advisor in the future.  

[An international conference] was held in Beijing one year. Oh, embarrassed to 
describe…Comments were significantly negative. The criteria of paper were 
VERY low. If you are Chinese scholar, you could present as long as you have a F 
test! I feel shameful! Don’t mention we should be as same as others, at least we 
should have something that has been established in the international community, 
right? We must follow the rules. … However, Chinese scholars have not mastered 
these basic things. … Therefore, you would have a strong sense…I have had the 
experience in two environments [of China and the United States], I can entirely 
understand why Chinese universities become like that. I understand why their 
faculty…how can I put it…Anyway, let us do it together. That is why we need to 
strengthen academic ties. I could not be happier to involve in the process as a 
supportive role.  
 
Bie also pointed out that her impression of poor quality of Chinese college 

teaching was an important consideration for developing academic contacts with China:  

I plan to go back to my alma mater when I become more established… to give 
lectures for students. At least, I think it is a good thing for students. My personal 
benefit from this academic interaction is that I could collaborate with faculty there. 
The major reason is because of students…there is the gap [of educational quality 
between China and the United States], which is huge.  If someone can play a role 
of bridge, I think it is meaningful. I knew how difficult to make the transaction of 
studying abroad because of my personal experience. I was a good student at my 
alma mater. I should have had a less difficult transition. The department was an 
excellent program in China as well. … Yet I still felt the transition was 
particularly hard in terms of methods or many other things. You should know 
these. Anyway, there were many gaps. I did not learn how to do research at all. 
No one taught me such things. No one taught me right approaches to do research.  
 
For these scholars, the gap of development of academic fields between China and 

the United States stimulated their motivations for developing academic ties with China 
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and generated a strong sense of obligation to promote the Chinese academic community. 

However, it needs to be pointed out that there are controversies regarding the role 

academic gaps played in motivations of the interviewed scholars for academic ties with 

China. For some other scholars, the situation could be entirely different and the gaps 

might become an obstacle for developing academic ties with China. For example, the 

quality gap is an obstacle for Fu to deepen his academic collaboration with China. Fu, an 

associate professor in physics, indicated that his collaboration with Chinese peers used to 

be rather “superficial”. Because the level of the Chinese academic field was too low to 

enable both sides to collaborate deeply, his academic ties at the time were simply to 

exchange information through giving seminars and speeches. As China’s academic field 

of physics has developed remarkably recent years, Fu has conducted more advanced 

research projects with his Chinese peers.  

Emotional Attachment 

The fourth category under cultural identity is emotional attachment (ren qing), a 

key concern for developing academic ties with China among the interviewed scholars. 

Chinese values human relationships and devote much attention to the cultivation of 

human relationships which they call ren-qing. The value of human relationships has its 

roots in Master Kong’s enduring impact on Chinese cultivation. Master Kong focused his 

attention on strengthening the virtues that govern human relations, especially family 

relations (Huang, 1997). He laid the foundation of his theory on family with a belief that 

“the terrible chaos of his day was brought about by the decline of the rituals, especially 

those governing human relations” (p.7). Up until now, the Master’s family values still 
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carry considerable binding force over people’s lives in China. Family and kinships ties, 

including friendship, are still cherished by the Chinese society. The systemic study by 

Xiangmin Chen (1994) on the topic of how Chinese students make friends in the United 

States is representative of this.  The students interviewed in the study believed that 

Chinese culture is characterized by ren-qin, which consists of “being concerned about, 

helping people in need, having compassion for those who have difficulties, tolerating 

others in times of conflicts, saving face, and expressing one’s opinions, especially 

negative ones, implicitly” (p. 137). In this study, the native codes such as family ties, 

friendship, brotherhood, good personal relationship, and acquaintances illustrated that 

emotional attachment played a key role in the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with 

China.  

Most of the participating scholars indicated that their academic tours were 

intertwined with family visits. Lee, for example, indicated that he had a few academic 

interactions with China during the early stage of his academic contacts with China. 

Although his main purpose of returning to China was family reunion, he gave 

presentations for Chinese research institutions every time on his way back to his home 

province. Gao also mentioned that his frequent returning to China for academic 

interactions was partly due to concerns for his 80-year-old mother living in China.  

The cases of Ni, Huang, and Lee showed how friendship impacted their academic 

ties with China. When talking about his driving forces, Ni said that he simply would feel 

embarrassed if he refused his acquaintances’ requests for academic collaboration even if 

prior experience of academic interactions had an unhappy end. From his extensive 
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narrative below about agreeing to continue the collaboration, one can concluded that 

emotional attachment played a critical role in maintaining his academic ties with a 

research institution.  Because of an unhappy experience with collaboration, Ni hesitated 

to continue his academic network with the institution. However under the persistence of a 

director at the institution, he finally agreed to continue to collaborate with another 

professor at the institute, who had a western research training background. He felt that it 

was hard for him to tell them the real reason that he would not like to continue the 

collaboration. To him, “it was too selfish”: 

Well, I know a retired Chinese professor, a director of a research institute of CAS. 
If he was unable to find a successor, the whole program would be closed out. He was 
very anxious. How did I get to know him? It happened when I studied for my PhD 
Degree. My advisor, a prestigious scholar in the international community of the field, was 
invited by this professor to give lectures in this institute. My advisor then invited him 
back for a conference held in the US. So I got to know him and we then established some 
connections. … Around 1998, the Chinese Academy of Science ran a program searching 
for top scientists for the 21st century. The professor insisted inviting me to participate in 
the program. When this project was over last year, I was reluctant to continue. However, 
this professor insisted that I should continue. I really did not want to continue because I 
could not get any benefits from collaboration with them. The only benefit for me is if 
they publish paper…but the level of paper might be very low. I don’t care about these 
[benefits]. But I could not express my opinion explicitly because it seems too selfish. He 
said ‘you must continue’ and something like that. … Because he knew if I go back to 
China full time, I could be a top scholar in the field. Therefore he endeavored to keep the 
relation active. The professor whom I will collaborate has the similar education 
background with me. So, I agreed to continue.  

 
Friendship is an important concern for the interviewed scholars to develop 

academic ties with China. Many interviewed scholars told me that they and their partners 

were “good friends,” or “iron brothers.” Huang indicated several times in his interview 

that the good personal relationship with his former Chinese advisor affected his 

motivations for academic ties with him.  Lee’s narrative implied that concerns for 
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friendships produced a critical impact on his commitment to collaborate with China. He 

indicated that the reason for his first collaboration was quite simple.  It was just because 

he and his collaborators knew each other and there were no ways for Lee to refuse 

requests from these friends. Therefore, he did not think much about possible problems 

from collaboration before he agreed to apply for research funding with them.  

China has some [research] funding programs. At least three years ago, the 
Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) started a “one hundred intellectuals” 
program [for attracting overseas scholars]. Some scholars of a research institution 
of CAS are my acquaintances, who knew me before. They asked me to apply for 
the program with them. I did not think much that time. … They invited me to do it 
together and I agreed because we knew each other.  

 
Although the first collaboration failed, Lee had two other collaborations with 

different Chinese peers. Concerns about human relations continued to play a critical role 

in Lee’s second and third collaborations with his Chinese peers. After his first 

unsuccessful experience, Lee told me that he was tired of applying similar research 

funding programs sponsored by China. However like Ni, under the persistence of Chinese 

peers, Lee could not refuse and finally agreed to collaborate. His extensive narrative 

about his second and third academic collaborations showed the role that concerns about 

human relations played in Chinese overseas scholars’ academic ties with China. Although 

the current positive policies of Chinese governments and universities on international 

academic interactions were prerequisite for Lee’s academic collaborations, these 

academic collaboration could not be completed without Lee’s concerns about human 

relationships. Lee said: 

Later, I met a Chinese scholar in Germany when I attended a conference there. He 
was doing a research study sponsored by a German foundation, ready to go back 
to China that time. He also asked for my help in applying a Chinese project. Well, 
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I was really… felt like the scalded cat scared cold water. I told him ‘Forget it! 
Forget it! I hate this kind of collaboration. We can organize academic activities 
together. When I visit China, I would like to visit you lab. We can talk; we can 
discuss.  But there is no necessary to apply funding together.’ However, you know 
the situation in China. If you do not apply such kind of programs, you would not 
get money. He persuaded me very hard. As a result, I had to agree. There are 
many troubles to prepare paper work, you know. You must write in Chinese for 
most of paper work. It is hard for me to write in Chinese though no problem of 
talking. And you have to use Chinese software. But he requested me so hard, I 
had to say okay.    
 

[The third collaboration] was started around two years ago, with a school friend of 
mine in graduate school. He is now a professor at [a Chinese prestigious 
university]. He is doing well, a brilliant guy. … He asked me to apply a program 
titled “Oversea Excellent Scholars” with him. … I said to him ‘It is impossible. I 
had two failed applications. I could not do such things again.’ Well, my friend is a 
very determinant person. If he wants to do something, he would do it anyway. He 
said “I don’t care. You must help me out anyway.” Well, at last, I could not find a 
way to say no and had to prepare the application materials.    
 
Eng also mentioned that most of his academic partners were his good friends for a 

long time. Based on his personal experience, he expressed his explicit belief on the 

importance of friendship, or so-called brotherhood (ge men yi qi), on connecting Chinese 

overseas and indigenous scholars. Although traditions of valuing family and kinship ties, 

as well as friendship, have faded in the modern Chinese society, Chinese still value 

kinship and friendship. He concluded that this tradition of valuing human relationships 

would play a positive role in Chinese overseas scholars’ academic ties with China:  

Anyway, Chinese values family and kinship ties. To a certain degree, Chinese 
might lose such tradition. However, Chinese still values friendships much more 
than Americans. To my knowledge, the Chinese culture is a culture valuing 
friendship most compared with any other cultures in the world. This tradition has 
been significantly weakened by materialism. However, what still exists in the 
Chinese society? Brotherhood! Friendship! In spite of money, what else can we 
find now? It is brotherhood. All other things are measured by money. 
Brotherhood is something different from money though it is not something 
notable in the Chinese culture. Because of brotherhood, [Chinese oversea scholars] 
will necessarily have some contacts with their friends in China. This kind of 
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contacts would generate more positive implications than negative ones on 
academic ties with China.    
 
Scholars have found that individuals who have a strong emotional attachment are 

more likely to share knowledge than those who are not emotionally attached (Krachhardt, 

1990; McEvily, Perrone, & Zaheer, 2003). It is believed that the more emotionally 

involved two individuals are with each other, the more time and effort they are willing to 

put forth on behalf of each other, including effort in the form of transfer of knowledge. 

Trust gives parties the confidence that the knowledge shared will not be inappropriate or 

misused. Therefore, a strong interpersonal connection is expected to have a positive 

effect on the ease of knowledge transfer. According to the analysis above, emotional 

attachment seems to be a particularly important element impacting the interviewed 

scholar’s academic interactions with China. Family ties, personal relationship, and 

friendship were important concerns for the interviewed scholars to develop their 

academic ties with China.  
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Conclusion 

The chapter argues the key role cultural identity plays in developing academic ties 

with China. Culture refers to the customs, practices, languages, values, and world views 

that define social groups - such as those based on nationality, ethnicity, region or 

common interests. Cultural identity is important for people’s sense of self and how they 

relate to others. Defining a cultural identity is not simple since it can be defined in far too 

many ways - in terms of place, gender, race, history, nationality, sexual orientation, 

religious beliefs, ethnicity, and so on. Cultural identity in this study is based on ethnicity, 

nationality, home-place, and traditional beliefs originated from the traditional Chinese 

culture.  

Cultural identity consists of four categories: the sense of cultural belongingness, 

neglecting personal profits, Chinese intellectual aspiration, and emotional attachment. 

The sense of cultural belongingness is a subcategory summarized from the following 

native codes: “Chinese roots,” “affection for home-place,” “difficulties of cultural 

adjustment,” “interest to Chinese history and literature,” and “passing cultural traditions 

on to children.” Neglecting personal profits, the second subcategory, is summarized on 

the basis of the initial codes such as “voluntary work for China,” “sacrifice,” and “no 

concerns of personal gains.” The third component of cultural identity, Chinese 

intellectual aspiration (Confucianism aspiration), is based on the native codes such as 

“Confucianism saying,” “Chinese intellectual’s duty,” “personal duties of saving 

country,” and “repayment of free education.” The last subcategory under cultural identity, 

emotional attachment, is summarized from the initial codes such as “family ties,” 
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“friendship,” “brotherhood,” “good personal relationships,” “acquaintance,” and 

“altruism.”  

The sense of cultural belongingness composes a key part of cultural identity of the 

interviewed scholars. Almost all the interviewed scholars expressed concern about “I am 

Chinese” as one of their driving forces for academic ties with China. This strong sense of 

being Chinese is shown in their Chinese roots, their affection for home-place, their love 

of Chinese traditional culture, difficulties of cultural adjustment they had in the United 

States, and their willingness of passing Chinese traditions to future generations. As some 

participating scholars pointed out, Chinese roots, like a seed buried in the bottom of 

Chinese academic diasporas’ hearts, cannot be gotten rid of from overseas Chinese. It has 

motivated them to keep active academic ties with China.  

Neglecting personal profits is a unique character of the Chinese traditional culture. 

Due to Master Kong’s teaching, the Chinese society today values the virtue of neglecting 

personal profits, though the influence of the tradition has faded due to the impact of the 

market economy. The influence of neglecting personal profits was found as a positive 

force in the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. Some interviewed scholars 

indicated that they did not care about personal gains in their academic ties with China and 

some scholars even sacrificed personal financial rewards in order to make contributions 

for China.  

The interviewed scholars were characterized by an obligation to make 

contributions for their mother country. They pointed out that making contributions to 

their motherland is their personal dream and this personal aspiration is a unique 
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characteristic of Chinese intellectuals. The obligation was specified by some interviewed 

scholars as promoting China’s academic disciplines. They believed that it was Chinese 

overseas intellectual’s duty and mission to promote the development of China’s academe. 

This Chinese intellectual aspiration has its roots in a Confucianism teaching: Cultivate 

self; Keep one’s family in order; Run the country well; Bring peace to the world 

(xiushen-qijia-zhiguo-pingtianxia). As a Chinese intellectual, one should first cultivate 

himself by virtues; then keep his family harmonious based on the virtues. After these 

goals have been achieved, he should devote himself for country and society. This belief 

inspired many interviewed scholars to create academic ties with China.  

Many of the interviewed scholars expressed the influence of emotional attachment 

on their academic ties with China. Family ties, friendship with former college friends and 

advisors, and requests of acquaintance for academic collaboration fostered their academic 

ties with China. The scholars’ concerns about human relationships were also shaped by 

the traditional Chinese culture. Chinese value human relationships and devote much 

attention to the cultivation of human relationships. The value of human relationships has 

its roots in Master Kong’s enduring impact on Chinese cultivation. Master Kong focused 

his attention on strengthening the virtues that govern human relations, especially family 

relations. Family and kinships ties, including friendship, are still cherished in Chinese 

communities.  

According to the interview data, cultural identity impacted the majority of the 

interviewed scholars. Regardless of their background of discipline, age, life stage, 

academic rank, or length of time residing in the United States, almost all the interviewed 
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scholars indicated that one or more components of cultural identity influenced their 

academic ties.  In general the interviewed scholars’ cultural identity not only 

strengthened their motivations for academic ties with China but also intensified their 

academic ties. Empirical studies show that knowledge is more likely to be transferred 

between people with common knowledge (Reagans & McEvily, 2003). Chinese overseas 

and indigenous scholars shared culture, including language, seems to be one type of 

common knowledge. The culture shared between Chinese overseas and indigenous 

scholars facilitated the process of fostering academic ties between the two groups. Fu’s 

narrative below can illustrate how shared Chinese culture strengthened academic ties 

between Chinese overseas intellectual and China. The annual forum initiated by Fu and 

overseas Chinese peers has been a successful collaboration between Chinese overseas 

and indigenous scholars. According to Fu, one critical reason accounting for the success 

is the common culture shared among Chinese overseas scholars and indigenous scholars. 

He stated:  

One good thing about Chinese is that we share one culture including language, 
which enables us to discuss deeply. That is because academic issues need deep 
discussion. It is not enough simply to listen at international conferences. So, there 
is a problem for Chinese indigenous scholars. Many cannot speak English well 
enough. If you speak English, they could not go deep. And you could not discuss 
advanced ideas with them in English. Many Chinese scholars are very good, but 
still not good enough. In order to facilitate China’s development and to make 
those scholars feel comfortable, we initiated the forum. Very intensive 
[discussion]! It is unusual. Very intensive and very nice discussions! If you speak 
in English, you would find out Chinese overseas scholars talk more. There is a 
prestigious scholar at MIT from Hong Kong. He did very well [in the field]. 
When he heard the forum, he really wanted to attend. But at the last moment, he 
changed his mind because he could not speak Mandarin, just Cantonese. If he 
attended the forum, others have to use English because he is senior. He felt like it 
is …, anyway, he decided not to attend the forum at last. So, it shows that [the 
shared culture] is very important. 
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Chapter VI Academic Identity 

 

The chapter examines another significant category that shaped the interviewed 

scholars’ academic ties with China: academic identity. In addition to the interviewed 

Chinese scholars’ cultural identity, academic identity is found to have a remarkable 

impact on their academic ties with China. Academic identity tended to affect the 

interviewed scholars’ motivations for developing academic ties with China and shaped 

the intensity and modes of their academic ties. Academic identity is summarized on the 

basis of the following categories: credits of academic ties for career, tensions of research 

ideologies, tensions of professional ethics, absence of meritocracy, and shared academic 

norms. This chapter describes these components of academic identity and demonstrates 

the factors that influence them.  

Credits of Academic Ties for Career  

“Credits of academic ties for career”, a native code in the interviewed scholars, is 

one of the driving forces that encouraged many interviewed scholars to develop active 

academic ties with China. According to his personal experience, Eng (Philosophy of 

Science, Post-Doc) summarized Chinese overseas scholars’ concerns about credits of 

academic ties as follows, 

China is becoming stronger. Interactions with China, no matter his/her academic 
disciplines, could ultimately benefit Chinese overseas intellectuals in terms of 
professional career.  For overseas scholars of social science, research on Chinese 
issues is innovative. China is now becoming a focus of the world. Even if a 
Chinese overseas scholar studies natural sciences, it is honorable that s/he could 
go back to China to conduct academic collaboration. The collaboration can offer 
benefits. Academic ties with China can provide credits for their academic careers. 
To do a presentation in CAS [the Chinese Academy of Science] or to teach at 
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Peking University [a Chinese national leading research university] is an honorable 
record. His/her [western] peers would also say it is awesome.  
 
The interviewed scholars (Fu, Bie, Kang, Shen, Ni, and Huang) expressed their 

concerns about credits of academic ties for their career in various ways. They indicated 

that recent changes in China, such as “enhanced research abilities,” “increased research 

funding,” “increased availability and quality of data sources,” “collaborators with similar 

training background,” “overlapped academic interest,” and “outsourcing” exercised 

impact on their academic ties with China. Based on the codes above, four sections below 

were clustered under the category of credits for academic career: China’s improved 

research environments, academic interest about China’s issues, availability of research 

data, low cost of highly educated intellectuals in China, and similarity of training 

background.  

China’s Improved Research Environments  

Fu’s shift of his academic ties from Japan to China demonstrated how his 

concerns about credits of academic ties for career shaped his academic contacts with 

China. Fu, an associate professor in physics, said that his collaboration with China would 

be an entirely different story five years ago. Due to China’s drastically enhanced physical 

science research, he recently switched his international collaboration from Japan to China. 

His main academic ties used to focus on the Japanese academic community because as he 

notes, “Japan was the country that produced the best lab sample in the world that time.” 

Fu sometimes returned to China after his Japanese academic tours because of the 

geographic convenience between the two countries. Currently his major collaborators are 
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Chinese counterparts because according to him, “China can now produce the better 

samples than Japan.” He said:  

I used to visit Japan more because many of my collaborators were in Japan. As I 
mentioned to you, Japan was the country that produced the best lab sample in the 
world at that time. I, therefore, mainly collaborated with the Japanese academic 
community. Sometimes, I went back to China after my visit of Japan. Well, right 
now…In contrast, I go to Japan on my way heading for China during the past five 
years due to the better sample produced by China and more research funding 
provided by the Chinese government.  
   
 Fu continued to illustrate another new feature of the Chinese scientific 

environment, which was an important reason for the geographical shift of his academic 

ties. He summarized this changed feature with four Chinese characters, “zheng zheng ri 

shang.” Literately, the Chinese saying means “to be in the ascendant; to become more 

and more prosperous with each passing day; to be on the thriving hand.” According to Fu, 

the Chinese academic discipline of physics had been experiencing positive changes such 

as Chinese government’s policy priority to science, and its consequential increase in 

research funding.  Readers may better understand China’s changing priority to the basic 

sciences from Fu’s interesting story regarding how a top scientist convinced Chinese 

national leaders to invest in basic science:  

China is a country characterized by the centralized authority. Once you can 
convince top political leaders, they would appropriate funding. [China’s top 
scientists] then tried to convince [national political leaders]. …The scholar [who 
persuaded the national leaders] also occupied a top position in the central 
government. He was asked about…because he was a top scientist in 
physics…why China has to develop basic science? You could not see economic 
effect of basic science. Some mentioned long term implications of basic science 
and others said it would improve quality of citizens and China as a big country 
needs to make contribution to world civilizations. He did not mention such things. 
He said in the beginning of the 19th century Europe was the center of basic 
science, rather than the United States. One U.S. scholar who studied in Europe 
was selected as the chair of American Association of Physics. He wrote a letter to 
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the Capitol Hill, stating why the U.S. should develop basic science. In the letter, 
he said there was a big country named China who invented gun powder, which 
was very useful. Yet, Chinese did not pay attention to basic science and they 
therefore did not study gun powder. If they did so, that would generate modern 
chemistry and consequently modern physics. At last, China could have had super 
power. However, China ignored [basic science]. So, China now became a so-
called barbarian. The Chinese scientist told the story to the national leaders of 
China. Because of ignorance of basic science, China became backward and then a 
semi-colonized country. The story is a huge incentive to the central government. 
Why could the U.S. overtake Europe? It is just because of the development of 
basic science. This is a real incentive to China. China had such a chance, but it 
failed. Therefore, China started to invest money in basic science. 
He explained China’s increased research funding as follows:  

Especially over recent years, China is doing very well. The whole scientific 
environment is becoming excellent and suitable to conduct research, while the 
U.S. environment is declining. The whole environment, I mean the national 
support for research, for funding. Although China’s average level of research 
funding is lower than that of the U.S., China’s slope is up and the acceleration is 
very fast. China used to lack research funding, but now grants for some research 
projects are as plenty as those in the U.S.. … The starting point of the Chinese 
academia was rather low. However, their acceleration is fast. On the contrary, the 
U.S. science has a high starting point but with a declined speed. 
 
Resulting from these positive changes, Chinese indigenous scholars of the 

physical sciences were able to purchase advanced lab equipment like their counterparts in 

developed countries. It made the Chinese academic community able to produce a 

qualified high-temperature-superconductor, a necessity for Fu to conduct his research. Fu 

explained that “a high-temperature super conductor is a kind of material, and I study its 

physical nature. So, I need good quality samples of high-temperature superconductor. 

China can now produce really good samples.” As a result, Fu shifted his international 

academic collaboration from the Japanese academic community to the Chinese academic 

community as the Chinese field of high-temperature superconductor had gradually 

achieved significant progress. Fu said: 
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Because samples produced by China were becoming better and better during 
recent years. China did not have sufficient money and could not afford for the 
oven [equipment used to produce samples]. One oven needed around $300,000 
U.S. dollars. Even now it is cheaper than before, it still needs hundreds of 
thousands U.S. dollars. It may cost millions RMB [Chinese currency] to build up 
a lab. However, China now has many [such equipment]. And, Chinese is good at 
cooking and therefore they are doing excellent. You know, high-temperature 
superconductor is a kind of material and I study the physical nature of the material. 
So, I need good quality samples. China can now produce good samples. Two 
countries in the world, Japan and China, can produce good samples. Japanese are 
concentrative and they are rich. The other is China. China is now able to make 
better samples. Producing lab materials is not like conducting science, but more 
like cooking. Chinese is always good at cooking.  
 
In addition to the increased research funding and enhanced research quality, Fu 

(Physics, Associate), Lee (Physics, Full), Dai (Statistics, Full), and Gao (Philosophy of 

Science, Associate) pointed out that China’s financial incentives for international 

academic collaboration tended to strengthen Chinese overseas scholars’ academic ties 

with China. Chinese indigenous collaborators can now cover the cost of international 

trips and provide compensation for their overseas collaborators, which seem to be another 

attractive factor for many of the interviewed scholars to return to China. Dai explained 

that providing him compensation was a way of showing respect to his academic 

achievements and appreciation for his contributions. Lee described how China’s financial 

incentives for international collaboration affected his academic ties with China. Lee said 

“it is usually hard for a faculty in China to find enough research funding if they do not 

invite Chinese overseas scholars to apply for collaborative programs [sponsored by 

Chinese governments].” While the concern of friendship is a major factor affecting Lee’s 

academic collaboration with China, the strong driving force of his Chinese counterparts 

applying for research funding seems critical to their academic collaborations. Lee 
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described one of his Chinese counterparts as follows:  

[I told the college friend of mine that] ‘I can go to your lab when I go back to 
China. We can talk and discuss. It is not necessary to collaborate in such [national] 
projects.’ But the China’s problem is that if you do not participate in such 
programs, you would not get funds. Thus, he persuaded me with tons of efforts 
and I had to agree [to collaborate with him].   
 
What is important to point out here is the significant difference in academic 

environments that tended to affect the interviewed scholar’s academic ties with China. 

According to the interviewed scholars, a difference existed between “hard science” and 

“soft science.” Although the Chinese national support for higher education has been 

remarkably improved during recent years, soft science has not received as much 

investments as hard science from the Chinese government. Furthermore, limited 

academic freedom for social science is also hindering the interviewed scholars’ academic 

ties with China. Cheng’s narrative can illustrate how insufficient research funding and 

limited academic freedom impacted his academic ties with China,  

[There are] several barriers [in developing academic collaboration with China]. 
For example, I am interested in social security issues, pension issues, and health 
insurance issues. I hope I can collaborate with some Chinese scholars or some 
Chinese organization. They can collect China’s data and then we can analyze the 
data together. But I realized China’s resources for social science are limited. A 
Chinese professor I met said ‘we are interested in these topics, but we don’t have 
money to conduct research projects.’ They even hope I can help with research 
funding, but so far I haven’t got any research funding.  
 
… Another Chinese scholar [I met] said ‘Corruption is widely spread, but I cannot 
involve in corruption issues in China. You understand me? It endangers my 
position. The Chinese governments don’t want people to talk this officially and 
openly. So I can do nothing about that.’ Actually, I hope I can collect some real 
stories or some statistics about corruption issues. For example, I met…many 
people. They wondered why the corruption is spread in China. Someone told me 
not any official in China is clean. I am not sure if it is true. I hope I can explain 
why corruption spread wide in China and what kinds of corruption involved, but 
pretty hard to get this kind of data. What I can get are stories published in 
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newspaper, but those are only a tip of an iceberg. … They all agree that 
corruption is a serious issue for China. ‘But we cannot involve in studying the 
issue. We can talk about this personally, but we cannot write about this publicly.’ 
 
In sum, China’s improved academic environments tended to enhance the 

interviewed scholars’ driving forces for developing academic ties with China. China’s 

positive changes such as policy priority on basic sciences increased research funding and 

promoted research facilities, effective incentive policies, and motivated indigenous 

collaborators have fueled Chinese overseas intellectuals to keep active academic ties with 

China. However, it is important to point out differentiations across China’s academic 

disciplines. To social science, the academic atmosphere is still depressing to a certain 

degree and has weakened the Chinese oversea scholars’ motivations for academic ties 

with China.  

Increased Academic Interest in China’s Issues 

The growth of academic interest about China in the U. S. academic community 

played a key role in the interviewed scholar’s motivations for academic ties with China. 

Dai and Kang’s cases show precisely how the growth of academic interest about China’s 

issues has intensified their academic ties with China. Dai and Kang were a full professor 

in statistics and an assistant professor in finance, respectively. They mentioned that 

China’s drastic economic growth had increased demands for research study and these 

increased demands had then strengthened their personal academic interest about China as 

well as the U.S. academic community’s enthusiasm for China’s issues. Dramatic changes 

in Chinese economy, such as adaptation of market economics, rapid growth of GDP over 

the past decades, and increased integration with the international markets have generated 
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vast demands for personnel with an international education background. With the 

advantages of understanding language and culture on both sides, Chinese academic 

diasporas came to play a role as a knowledge bridge between China and international 

communities by various academic ties. As pointed out by Dai, China’s scarcity of 

workforce of actuary and China’s integrated economy have led to a huge demand for 

Chinese overseas intellectuals in actuary science. Dai said that he was becoming a bridge 

connecting the Chinese insurance industry and his U.S. university.  

Chinese economy is growing, dramatically. Especially after China joined WTO, 
many U.S. companies have invested in China. Chinese academic diasporas, like 
me, have our advantages, such as understanding language and culture of both 
regions. We are becoming a bridge. … A Chinese insurance company wanted to 
train their staff. I, like a bridge, connected the Chinese company and this U.S. 
university by recruiting the staff into the program here.  
 
Kang’s academic field, the emerging market, studies the development of financial 

systems of developing countries. The nature of his academic interest prompted Kang to 

keep professional contacts with China as well as other developing countries, such as India. 

In addition, the world economy in a global era is increasingly more integrated than ever. 

The emergence of China as a growing economic power has impacted multinational 

corporations’ investment strategies and consequently generated research demands of the 

U.S. academy for studying Chinese issues. U.S. scholars, in the field of emerging markets, 

and multinational companies have realized the importance of exploring China’s issues. 

The tendency has moved some invisible obstacles of studying China’s issues away from 

Kang’s career path. Although studying China’s issues has not become a main theme in 

the U.S. academic community, such research topics have been generally accepted 

according to Kang. Kang concluded that “the current situation is really good” and his 
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published paper about the Chinese emerging market had encourage more of his overseas 

peers to conduct joint research projects with China.  

Developing countries, such as China and India, are becoming more important. 
They have changed significantly. Their scales of economy have become huge. If 
two countries’ GDP is added together and is exchanged by the special rate 
designed by the World Bank, the United States is no. 1, China no. 2, Japan no.3, 
and then India. If we put China and India together, their size is as same as that of 
the United States. And, the populations of two countries are 40 percent of the 
world population. So, no matter the [U.S.] academy or business, the significance 
of China and India has been realized. … Well, the global economy is increasingly 
integrated. Companies have to go abroad and mutual funds have to invest abroad. 
There are demands for emergence market. Therefore, the current situation is 
really good. Both [the U.S. issues and Chinese issues] are now accepted in the 
U.S. academic field.   
 
Bie, an assistant professor in organizational behavior, focused on studying the 

automotive industry. Her existing limited academic ties with China illustrated the 

influence of academic interest about China from a contrast perspective. She indicated that 

academic interactions with China for her was “icing on the cake” because her academic 

interest was not “China-related.” She said that “having academic ties with China would 

be a good thing for me. But if I don’t have any ties with China, I would be totally fine.” 

The advanced automotive industry of the United States can provide her well organized 

data-sets and excellent coauthors. Without China’s data, she could still pursue her 

academic interest. Therefore, it was not necessary for her to keep academic ties with 

China. Due to China’s undeveloped automotive industry, she did not keep very active 

scholarly networks with China although she felt she “would do something related to 

China in the future.” According to her personal experience, she believed that other 

Chinese scholars had been in “exactly the same situation.” She mentioned, however, that 

she would like to conduct more joint research studies on the Chinese automotive industry 
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as the industry in China grows.  

In addition to economic factors, globalization of universities had positively 

affected some interviewed scholars’ motivations for academic ties with China. The case 

of Qin showed precisely how globalization of universities increased his opportunities for 

developing academic ties with China.  According to Qin, the internationally-related 

faculty members at his university had internal needs to “connect with the world.” 

Universities, especially prestigious research universities in developed countries, have 

become highly internationally-related. One dimension of the internationalization of U. S. 

universities is the internationalization of faculty members and their internationalized 

academic agenda. This trend of internationalization ultimately tended to connect the 

faculty, who are recruited from various countries, with the world - especially their 

countries of origin. For Qin, his academic interaction with China “is not only a matter of 

connecting with China. Actually, it is a matter of connecting with the world.” Qin shared:   

It is an era of globalization. Even though it is tough, I still keep active academic 
ties with China. I design buildings in China while teaching in the U.S. … So, it is 
not a matter of having academic ties with China. Actually, it is.... Many of faculty 
members at this university are internationally-related o a certain degree. It is 
globalization. One professor is Belgian, keeping another job in Europe. Another 
professor is from South Africa. S/he may just come back from Pakistan because 
of a customer in Pakistan, while s/he may mainly work in Dubai or Arabic 
countries. Therefore, for us, for our university, this is how the world is today. So 
it is not just a matter of connecting with China for me. Actually, it is a matter of 
connecting with the world.  … More than half of faculty members at this 
university are foreigners. They are like me, working at other places as well. … 
Today’s world is like this. It has changed.  
 
Qin also stressed that collaboration with China was a win-win situation and “each 

side could get what it wants from collaboration.” As to the U.S. discipline of architecture, 

what it needed was to break down the ivory tower because the U.S. had fallen behind in 
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architecture. “If the university does not re-recognize the world by stepping out, it would 

fall behind. The problem does not occur only at this university, but in the whole 

discipline of the U.S. academic community.” 

Availability of Chinese Research Data  

For Kang (Finance, Associate) and Huang (Marketing, Lecturer), the improved 

quality of and the availability of Chinese research data had enhanced their academic ties 

with China. Kang indicated that it used to be tremendously difficult to study emerging 

markets of developing countries in the U.S. academic community. This was because of 

the limited data available about developing countries and because of the available data’s 

poor quality. However, as more and more Chinese data companies and other Chinese 

agents have been able to provide accurate research data, opportunities for overseas 

scholars to study China’s issues have increased recently. This change, with other factors 

such as the U.S. academic community’s increased academic interest about China’s issues, 

had encouraged Kang to build up more active academic ties with China.  

Huang also pointed out that the low cost and ease of collecting Chinese data had 

partly increased the possibility to collaborate with his former Chinese advisor. Huang 

stressed that “it is a bit easier to collect data in China compared with the U.S. context. To 

a certain degree, it is a little bit easy.” He explained to me that top managers of U.S. giant 

corporations, the best informants for his research topics, would not waste their time on 

his research projects especially considering his junior academic rank. So, there were no 

qualified subject pools in the United States for him to research the best informants. In 

China, however, he had many advantages to access qualified informants, such as the 
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reputation of his alma mater, alumni of the university, and the help from his former 

advisor, a prestigious scholar in China. Concerns about research funding were another 

cause for Huang’s academic collaboration with China. At his U.S. university, faculty 

research funding was so limited that he was only able to reach a limited number of 

research participants. “But in China it is not a problem at all to reach research participants. 

Chinese professors can use their research grants freely and it won’t cost a lot to 

compensate participants. Compared with the U.S., China has the advantage. This is one 

reason [for me to collaborate with China].” Further, “among many invisible troubles, 

required IRB review process is one.” Huang then concluded “anyway, [there are] many, 

many troubles [if you want to conduct research in the U.S.].” 

Low Cost of the Chinese Workforce 

It is worthy to point out that the low cost of highly-educated intellectuals of the 

Chinese academic community has helped fuel the mobilization of the interviewed 

scholars back to China. Some interviewed scholars (Tian, Bie, Ni, and Ou) claimed that 

Chinese overseas scholars could receive professional benefits from collaborative research 

projects with China by employing China’s cheap workforce.  Compared with the cost of 

the U.S. workers, Chinese low labor costs enabled the interviewed scholars to use their 

limited research grants more efficiently. As Ni (Pharmaceutical Science, Associate) 

indicated, if he collaborated with China, he could hire young Chinese academics to work 

on his academic ideas, instead of hiring U.S. post-docs, which were usually expensive. 

Tian (Neurology, Associate) shared the same point of view. In addition, Tian admitted 

that China’s huge population could provide plenty of research samples to test his theories. 
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Tian said for the discipline of neurology, China’s advantage was “its unlimited supply of 

patients.” While China had “patients and clinic data”, he had “lab experience” such as 

“technologies” and “animal models.” Therefore, his collaboration with China “could find 

something remarkable.” Such kind of collaboration, therefore, is “a win-win situation” 

and would attract more oversea Chinese scholars to collaborate with China. Bie 

(Organizational Behavior, Assistant) and Ou (Astronomy, Researcher) shared the point of 

view with Tian and Ni. They described the situation in detail as follows:  

Tian: [Chinese scholars] need technology and animal models. What they do not 
have is what I have. Their advantage is unlimited supply of patients. They can get 
samples from patients and find out mutation from the samples. This is their 
advantage. However, you need a model to test and explore how mutation impacts 
the process of illness treatment. I have such a model. This is to draw on each 
other’s merits and promote quality together. They have patients and clinic data 
and I have lab experience. If we collaborate, we could find something 
remarkable. … When you have cutting edge technology, you want to do a large 
scale test and you ultimately will find something out. This is the basic reason why 
I collaborate with China. China has advantages in doing large scale tests or 
repeated exams. If you do this type of tests in the United States, 90% of your 
research funding will go to pay salaries. So you cannot hire many research team 
members because the labor is expensive here. So, it is a problem. But in China the 
salary level is low. You can hire many people to work for you. So a large scale 
test is possible. You will get many significant things, like patent.   
 
Bie (Organization, Assistant): For instance, computer. I know some friends of 
mine…I don’t know if it is research related collaboration…to design computer 
chip, to build factories in China. … [It is because that] China’s labor is cheap but 
good. Outsourcing is attracting overseas intellectuals back.   
 
Ou (Astronomy, Researcher): [Some scholars said there are difficulties to 
collaborate if the academic level of one country is high and that of another is low.] 
I don’t think so. You can collaborate with them in other ways. China has labor 
resources. We don’t have cheap labor here. The labor is expensive. So this type of 
collaboration is good for both sides. They provide labors and you provide ideas. 
This type of collaboration can work.  
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In summary, concerns about benefits for their academic career seemed to be 

important factors that shaped the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. For 

many interviewed scholars, China’s improved academic environment, the growth of U. S. 

academic interest about China’s issues, availability of Chinese research data, and the low 

cost of the Chinese workforce played a key role in developing academic ties with China. 

Those positive attractions tended to improve their opportunities to reap the benefits of 

academic ties with China and the scholars, in turn, tended to keep more active academic 

ties with China.  

Tensions of Research Ideologies 

This section discusses the impact of different research ideologies between China 

and the United States on the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. Several 

interviewed scholars (Fu, Jiao, Ni, Qin, Zhu, and Wang) described how tensions of 

research ideologies, which resulted from commercialization of Chinese higher education, 

influenced their academic ties with China. This section extensively analyzes the category 

“tensions of research ideologies” and the three categories within it: the “different thought 

patterns” of conducting science, China’s capitalist research funding system, and 

unreasonable expectations for research collaboration. 

 Different Thought Patterns 

Jiao, Fu, and Qin’s narratives depicted a general situation of current research 

ideologies in the Chinese academic community. Jiao spoke of the influence of the 

industrialization of Chinese higher education on Chinese scholars’ attitudes toward 

research. He mentioned that China’s higher education has become “the most profitable 
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industry” in China and “China’s universities do not care about academy at all. Their only 

concern is money.” Fu’s narrative below also pointed out that the whole of Chinese 

society including the academic community is now characterized by the emphasis on 

immediate economic needs, which pushes Chinese academics away from the pursuit of 

knowledge, a traditional goal of universities. Fu (Physics, Associate) said that the 

different concerns made “deep academic collaboration with China unable to yield 

exciting products.” Another interviewed scholar, Qin (Architecture, Full), also indicated 

that “concerns of money are now the essence of Chinese higher education” and “how new 

programs should be promoted is entirely determined by money.” They described the 

difference of research ideologies between China and the United States as follows:  

Jiao (City planning, Researcher): Financial rewards of Chinese universities have 
dramatically increased since 1998. Chinese universities started to be industrialized 
that time. Then, universities have…. [Most of] universities in the United States 
are non-profit, but Chinese higher education is the most profitable industry in 
China, not only industrialized, but the most profitable industry. Well now, 
Chinese universities do not care about academe at all. Their only concern is 
money. 
 
Fu (Physics, Associate): China is now becoming hectic to some degree. It is also a 
problem of the Chinese academic community…China has many…So is the 
business. Many friends of mine are doing business in China. They feel that 
reputation is important [for a business man] in other countries and you have to be 
honest. Well, China is more instant-profit oriented. Whenever they can make 
quick money, they will do it without any concerns of long-range needs. They will 
do whatever can make instant profits. So is the science. The whole society is 
hectic. No one can concentrate entirely on science. … The Chinese society is now 
characterized by the stress of instant financial rewards without concerns about 
long-term goals. So is the academic community. Many Chinese people want 
instant material payback, no matter those in the business or those in the academic 
community. They want to become an “upstart.” Few Chinese scholars can now 
concentrate entirely on science like their U.S. peers. For Chinese overseas 
scholars, there may be no big problems to simply talk with their Chinese 
indigenous counterparts. Deep academic collaboration with China, however, may 
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not possibly yield underlying products under such circumstances and corruptions 
in the academic community. 
 
Qin (Architecture, Full): University of the United States is a socialist corner in the 
capitalist country. It does not entirely distance itself from market. It is just not 
entirely operated by the market. Well, China… [It might because] I have lived in 
the United States for so many years. I am unable to figure out at what time I 
should think in an academic way and at what time I should think in a market way. 
[For example], how should new academic programs develop? Who cares?! 
Develop whatever can attract money! This is the reality, isn’t it? …I don’t 
understand China at all. Although the Chinese university [I used to work for] 
supported me a lot, I think the problem is that: You must strive to survive in the 
market. It is a big gap compared with universities in the states. …The whole 
system of Chinese higher education is now…some units [like academic 
departments] will be unhappy if you could not earn money. So, the essence is 
money! It is not a problem of individuals, rather, a problem of the system. As to 
individual scholars, some are really brilliant. It is just because that they are 
working in the system so there is no way for them to avoid the problem. …For 
instance, our head unit hoped us to attract grants because many other architecture 
centers seek funding aggressively. So, these commercial things…Chinese scholars 
are very brilliant so there are some good scholars who have conducted good 
research. But research quality of the whole academe has been diminished [by the 
intrusion of market forces].  
 
Among the interviewed scholars who express specific concerns about the 

intrusion of market forces on academic interactions, Ni (Pharmaceutical Science, 

Associate) explicitly pointed out that “different thought patterns” (si wei fan shi) 

regarding research was a main tension that occurred in his academic collaboration with 

China.  “Concern about money” was the motivation of his Chinese counterparts for 

developing academic ties, while Ni tended to focus on “conducting good research.”  

According to Ni’s narrative, the term “different thought pattern” refers to 

“different ideologies of doing science.” Specifically, the overseas intellectuals were 

primarily concerned about “good science” during the process of collaboration. For Ni, it 

referred to how to solve “mechanism questions” in research studies. Ni explained that 
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“mechanism issues” in his discipline, pharmaceutical science, referred to scientific issues. 

For example, why a kind of medicine can reduce blood pressure is a mechanism issue. 

Many Chinese indigenous scholars, however, had no interest in such kind of mechanism 

issues. They were inclined to focus on “how to reduce the medicine cost from five dollars 

to three dollars”, that is, instant financial returns of science. Ni and his local Chinese 

partner applied for a Chinese national grant together. Although the proposal was mainly 

designed to “solve mechanism issues,” Ni’s indigenous partner shifted the direction of 

the research study to market needs after they received the grant. Due to China’s policies 

on international collaborations, Ni, as an overseas intellectual, had no means to control 

how research funding was used. As a consequence, Ni was unable to control the direction 

of the research project and their collaboration finally failed with an unhappy end. Ni 

concluded that the “different thought patterns” of conducting research was a direct reason 

that caused the unhappy end. Ni described these conflicts with his local partner in detail:   

I found that many Chinese scholars have a different thought pattern of science. It 
is determined by the current Chinese reality. The U.S. academic community 
emphasis is on good science and mechanism issues. The Chinese academic 
community lays emphasis on financial returns. They want you to work in the 
morning and to make profit in afternoon. So, their ways to do science are entirely 
different. The whole nation is in this direction and this situation is pushing these 
scientists … to make profit, to gear to the market needs. …The first thing I am 
concerned with is mechanism issues. If you do not resolve mechanism issues, 
NIH [U.S. National Institutes of Health] usually does not provide funds for you. 
What are mechanism issues? For example, one kind of medicine can reduce blood 
pressure. Why can this kind of medicine reduce blood pressure? This is a 
mechanism issue. The Chinese academic community is not interested in why. 
‘This kind of medicine can reduce the blood pressure. How can we reduce the 
cost of the medicine?’ This is what they concern. ‘This medicine is sold at five 
dollars one tablet. I will make it at three dollars.’ …Our thought patterns are 
different. Scholars here [in the United States] consider mechanism issues. They 
would not consider how to reduce the cost from five dollars to three dollars.  
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… [It has] impacted on our collaboration because of different thought patterns. 
For example, we received research funding. But his thought pattern is different 
with mine. So we had conflicts. He wanted to go this direction, but I wanted that 
direction. I was unable to control the funds. According to China’s policies, 
collaboration research funding are controlled by Chinese indigenous scholars.  … 
The only expenditure I could reimburse was my travel cost. Nothing else could I 
control. … I have no idea about how research funding is used. They did not keep 
me posted.  
 
… [As to the basic direction of research,] it is because I have to stay in the United 
States and the research team of our collaborated project was not my students.  
They were advised by my partner and they listened to him… All research studies 
he did is henxiang projects [industry projects]. In order to earn money, he spent 
little time on the collaborative project. Once receiving funds, he did nothing on it. 
The project was entirely my idea. But when we received the funds, he did not 
accomplish the proposed research project. … I had no idea about how the funds 
were used. I couldn’t control. There had no ways for me to control [the direction] 
because I went back to China only twice a year.  
 

China’s Capitalist Research Funding System 

In the interview, Ni further explained that “China’s capitalist research funding 

system” resulted in the growing involvement of Chinese indigenous scholars in the 

commercial market. He described the funding system of Chinese higher education as 

“even more capitalist” than that of the United States:  

But now…China…to be honest, the whole higher education system is more 
capitalist than that of the United States. I mean they are completely focusing on 
money, for instance, the Chinese Academy of Science [CAS]. The United States 
has a similar system, NIH [National Institute of Health] for the field of 
pharmaceutical science. The function of NIH is exactly as same as that of CAS. 
The U.S. government provides principal investigators of NIH annual grants to 
maintain their labs. I don’t know exactly the amount of funds, but they do give 
them a certain amount of money annually. China is different. CAS almost gives 
nothing to its PIs. Those PIs have to seek research funding by themselves. There 
are two side effects. First, PIs have no time to spend on doing research, on 
advising graduate students and post-docs. … Therefore, [my partner] had to focus 
on those projects that companies are interested in. This is not a good scholar. All 
they want is to do a project in morning and to gain profit in afternoon. There is no 
science at all. Money is leading them. So, the development of basic science has 
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been delayed in China. The system has resulted in the lack of good science in 
CAS.   
 
… Everything in China is determined by money. Without grants, you have to 
leave. The nature of the U.S. academic community is different. They will provide 
you funds yearly for six or seven years. After those years, you will be evaluated 
by several peers national wide. If they feel like you are not doing well or the 
direction of your research is wrong, they will close your project out. However, 
China does not provide funding in this way at all. You have to apply by yourself. 
For instance, I received a big fund from China this year. But chances of such big 
projects are limited for indigenous scholars. Although funding sources from 
public sectors in the United States are restrained, it is still…in excellent 
universities. Of course, it also depends on your competency.   
 
According to Ni, the capitalist research funding system of Chinese higher 

education is characterized by “its focus of economic efficiency.” He described China’s 

research funding system as “everything is determined by money.” Specifically, there are 

two features of the Chinese capitalist research funding system. The first is insufficient 

financial support from Chinese governments and other public sectors to its scholars. Ni 

stated that the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) “almost gives nothing” to its scholars 

and those scholars had to “seek for research grants by themselves.” Otherwise “without 

grants, you must leave.” Many Chinese indigenous scholars of CAS had to conduct 

research projects that are geared towards market needs and consequently spent little time 

on teaching and conducting real research. Ultimately, Ni felt the development of good 

science in China has been delayed. 

The second characteristic of the capitalist research funding system is its unsteady 

and short-term public financial support for scientific research. According to Ni’s 

narrative, research funding is basically allocated year by year in China, while the 

National Institutes of Health of the United States usually provide financial support for a 
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longer period of time, varying from 5 to 8 years. China’s scientists could hardly receive 

regular and steady financial support from public sectors to maintain their labs. Therefore, 

they have to spend their major time and energies to seek funding in order to maintain 

their labs. One of the indirect costs of such capitalist research funding system is the 

sacrifice of conducting good research and advising students in order to survive in such 

circumstances. Without steady financial support and job security scholars, can hardly 

make a long-term commitment to academy.  

At last, it is important to note a disciplinary difference of China’s capitalist 

research funding systems. As pointed out in the earlier chapters, some academic 

disciplines, such as those close to national military needs such as physics, easily received 

the Chinese government’s attention and funding. Academic fields such as sociology and 

pharmaceutical science still have trouble raising research funding from public sectors. Ni 

shares:  

Those fields are national priorities close to military needs and other critical 
demands. As to pharmaceutical science, medical science…governments don’t 
care. They think it is enough if people can survive. … China can launch aircrafts, 
while only a few countries have the capability. But China does not have such 
basic lab equipments as the United States and other countries do. It is because of 
the difference of national priorities. … It is not because we don’t have the ability 
to make these equipments. It is just because governments do not invest in these 
fields and do not formulate policies to support the fields. Japan hasn’t launched 
any satellites. It is not because they cannot make it. They just don’t do it. It is 
because that Japan has different national priorities. … So no matter in biology or 
medical science, there are few lab equipments made by China. Most of them are 
made by foreign countries. But China has abilities to launch satellite and to 
explode atomic bombs. These are advanced technologies. So we have brilliant 
workers. What matters are national priorities.  
 

Unreasonable Expectations for Research Collaboration  

Another major barrier that the interviewed scholars experienced was unreasonable 
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expectations of the Chinese society for research. As Ni, Zhu, and Wang indicated, the 

Chinese public and university administrations’ expectations for their academic 

collaboration with China are now characterized by “duan, ping, kuai” (instant, 

straightforward, quick). They said that from government agencies to institutional 

administration and department heads, all tended to place undue stress on immediate 

success of research collaborations. Ni summarized the phenomenon as “all they want is to 

do a project in morning and to gain profit in afternoon.”   

Zhu in neurology shared the point with Ni. He indicated that “duan, ping, kuai” 

expectations from Chinese university administrators have ceased his inclination of 

collaboration with a prestigious research university in China. With three other overseas 

scholars, Zhu was inclined to establish a joint research center with the Chinese research 

university. However after an official discussion with a vice president of the university, 

Zhu’s passion for academic collaboration ended. Zhu said that the university had “a very, 

very high expectation” for their collaboration. Specifically, the university hoped that they 

could “publish a paper in Cell in a few years.” For Zhu, it was not scientific for a scholar 

to make that promise. According to Zhu’s narrative, the tension was caused by their 

different understanding about research. Zhu believed that “research should be a long-term 

commitment” and “it is bullshit” for a scholar to “promise to publish in Cell,” while for 

the university administration it seems a matter of self-confidence in academic 

competency. Zhu summarized that the university wanted “a duan, ping, kuai project. … 

If they have a duan ping kuai expectation for you, they will lose their confidence for you 

and would not continue investing [in the future]. Then, you waste your efforts and they 
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waste their money.” Zhu described his story in detail:   

Last year, three friends of mine and I were so interested in the collaboration. We 
wanted to collaborate with the university as a group. Then after an official 
discussion with the university, our passion gradually cooled off. … They hope we 
could publish a paper in Cell in a few years. I heard their voice. I knew it. It was 
very clear. They would not write it down that ‘you must publish a paper in Cell in 
near future.’ They would not put it in white and black. But you know what they 
think. How to put it? It is a very, very high expectation. … Well, I don’t want to 
talk bullshit. It is bullshit if a scholar says he can publish a paper in Cell in the 
future. I got published in Nature. To publish in Nature, you know, it takes many 
years. I cannot promise that I definitely can publish in Cell. So when I came back 
to the states, I hesitated to collaborate with them. If I promise that I can publish in 
Cell, non-academic people would feel that I am confidence and determinant. But 
academics know that I am blowing hot air, right? … As to this Chinese university, 
however, you cannot even promise the safety of funding for the first three years. 
If you have had advised five students for one or two years and you haven’t had 
any publication… They won’t give you funding any more. What should you do 
with your students? … As to me…I spend so much time and energy but reap 
nothing financially. The beginning stage of collaboration is a period of 
constructing a lab. At the beginning, you basically invest time, energy and money 
and cannot get any products. If they cancel their support, all of these would be 
wasted. If their expectation is that you publish in Cell after five years and you 
don’t meet their expectation after five years, the game is over. There is no more 
support for you. You know, research is a long commitment. My lab here has been 
established for six years and I haven’t had any huge, huge…A paper in Cell 
means they want a duan, ping, kuai project. This is basically impossible in 
biology science. I am not saying it is impossible at all. For most biology research 
studies, it is impossible in one or two years, two or three years. The problem is 
that it is impossible in the field of biology and they have a duan, ping, kuai 
expectation, they will lose their confidence for us and would not continue 
investing, we waste our efforts and they waste their money. 
 
Wang pointed out that those administrators’ unreasonable expectations for 

academic collaboration had roots in their concerns about career achievement, while 

Chinese overseas scholars wanted to explore scientific questions. Wang said that “they 

hope you can publish soon and get awards soon. So, they can report these as their 

achievements to authorities. Their motivations for academic collaboration are different 

with our. We want to explore scientific questions. What they want is their achievements 
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in their careers.”  

Speculating reasons of the tensions of research ideologies, it seems to be partly 

caused by conflicts between traditional Western academic norms and the widespread of 

market ideology in the Chinese academic community. As China’s economy abandoned a 

state-planned economy and adapted market economy, China’s higher education as a part 

of society has also inevitably become more market oriented. To a great degree, this 

change represents a substantial development in Chinese education. The ideology of the 

market economy has provided the Chinese academic community more freedom, chances, 

and institutional authority. Structural changes have taken place among national-level 

universities and colleges. For instance, multiple government agencies’ control of higher 

education has been eliminated and universities can now make many independent 

decisions (Min, 2004; Mohrman, 2003). The cost-sharing system has been quickly 

accepted by the society, partly due to the prevalence of ideologies of the market economy.  

Now, however, it seems that universities and the whole of Chinese society have 

gone to another extreme from the rigid planned system. The ideology of market forces 

has changed the orientation of the research community to some extent by emphasizing 

commercial values rather than academic norms. While some have praised innovative 

programs, some observers have noted that not all efforts have been successful and have 

argued that traditional academic values have been weakened (Altbach, 2007b).  There 

appears to be a great distance from traditional academic values as the Chinese academic 

community has adopted more and more commercial values. Higher education in China is 

taking the risk of going too far in responding to market demands, and traditional 
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academic values are being marginalized in the relentless pursuit of money (Mohrman, 

2003). Chinese universities today must raise the majority of their operating funding from 

such nongovernmental sources as research grants, tuition, gifts, and sale of services 

(Mohrman, 2003). In addition, scholars have become “merchants” in order to support the 

academic enterprise. The government’s effort to make universities more self-sufficient 

has resulted in a tendency that professors engaged in a range of non-university activities 

(Altbach, 2007b).  

In summary, as an enterprise seeking to advance the public good, universities 

cannot be operated entirely by market rules. The university should exemplify the “public 

good”—the idea that scientific discovery may have wider social benefits—and its focus 

on basic research is unique (Altbach, 2007b). While appropriate links with private-sector 

companies may be necessary, China needs to balance the possible conflicts between 

traditional academic norms and commercial interests in order to build up effective 

academic ties with overseas intellectuals.  A research funding system with an appropriate 

mix of funding sources and allocation mechanisms should be designed, which should be 

aimed at encouraging competition for research funding and the most innovative research 

ideas.  

Tensions of Professional Ethics 

While concerns about credits of academic ties and the tensions of research 

ideologies were major factors that shaped academic ties, most of the interviewed scholars 

complained that tensions of professional ethics were another significant challenge to their 

academic ties with China. For the interviewed scholars, rebuilding professional ethics in 
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the Chinese academic community was an urgent need for keeping effective academic ties.  

Gao’s narrative is presented in order to better facilitate readers understanding of how the 

problem of professional ethics influenced academic ties with China. Gao (Philosophy of 

Science, Associate) indicated that overseas scholars’ academic collaboration was 

intertwined with the issue of academic corruption which is widely spread in the Chinese 

academic community.  He believed that the majority of academic ties with China were 

involved with academic corruption to some degree and Chinese indigenous scholars had 

various personal intensions in academic ties with overseas scholars. He said: 

Many academic networks I just mentioned include academic corruption. 
Collaboration is connected with corruption…Now 90% of international 
collaboration with China is academic corruption, according to my direct and 
indirect experiences. Without corruption, no one is interested in academic 
collaboration. Few faculty members in China would like to do research. What I 
just said sounds ruthless. Believe it or not, they all [Chinese scholars] have 
various personal intensions [in academic collaboration]. That is why I believe that 
academic collaboration and corruption is mixed. Academic corruption is a 
necessary element for academic collaboration. … So, it is hard to divide academic 
communication and corruption. 
 
Academic corruption has been prevalent in the Chinese academic community, 

while many Chinese scholars have serious commitments to academy. Since the 1990s, 

academic corruption has seriously threatened China’s universities in their teaching, 

research, service to society, and international links and exchanges (Yang, 2003).  Yang’s 

studies (2003) have repeatedly confirmed that many Chinese overseas scholars with good 

intensions to serve China shrink back due to academic corruption in China. In China, the 

scope of corruption pertains to almost all aspects of higher education. Given the limits of 

data, it is difficult to investigate all aspects in this section, therefore only the aspects 

illustrated by the interviewed scholars are examined further. 
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Most of the interviewed scholars expressed specific concerns about problems of 

professional ethics occurring in the Chinese academic community. In the views of the 

interviewed scholars, tensions of professional ethics between the two academic 

communities present an unprecedented threat to their academic ties with China. The 

tensions of professional ethics discussed by the interviewed scholars are mainly related to 

misuse of grants, abuse of power, a lack of academic honesty, and few concerns about 

meticulous scholarship. Cheng, Gao, Qin, Ni, Li, Zhu, Kang’s narratives are presented in 

the section.  

Misuse of Research Grants 

Regarding to misuse of research grants, Gao (Philosophy of Science, Associate) 

mentioned that Chinese indigenous professors usually made a great effort to apply for 

grants by building up personal relationships with overseas diasporas to strengthen 

chances of winning, rather than improving the quality of their research project. Qin 

(Architecture, Full) expressed his concerns about the basic work ethic in the Chinese 

academic community. He indicated that many Chinese researchers do not care about 

professional ethics when they apply for research grants. He also said that he knew some 

Chinese scholars in architecture that were inclined to put “profit” first, rather than put 

“science” first, which was “unbelievable” in the U.S. academic community. Qin 

concluded that “China lacks such basic work ethics” and “many Chinese scholars do not 

take academy seriously.” Gao and Qin provided the following examples:  

Gao: For instance, a professor at W University, also a vice president of the 
university, wanted to translate a book of mine. It is just a translation! It is not a 
research study at all. How dare you ask for so much money from the Chinese 
government?! That is corruption! Then, he invited me many times to give a 
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lecture at his university and promised me many personal benefits. I am very angry 
about him and did not accept his invitation.  
 
Qin: Many Chinese scholars do not take academy seriously. They use academy as 
means to earn money for themselves. This is unbelievable in the United States. 
This is a basic work ethic. China lacks such basic work ethics. Let me give you an 
example. It is pretty often I meet such a Chinese faculty member, asking if there 
is a not-so-serious faculty in the United States to quickly finish a project. It is a 
question unbelievable in the United States. All U.S. scholars might be serious. 
The problem is prevalent in China. … I don’t consider profit as my first goal 
[when I construct buildings], rather, how to make a good building. How creative 
is this building compared with the last one? It contains science. Of course, there 
are commercial rewards. I am paid. … Many scholars in China put profit first. … 
Professional of the Chinese academic community is not strong. U.S. scholars 
usually are polite so they would not describe Chinese universities as bad as I did. 
However, this is the reality. Today, academic corruption is becoming worse in 
China. … This is a big challenge.  
 
Research grants tend to be diverted to personal use. Ni’s narrative illustrated this 

problem. He said China’s regulations on using research grants were not as restricted as 

the U.S. requirements, especially those research projects sponsored by industries. Chinese 

indigenous scholars can easily reimburse the cost of many personal purchases from a 

research project, which is usually unacceptable in the U.S. academic community. Ni 

shared:  

[It] is just because of the intension of seeking money. It is not like here: I cannot 
put NIH grants into my own wallet. Even if I treat a friend of mine to dinner and 
this friend is not an ordinary friend, but an academic peer. I have to pay with my 
personal money. But in China, you can reimburse the cost. You can use the 
funding not only to treat your friends dinner but also for instance buying gifts.  
… 
As to a project sponsored by industries, you can expend certain percentage on 
personnel and certain percentage on buying a car. … Yes, this is unbelievable. 
Many professors have their personal cars. It is largely possible that the cost is 
covered by industrial projects. … Regulations on projects sponsored by Chinese 
governments are usually tight. But you still can reimburse the cost at restaurants. 
In the United States, the only chance of eating is when you attend a conference, 
but you cannot eat like them…[so corrupted]. In China, this is completely 
accepted. But here you are not allowed. 
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It is worth noting here that the phenomenon is not only an individual corruption, 

but also a systematic problem. In order to encourage research, Chinese governments, 

universities, and industries allow a substantial percentage of the grant money to go 

directly into scholars own pockets, and the rest of the funding can also be used quite 

freely for personal purposes (Yang, 2003). The percentage of research funding for 

personal use is particularly heavy in industry projects. This explains, in part, why many 

researchers in China aggressively seek money from industries.  

Another type of misuse of money is bribery of academic journals for publication, 

individually or collectively. Cheng (Social Work, Assistant) said that he wanted to 

publish in Chinese academic journals because he felt his research studies on corruption, 

women’s rights, and education could benefit China greatly. However, his indirect 

experience with China’s corrupted publication system stopped him. “If you have personal 

relations with editors, it is very easy for you to publish your paper on their journal. 

Otherwise, you have to bribe. You have to give them money.” He stated that “sometimes 

a department gives money to a journal. Then, papers written by the faculty members of 

the department could get published.” Although “a good paper may still have a big chance 

of getting publishing in China,” Cheng said that he was “very, very disappointed” with 

the situation. Cheng described in detail:  

Academic corruption is serious in China. I met a president of a Chinese university. 
We discussed issues such as academic corruption and university management of 
Chinese universities. He told me that China was learning from west academic 
communities, like a promotion mechanism that were determined by publication. 
However, the effect changed as the mechanism is adapted in China. He said if you 
did not give journals monetary benefits, they would not publish your paper. 
Sometimes, a department gave money to a journal. Then, papers written by the 
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faculty members of the department could get published. The system is so 
corrupted that academy does not care about academic values at all. I am very 
disappointed. … I asked the president why. He said there were many reasons. 
[One is that] journals treat bribes as additional financial sources, additional 
revenue. Employees of the journals divide bribery to increase their personal 
incomes. …I also asked my relatives and friends in China about the problem. 
They said if you have personal relations with editors, it is very easy to publish 
your paper in their journal. Otherwise, you have to offer a bribe. You have to give 
them money. Of course, a good paper may still have a big chance of getting 
publishing in China.  
 

Abuse of Power 

Misuse of money is often related to abuse of power. In several interviewed 

scholars’ opinions, abuse of power had become prevalent in the Chinese academic 

community compared with the U.S. academic community. Along with money, power and 

influence become corrupting factors and compromise academic standards and traditional 

norms (Yang, 2003). Li (Physics, Full) indicated that the desire for power often 

overwhelmed the desire for good research in the Chinese academic community. Li 

mentioned that “Chinese researchers are eager to take administrative posts when they 

achieved reputation. In China, administrative positions mean power and power means 

rewards, lots of money. So corruptions tend to take place. There are lots of such 

researchers [in China].” He said:  

Another bad thing in China is that the Chinese academic environment is not good. 
Researchers are eager to take administrative posts when they achieved academic 
reputation. In China, administrative position means power and power means 
rewards, lots of money. So corruptions take place. There are lots of such 
researchers [in China]. With some reputation in their disciplines, they are 
promoted to dean and vice president without time to do research at all. Chinese 
extremely cares reputation, namely, CAS and CAE members. 
 
In China decisions regarding awards, promotions, and research funding are 

sometimes determined more by power than by competence. Therefore, many Chinese 
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researchers aggressively sought for power by taking administration positions or becoming 

CAS (Chinese Academy of Science) and CAE (Chinese Academy of Engineering) 

members. Such status can bring them benefits such as opportunities for great research 

grants, which few ordinary and junior faculty have the chance to receive. Powerful CAS 

and CAE members are crucial in winning a range of competitions with their peers, and 

thus vital to the financial strength of the institution. Being elected to be a CAS or CAE 

member means one takes on an official status as an academic authority, with pay and 

conditions at the level of vice minister, and control of a large amount of research funding 

(Yang, 2003). The weak tradition of professional power and shared governance, as well 

as the intrusion of politics into academe, contributes to the abuse of power in the Chinese 

academic community.  

The desire for power has created academic overlords of various sorts, and some 

CAS and CAE members, do little academic work but enjoy the powerful status of vice 

ministerial-level rank (Yang, 2003). Li’s narrative below confirms this conclusion. He 

said that “a member of U.S. National Academic of Science is just a kind of reputation 

that cannot bring any financial benefits. China is another story. CAS members, vice 

ministerial-level benefits, have right to control China’s research grants. An ordinary 

professor without strong backgrounds can do few things in the Chinese academic 

community.” Li told me that the prevalence of misuse of power has been a major reason 

for his reluctance to collaborate with China. He said “that is why I would like to do more 

charity things with China than such official academic collaboration.” He also stressed 
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that such misuse of power is a systemic problem rather than an individualistic behavior. 

He shared:  

Once he becomes a CAS or CAE member, he then gets power and reputation. As 
a result, it is easy for him to recruit lots of students. He then addicts… [to] seek 
university administrative posts and to build relationship by having dinner outside 
[with celebrities]. He does not have chances to meet his students at all. How can 
you become a good teacher this way? I am not saying merely China’s discipline 
of physics. This is a prevalent problem in China. I have seen so many such 
researchers. They are very young like my age, around 40, even younger than me, 
and are elected to be CAS members. Such scholars have a problem. In western 
countries, no matter what status you are, you know who you are and you won’t … 
Many Chinese scholars don’t know who they are. When he becomes a CAS 
member, he feels that he is the number one in the world, even the best of the 
world and does not concern about ethics and rules. This is abuse, abuse of power, 
abuse of money. How many excellent U.S. professors would like to take 
administration positions? If a good professor suddenly decides to take a post of 
dean, his colleagues will ask: ‘Are you sure you want to waste your time?’ China 
is different. If he doesn’t take the administration position, others will take it and 
then will get lots of financial benefits from the position. He could not get such 
benefits. If this system is not changed, the problem cannot be solved.  
 

Absence of Academic Honesty  

Among the ethical problems that the interviewed scholars complained about, the 

threat to academic integrity is one of the most significant. For instance, plagiarism in 

publication is rampant in the Chinese academic community and tacitly accepted. Zhu, an 

associate professor in neurology, expressed concerns about a dangerous challenge to 

academic integrity of Chinese academics. From Zhu’s perspectives, the challenge to 

academic integrity was partly caused by high expectations from funding providers and 

bureaucratic departments, which is described in an earlier section. He said “if you are 

writing a business plan, you need to answer what is your harvest time. It is common in 

the business. However, it is not an appropriate criterion for science. It is easy to force 

scholars to cheat, to make fake data, to make fake lab results, and to bullshit. I am not 
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saying many Chinese professors will do it. However, if so is the environment, it is 

dangerous.”  

Such unreasonable expectations partly resulted from the move toward 

accountability by universities, governments, and the public. As more and more large 

amounts of money are invested in higher education, and with university tuition increasing 

rapidly in China, universities and professors have come under greater scrutiny. 

Institutions of higher education are required to have an increasing amount of research 

productivity. Academic promotion based on publication has been adapted by many 

institutions, which directly affect faculty financial benefits. Under the increased pressures, 

threats to academic integrity inevitably occur in the Chinese system of higher education, 

which does not have an effective evaluation mechanism or established strong traditions of 

academic values.  

Like the misuse of money and power, the absence of academic integrity is also a 

systemic issue according to Zhu. Zhu said “if the environment is so, it is dangerous… 

Scholars are easily forced to falsify research results or even entire research projects.” At 

this point, China’s higher education needs to develop a mechanism that can provide a 

measure of protections from unwise or unnecessary external intervention. At the same 

time, an effective system is needed to build a healthy academic culture that was based on 

academic norms such as meritocracy and academic freedom. Otherwise, maintaining 

research integrity as well as a viable academic culture will be difficult for individual 

scholars in the system.  
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Few Concerns of Meticulous Scholarship 

Absence of meticulous scholarship in the Chinese academic community was also 

indicated. A few interviewed scholars pointed out that many Chinese scholars did not 

care about meticulous scholarship as much as their U.S. counterparts. Kang’s narrative 

(Finance, Associate) is representative of this point. Kang claimed that Chinese 

indigenous scholars needed to better understand that “the U.S. academic community is 

very meticulous.” Kang collaborated with two indigenous scholars on a research project 

studying Chinese private companies’ financing strategies. He complained that his 

Chinese collaborators tended to leave vague questions unexplained in research, which is 

usually unacceptable in the U.S. academe. As Kang asked his collaborators to dig deeply 

on the research question, he was frustrated that his Chinese counterparts replied: “we 

don’t need to be perfect on this issue. It has been almost perfect.” Kang also complained 

that due to different academic cultures “on what questions you should be precise is 

difficult to explain to them.” As a result, Kang had to invite another Chinese professor 

from a Hong Kong university to join the collaborative project in order to guarantee 

research quality. Kang described the problem in detail:  

[My collaborators] don’t know that the academy here is very meticulous. The U.S. 
system is very precise; the competition is intensive; and the research quality is 
extremely high. This is one thing that they need understand more. …. How to put 
it? I am not saying they are not precise. On what questions you should be precise 
is difficult to explain to them. For instance, I asked them to investigate more 
deeply on a question. They replied that ‘we don’t need to be perfect on this issue.’ 
If your research wants to make contribution, you should make it very clear on 
vague questions. … U.S. scholars in economics and finance often do consulting 
when they are tenured. Yet, they still care research quality. Many professors do 
consulting more or less but they are very meticulous at research even those 
tenured. Some senior professors in my department are examples. … My advisor is 
another instance. He is a prestigious scholar in the field, with tons of opportunities 
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to do consulting daily. However, he cares research a lot. So are many professors 
in my department.  
 
Although causes of the absence of meticulous scholarship are complicated, some 

main reasons emerged from Kang’s narrative. As pointed out by Kang, the problem 

originates from professors’ pressure for publication. At a research university of the 

United States, it is quite simple to evaluate a professor: the quality of his or her 

publications. High quality of research is necessary for academic promotion at a 

prestigious U.S. research institute and for reputation among peers in academic fields. In 

contrast with their U.S. counterparts, Chinese professors tended to have fewer pressures 

for publication quality though demands for research productivity are now increasing in 

many Chinese national research universities. Furthermore, academic promotion and 

salary of Chinese indigenous scholars sometimes were not determined by research quality, 

but by favoritism and other non-academic factors. The problem of few concerns about 

meticulous scholarship was also caused by academic training in China.  Kang stressed 

that young Chinese academic generations generally lack a high quality academic training 

that U.S. graduate students have. Although they might have a broad range of knowledge 

and could use English well, many of them could not accomplish in-depth research. The 

limit of academic freedom in China was another factor that caused the absence of 

meticulous scholarship. When coping with certain politically sensitive issues, Chinese 

indigenous scholars have to keep quiet and leave them vague. In the United States and 

other western countries, academic freedom has become one of underlying values of 

academic communities. Yet maintaining academic freedom and autonomy for certain 

disciplines is still difficult in China.  
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Overall, the tensions of professional ethics presented an unprecedented threat to 

international academic collaboration. The importance of professional ethics for the 

development of higher education has been realized worldwide. The loss of higher 

education’s objectivity, honesty, and high ethical standards would remove the central 

rationale for public support (Altbach, 2005).  While reasons behind Chinese academic 

corruption might be complicated, the traditions of higher education play a critical role in 

the Chinese case. Universities with European roots and organizational patterns may not 

be well suited to some non-Western societies, and this historical disjunction may make it 

easier for corruption to take hold (Altbach, 2004). Since the launch of open door policies 

from the 1980s, Chinese higher education has moved toward Western patterns, 

considering the U.S. higher education a role model.  Yet core values of higher education 

have not been well embedded within the Chinese academic community. At the same time, 

the market economy has weakened China’s fragile ties with traditional academic values. 

The stress on instant economic benefits has led to the fact that China separates the 

underlying values from the systems it adopts from Western education (Yang, 2000).  

In addition, Chinese academics’ salaries are quite low by international standards. 

While incentives have been provided over the past decades, neither benefits nor salaries 

have kept up with China’s economic growth and increasing prosperity, except of a few 

prestigious research universities (Altbach, 2007b). Providing a living wage for the 

academic profession, as well as maintaining the core idea of the academic career, is a 

necessary prerequisite for an ethical culture. To cultivate a culture of effective academic 

work, it is necessary to strengthen international collaboration. China needs to develop a 
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clear accountability mechanism, healthy system of evaluation based on merit, and a 

campus offering more academic freedom and autonomy.  

Absence of Meritocracy 

Another significant threat to academic collaboration is that Chinese higher 

education does not have an effective evaluation system, based on quality and merit. 

According to Dai, Fu, Eng, and Zhu, the Chinese academic community did not adhere 

strictly to meritocratic values when it attracted Chinese academic diasporas. They 

complained that during their interactions with China they were likely to be evaluated by 

factors such as title, reputation, and even ethnicity, rather than their academic 

achievement and potential. For instance, Chinese institutions of higher education tended 

to favor famous scholars such as Noble laureates. The phenomenon of favoring famous 

scholars was called “Star Scholar Effect (ming xing xiao ying)” by Dai (Statistics, Full). 

He states that “academy is not like sports. What China needs is to mobilize ordinary 

Chinese scholars residing in the U.S. as much as possible, not only a few star scholars. Of 

course, star scholars can contribute to the Chinese academic community in a unique way. 

However, what a few stars can do is limited; it is the group of ordinary Chinese overseas 

scholars who make great contributions to Chinese higher education.” Dai reiterated 

during the interview the importance of ordinary Chinese overseas scholars for developing 

active academic ties with China.  

Eng (Philosophy, Post-doc) agreed with Dai on the phenomenon of favoring star 

scholars. He said that “all [China] wants is to invite famous Chinese overseas scholars 

back to China.” According to his personal experience, Eng concluded that “in the U.S. 
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academic community the more fresh a Ph.D. is, the more worthy he would be and this is 

how science could keep fresh and new.” Therefore, “U.S. students usually want to study 

with young faculty because they have cutting-edge research.” Eng pointed out because 

China had not realized this ideal, China lacked a system to provide opportunities to 

young intellectuals like the U.S. academic community, and thus had not developed a 

mechanism to support academic ties with junior overseas scholars. Eng said that “China 

is opposite. China invites only those getting Nobel Awards.” Eng stressed that “China 

should invite post-docs or junior faculty who are struggling to get tenured, because their 

research projects are the best ones.” China’s academic collaboration with its young 

overseas faculty would be “the most meaningful and productive.” Yet, Eng realized that 

such a mechanism has not been built up in China. “While it is not easy to invite a 

prestigious scholar to China, it is more difficult to invite a junior faculty in China’s 

complex bureaucratic system.” Fu (Physics, Associate) shared with Dai and Eng. He said,  

Many Chinese do not do things step by step. They don’t concern actual effects. 
When they are planning to invite a scholar to China, they focus on that person’s 
title or what awards he has had. They pay attention to such things. They would be 
proud if they can invite a big name. They don’t care about how the person I invite 
could help me professionally. The public would not be able to know such actual 
effect and they just know ‘Oh, you invited such a star scholar.’  
 
The absence of meritocratic values also appeared as a discrimination of ethnicity. 

As pointed out above, the interviewed scholars felt that China sometimes evaluated them 

on the basis of their ethnicity. Dai used a term “mei wai” to outline the phenomenon. 

Literally, the term “mei wai” means “worship and have blind faith on things foreign.” 

According to Dai and Zhu (Neurology, Associate), they were sometimes “discriminated” 

in China because of their Chinese blood. It seemed that the Chinese academic community 
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favored Western scholars more than Chinese overseas intellectuals, even though there 

was no difference in their academic credential. Dai repeatedly stressed that “Chinese tend 

to have a blind faith on things foreign” and he “was bothered a lot by it.”  

Dai and Zhu pointed out two major features of such discrimination. First, there 

was a lack of respect for their academic achievements, credentials, and experience. They 

observed that few Chinese professors and students could judge their academic 

performance fairly and concluded that “in general the Chinese academic community has a 

blind faith on foreign things.”   For instance, Western scholars’ speeches at a conference 

usually attract a larger audience than Chinese intellectuals, no matter indigenous or 

overseas. Dai said that “Chinese professors and students turned a cold shoulder to me” 

and he could feel the lack of respect that silently existed in people’s conversations and 

behaviors. Dai said that many Chinese overseas intellectuals have achieved high 

academic performance. “If the Chinese academic community is unable to support them 

financially, they should at least give these scholars respect.”  The second feature of 

discrimination is related to unfair financial support. Many interviewed scholars had 

experienced various kinds of unfair treatment compared to their western counterparts. For 

instance, it was generally agreed by the interviewed scholars that international 

conferences hosted by China usually covered more financial cost for Western scholars 

than that for those with Chinese last names. Dai and Zhu described how they were 

discriminated in China as follows.  

Dai (Statistics, Full): I feel that people in the mainland of China prefer 
Americans…Yes, to the white, no matter German or… They treat them better 
than Chinese diasporas. Chinese diasporas like me are discriminated [in China]. I 
don’t know how you feel or how others think. I am so impressed by this. … For 
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instance, the way they treat Americans. If it is an U.S. scholar, they cover their 
cost of international trip but do not provide such financial support for Chinese 
overseas scholars. I’ve never had such benefits, but I know white scholars had. … 
Here is another example. If white scholars and I went to a same conference, 
Chinese professors and students’ attitudes towards to westerns … They are 
esteemed guests. … To be honest, I felt that Chinese professors and students 
turned a cold shoulder to me. For example, when we had dinner together, western 
scholars were obviously worshipped by local people though their competence was 
not better than mine. I can even say that my academic experience was absolutely 
better than theirs. Yet, Chinese people could not see it. It seems they are blind 
to … Generally, the Chinese academic community has a blind faith on things 
foreign.  … They did not give Chinese academic diasporas well respect that we 
deserve. They did not respect the person, not for his competence, and not for his 
academic experience. The Chinese academic community hasn’t got the ability. So, 
they have a blind faith. … So are academic conferences. There were two or three 
speeches at the same time. One speaker was U.S. and most of students went to his 
speech. As to Chinese scholars’ speeches, no matter local Chinese or diasporas, 
few audience was attracted. I am an expert in my field. I know the truth that 
American’s competence was not better than Chinese folks. But, that Americans 
was thronged and the other side was cheerless. … [I don’t have the feeling of 
discrimination in Taiwan.] Why the difference? For instance, I recently organized 
a symposium in Taiwan. They provided me money and covered the cost of my 
trip. They gave me whatever they provided for the white. I was welcomed in 
Taiwan as much as the white. Further, I am well respected in Taiwan. This is a 
feeling that could not be expressed by words. You can feel that from their talking, 
from the way they do things. It is a feeling, you know.  
 
Zhu (Medical Science, Associate): What happened to all the Chinese scholars 
who attended the conference is after we arrived at the hotel, waiting for check-in, 
the host unit told us before that they would pay the cost of accommodations. 
However, we were told by the hotel when we arrived that we have to pay 
ourselves. We waited in the lobby for more than four hours and no one took care 
of us. Then, they said “you guys can check in right now but you have to pay 
yourself.” We asked why since the host agreed to pay for us. There were several 
Americans along with us. They were arranged immediately. When we checked-in, 
they asked “who told you that you don’t have to pay.” We told the hotel the name 
and they said the person will be contacted. Then, they let us wait for four or five 
hours. … At last, we still had to pay. … In regard to travel cost, I know they cover 
the cost for foreigners, but not for overseas Chinese. It happened to me. Last year, 
China hosted an international conference and invited us. The host institution said 
“we certainly pay for some scholars and we might pay for the others if there is 
additional money.”  We saw the name list: Americans - pay; Chinese - no. … In 
regard to academic ranks, they were assistant professors and so were we; they 
were associate professors and so were we. They were paid because their last 
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names were western. It was ridiculous that an ABC [American-born-Chinese] was 
paid also. The reason is that his last name is Wong [the Taiwanese spelling of a 
Chinese last name], not Wang [the mainland spelling]. So, they thought he might 
not be Chinese and they paid him. After we saw the list, we contacted each other 
by email and decided not to attend the conference. Only one Chinese overseas 
scholar went because he was not aware what happened. This is offensive. We 
were angry when we saw [the name list]. You don’t have to pay for us because we 
have research grants that can cover transportation cost for the international 
conference. No problem for us at all. And it is not a huge amount of money. Since 
it is academic communication, our research projects can cover it. You should pay 
for all the participants; or pay for nobody; or pay just for key speakers. It is all 
right. Or you pay for a Nobel Prize winner. That is fine. We would not say 
anything about it. But you judge us just according to our last names… The more 
ridiculous thing was their policy of booking a car. Even our group had a full 
professor. They did not cover the cost for him just because he is Chinese. … I 
believe such things might not be a prevalent problem, but their effects are 
negative and huge.  
 
The number of academics overseas who worked part-time in China has 

dramatically increased since the late 1990s.  Chinese strategies for mobilizing these 

academics overseas have come to focus on attracting top-gun and competitive scholars 

with the aim of fostering more advanced research collaboration. There appears to be a 

boost of expectation for credentials of candidates. Universities and governments are 

increasing funding to entice more top-guns to return. Star scholars such as Nobel Prize 

winners are extremely welcomed by the Chinese academic community. Chinese 

universities and governments sometimes invest a huge amount of money in order to 

attract a star scholar just to make a simple presentation. In a society with the tradition of 

seniority, the Chinese academic community tends to ignore the importance of its ordinary 

and junior overseas scholars.  

Adherence to meritocratic norms is of special importance for universities. The 

ideal and practice of meritocratic value are central to research. Consequently, research 
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collaboration exists across borders. Consequences of the lack of meritocratic values are 

dangerous to the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. According to Zhu’s 

perceptions, the lack of meritocratic values had slowed down his process of collaborating 

with China. Dai stressed his belief that his academic competency was not recognized by 

the Chinese academic community and this has bothered him a lot. Based on his own 

experience, he indicated that it would have a particularly negatively impact on young 

professors’ collaboration because “they don’t have to go” without being respected.  

Based on the narratives of Dai, Kang, and Qin presented below, the following 

factors partly explain the absence of meritocratic value in the Chinese academic 

community: inadequate access to the international world of science and scholarship, the 

tradition of respecting seniors, the weak peer-review tradition, and the emergence of new 

disciplines. While China has launched a variety of initiatives to regain involvement in the 

international academic community, to some extent, Chinese higher education is still 

located in the periphery of the international knowledge system. At least it is safe to say  

the majority of academic fields, except for a few fields of natural sciences and 

engineering, are still less advanced. Many Chinese professors and students lack the 

opportunities for access into the international academic community. Therefore, it may be 

hard for them to accurately evaluate the academic achievements of scholars from outside 

China.  

Secondly, universities are part of a broader social and political system. Thus, 

academe is not immune from social cultures and traditions (Altbach, 2007b). Seniority is 

a tradition that has had roots in the Chinese society for thousands of years. Chinese 
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higher education is influenced by the long tradition of respecting seniors, and thus 

academic affairs are largely a matter of seniority rather than of demonstrated performance 

in teaching and research. While new strategies for measuring academic performance have 

been introduced at national leading universities, academic promotions and salary are still 

based on seniority in the majority of Chinese universities. Generally, it is hard for junior 

academics overseas to find collaboration opportunities with China because they are too 

young to be recognized by the Chinese academic community. Kang observed the 

traditional seniority atmosphere in China as negatively impacting the mobilization of 

credentialed scholars overseas to China.  In contrast with China, the U.S. academe 

basically evaluates scholars based on “what you accomplished recently.” The sharp 

difference between the two academic communities tends to slow down some academic 

ties with China.  

Thirdly, peer review has become a primary assessment method of academic 

achievement. Professional authority is traditionally weak in Chinese universities. 

Managerial and market concerns tend to have greater importance than academic concerns 

from peers. The stress on immediate economic gain has weakened the root of academic 

norms in Chinese universities. Among those academic norms is meritocratic value. Due 

to the transformation of China’s economy, the society is short-term oriented, with 

emphasis on instant needs. Academe inevitably seeks quick payback research. Hence, 

professors, administrators, and government officials are similar to businessmen want to 

become “an upstart.” Hence, there is sometimes little professional evaluation of academic 

performance of overseas scholars. New academic fields sometimes contribute to this lack 
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of traditional disciplinary value. As Qin pointed out below, because the discipline of 

architecture is a new field in China without established academic traditions, the 

university and department lacked “a frame of reference” to assess his work. As a result, 

he was evaluated by “external values” such as efficiency and economic scale of the 

buildings he made. Meritocratic value could hardly survive in such circumstances.  

Dai, Kang, and Qin illustrated this point below:  

Dai (Statistics, Full): I thought it is mei wai [a blind faith on things foreign]. 
[Chinese professors and students] tend to believe ‘the white is better.’ They are 
not aware of…and most of them are not experts in the field. They are unable to 
judge [who are better] between a white and a Chinese. If you are not an expert in 
the field, there is no way to judge who is more credentialed … They don’t have 
much information [about international scholars] unless the person is a Nobel Prize 
winner, or other award winner. Such scholars are few. Otherwise, few people 
know well about ordinary overseas professors like me. We are evaluated by our 
publications. I have published over 100 papers. How could they know it? They do 
not really know who I am. So, I don’t blame them. However, it is true Chinese 
have the trend of mei wai, which is evident.  
 
Kang (Finance, Associate): In the U.S. system you are evaluated based on what 
you have done recently. Competition is intense in the United States. When I 
studied in a graduate school, our department had a professor who won the Noble 
Prize. He collaborated with China a lot. He told me once that he would like to 
visit China whenever he had free time. Why? Because Chinese respect him well. 
No one in my department really [respected him]…actually, he was pitiful. That is 
true. If you pay too much attention on these professors…like China, they gave 
him too much respect. China does not offer sufficient chances for junior faculty. 
The system of the U.S. is sometimes cruel.  
 
Qin (Architecture, Full): For instance, at the Chinese university I used to work for, 
almost everyone including the institution leader supporting me could not 
understand what I have done. It is because the field of architecture is special. … 
They don’t know… ‘Look, you did not build any important or big enough 
buildings. What you have built is neither important nor big enough. What are you 
doing?’ … They need a frame of reference to assess my achievement. How can 
they compare my achievement with another professor? To evaluate buildings we 
made?  Traditional values of architecture have not been established in China. Of 
course, it might be worse if they have any. Thus, they are unable to assess me 
with disciplinary values, only by external values: the size of buildings you made, 
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the importance of your designs, and the size of your office. … If I won Noble 
Prize, many conditions of mine would immediately change. Anyway, they could 
not review my work. In the field of architecture, the U.S. academy can know how 
significant my work is, but China cannot. 

 
Shared Academic Background 

 
As pointed out in Chapter VI, shared academic background was an important 

concern of the interviewed scholars when they chose their Chinese counterparts. 

Collaborative partners’ similar training background promoted the interviewed scholar’s 

networks with China. Bie (Organizational Behavior, Assistant), Pan (Electrical 

Engineering, Retired), Kang (Finance, Associate), and Ni (Pharmaceutical Science, 

Associate) described the significant impact of the having the same training background 

on both sides of their productive collaborations.  

In their views, scholars with similar training backgrounds have shared academic 

norms. These shared academic norms could facilitate communication by reducing “the 

cost of communications.” Scholars who had similar training backgrounds tended to 

pursue “good science” with the same level of commitment. This assisted the 

consolidation of directions of collaborative research projects, particularly given the fact 

that the market-driven research ideology has spread in China. Pan and Ni’s narratives are 

cited below.  

Pan: The director of the joint research center at T University has strong abilities. 
She had a Ph.D. degree from the U.S. and she is a student of my student. We 
know each other very well. … Several key members of the center have U.S. 
training backgrounds too. They know how to do academic work, how to find 
financial support. And, they are familiar with Chinese systems. For instance, the 
director of the center, also the department chair, had U.S. education. She knows 
U.S. academic culture and she also knows China since she has returned for many 
years. … Success of our collaboration is partly a result of their backgrounds. … 
We have a variety of factors that facilitated our collaboration. First, because these 
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five overseas scholars are students of mine, I know them and their academic 
specialties. They have their own interests, but our ideas about many things are 
similar. And, as I said before, the director of the joint center is my academic 
family. We have the same set of things. Therefore, it is easy to communicate and 
there are no [obstacles] when doing things together.  
 
Ni: I believe [my second collaborative project] will be better. My new 
collaborative peer has similar education background with me. He stayed in 
Germany for 7 or 8 years [for studying]. I believe this time we can do together 
what we propose to do, unlike the last collaboration. That is why I agreed to 
continue collaborating. 
 
Due to the difference of the academic backgrounds with his Chinese partners, 

Kang felt that it was hard to communicate with them regarding research quality. At last 

he had to add a collaborator from a Hong Kong university to work as “a quality 

controller” for their joint research project. In Bie’s opinion, having similar research 

training backgrounds could also stimulate strong desires for academic collaboration. The 

same research norms and academic culture from similar training backgrounds could 

significantly facilitate collaboration and enable both sides of collaboration to contribute 

significantly to collaborative research. As evidence of this, she described:  

For example, if a professor from Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology wrote to me and we shared the same interest, I would have strong 
motivation to collaborate with him relative to Zhang [a scholar from the mainland 
of China]. I am not saying Zhang is not a nice person. Actually, we got along very 
well. First, it was convenient to talk to each other. I don’t have to educate him 
[the Hong Kong scholar] a lot. He doesn’t have to read much in order to learn the 
literature I have learned. So, both sides would have strong motivations. And, if he 
approached me, he had definitely had a specific idea. And, I feel like our 
communication…I mean in terms of research, not language or other aspects. Our 
similar training background would significantly facilitate collaborations. … I 
would like to collaborate with this kind of scholars because they received such 
education in the United States. We can communicate with the same language and 
they can contribute significantly, not just data collection. 
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Conclusion 

The interviewed scholars’ academic identities had an impact on their motivations 

for developing scholarly ties with China and shaped the intensity of their academic 

interactions. Academic identity is summarized on the basis of the following categories: 

credits of academic ties for career, tensions of research ideologies, tensions of 

professional ethics, absence of meritocracy, and similar training background. From 

various aspects, these categories demonstrated a fact that the interviewed scholars mainly 

belonged to the U.S. academic community. The concerns about benefits of academic ties 

to professional careers, as well as the Western academic beliefs and values, play a key 

role in the interviewed scholar’s academic ties with China. 

The concern about credits of academic ties to their professional career was one of 

the important driving forces that encouraged the interviewed scholars to develop 

academic ties with China. In general, Chinese enhanced research environments, the U.S. 

academic community’s increased interest in China’s issues, availability of Chinese 

research data, and the low cost of Chinese highly-educated intellectuals, tended to 

provide more benefits of academic ties to the interviewed scholars’ academic career. 

Although the depressing academic atmosphere for the social sciences and humanities is 

still weakening Chinese oversea scholars’ motivations for academic ties with China, its 

prioritizing policy towards higher education, increased research funding, universities’ 

effective incentive, and more qualified indigenous counterparts have fueled the majority 

of the interviewed scholars. China’s improved quality of research data had offered its 
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overseas scholars more opportunities to conduct collaborative research projects with its 

indigenous counterparts.  

In regards to academic interest in China’s issues, it was found that the scholars in 

Chinese-related disciplines tended to have stronger motivations for academic ties with 

China than those from non-Chinese-related disciplines. In addition, China’s economic 

success has increased its demands for cutting-edge knowledge and has consequently 

attracted more overseas intellectuals back to China. The economic success of China has 

also increased the U.S. academic community’s interest in China’s issues, which 

ultimately generated more benefits of academic ties with China to the interviewed 

scholars’ professional career. Furthermore, the U.S. universities, especially those 

prestigious research universities, had become internationally-related, especially to their 

students and faculty members, many of which are originally from other parts of the world. 

The internal need of their internationally-related faculty to “connect with the world” has 

strengthened academic ties with the world. In addition, the low cost of Chinese highly-

educated intellectuals has attracted some interviewed scholars to collaborate with China 

in order to use China’s cheap labor resources.   

In summary, concerns about the benefits of academic ties to professional career 

seemed to be an important factor that shaped the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with 

China. For many interviewed scholars, China’s improved academic environment, the 

growth of U. S. academic interest in China’s issues, availability of Chinese research data, 

and low cost of Chinese labor resources played a key role in their academic ties with 

China. These positive changes tended to improve their chances to reap the benefits of 
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academic ties with China, and the scholars, in turn, tended to keep more active academic 

ties with China.  

While Chinese academic diasporas’ scholarly networks with China have been 

strengthened recently, the interviewed scholars pointed out that many tensions of 

academic values and norms had hindered their academic ties with China. According to 

the interviewed scholars, three types of tension: tensions of research ideologies, tensions 

of professional ethics, and lack of meritocracy, are categorized in this research. 

Regarding causes of these tensions of academic values, it seemed for the interviewed 

scholars that commercialization of Chinese higher education is one of the major factors. 

While arguments about the ambivalent influence of market forces on Chinese higher 

education still exist in the society of China, the intrusion of market-driven forces has 

become one of the major obstacles for Chinese overseas intellectuals to maintain 

academic ties.  

As to the tensions of research ideologies, “different thought patterns” regarding 

conducting research, China’s capitalist research funding system, and its unreasonable 

expectations of research productivity were analyzed. According to the scholars, “different 

thought patterns” regarding purposes of conducting research that existed between the 

interviewed scholars abroad and their indigenous counterparts had caused direct and 

indirect conflicts in developing their academic ties. In general, the interviewed overseas 

scholars tended to pursue “good science” through academic collaboration, while some 

Chinese indigenous collaborators mainly sought for “instant economic benefits of 

science.” These conflicts inevitably threatened the quality of academic ties between the 
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overseas intellectuals and their Chinese counterparts. The interviewed scholars also 

indicated that China’s research funding system had become “capitalist” and had been 

characterized by “its focus of economic efficiency of science.” The capitalist research 

funding system had two features according to the interviewed scholars: insufficient and 

short-range financial support for research. China’s capitalist research funding system 

tended to drive its academic community to seek instant financial rewards of research, and 

its academics could hardly make long-term commitments to research without steady 

financial support, which is crucial to basic research in particular.  

In the views of some interviewed scholars, unreasonable expectations of the 

Chinese society for their academic ties with China demonstrated from another 

perspective that the tensions of research ideologies existed between them and the Chinese 

academic community. The expectations of Chinese society for academic ties were 

characterized by the stress of instant returns. From government authorities to university 

administration and department heads, all tended to ignore that research is a long-term 

commitment which is largely determined by intellectuals’ personal interest and academic 

potential. The cost of such research ideologies, rooted in the commercialization of higher 

education, was the sacrifice of good research and teaching. Consequently, the tensions of 

research ideology between the interviewed scholars and their Chinese counterparts had 

been a significant obstacle to developing academic ties with China.   

The commercialization of Chinese higher education seems evident in a certain 

academic fields. While China has made an effort to change the structure of government 

spending to benefit education since the early 1980s, Chinese government expenditures on 
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university-based research remains relatively low, except for certain fields that closely 

impact national priorities. Although the relationship between universities, government, 

and business has changed rapidly, public support for research, especially for basic science, 

is still essential in many developed countries. While university and industry collaboration 

can provide additional sources of support for university research, a balance of research 

grant sources between applied and fundamental research, as well as social science and 

humanities needs to work out.  The Chinese government should be aware of its 

responsibilities for the “public good” side of higher education. It is particularly important 

for a developing country because it usually has a weaker tradition of academic norms 

such as academic freedom and autonomy, faculty governance, and mission of seeking 

truth. Without these academic norms that can hold universities accountable, 

commercialization can possibly shift research priorities toward marketable areas and 

distort traditional academic missions.  

The issue of professional ethics was another major tension that bothered the 

interviewed scholars. This tension of professional ethics mainly appeared as misuse of 

grants, abuse of power, threats to academic honesty, and insufficient meticulous 

scholarship. It seemed for the interviewed scholars that many Chinese indigenous 

scholars did not often concern themselves with the issue of professional ethics as they 

sought for out research grants. In addition, they also found that research funds are likely 

to be diverted to personal use in China. The problem was even more evident in research 

projects that were sponsored by industries.  

Misuse of money was often related to abuse of power, which had become a major 
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reason why some interviewed scholars hesitated to collaborate with China. In China, 

decisions regarding awards, promotions, and research funding are sometimes determined 

by power and not by competence. Favoritism and personal networks often play an 

important role in academic affairs. Therefore, the desire for power tends to overwhelm 

the desire for good research. Several interviewed scholars also pointed out that there are 

few concerns of Chinese indigenous scholars about “meticulous scholarship”, which 

negatively affected their academic ties with China. Other problems in the Chinese 

academic community, such as low pressure of high research quality, poor academic 

training, and a lack of academic freedom, also accounted for this tendency of absence of 

meticulous scholarship.  

The interviewed scholars expressed concerns about the threat to Chinese 

indigenous scholars’ academic integrity. According to some interviewed scholars, 

increasing stress on research productivity from funding providers and bureaucratic 

departments may cause the problem of academic integrity. The recent growth of 

accountability from governments and the public has put Chinese universities and 

professors under greater scrutiny, as a significant amount of money has been invested 

into higher education. Under the increased pressure of accountability, academic cheating 

tends to take place in the Chinese system because it does not have established traditions 

of academic values. At this point, Chinese higher education needs to develop a 

mechanism that can provide a measure of protections from unwise or unnecessary 

external intervention, as well as an effective evaluation system that is based on traditional 

academic values such as meritocracy.  
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Along with the tensions of professional ethics, the absence of meritocracy in the 

Chinese academic community negatively influenced the interviewed scholar’s academic 

ties with China. The interviewed scholars reported that they were often evaluated in 

China by factors such as title and status, rather than their academic achievements or 

potential. As the number of overseas academics who have returned to China has 

dramatically increased since the late 1990s, Chinese strategies of mobilizing its overseas 

academics have come to focus on attracting top-gun and competitive scholars. Practices 

of these strategies are largely distorted in the society without a strong tradition of 

meritocracy. This has resulted in the boost of expectation of the Chinese academic 

community for “star scholars” such as Noble winners. Many interviewed scholars 

indicated that the Chinese academic community and the society tended to ignore the role 

of ordinary scholars and junior scholars, who constituted the majority of Chinese 

overseas scholars. The lack of meritocracy also appeared as discrimination. A few 

interviewed scholars reported that they were sometimes “discriminated” in China because 

of their Chinese blood. It seemed that the Chinese academic community tended to favor 

western scholars more than Chinese overseas intellectuals. In addition to the lack of 

respect for Chinese overseas scholars, most of the interviewed scholars had received 

unfair financial treatments in China, compared with their western counterparts.  

Adherence to meritocratic norms is of special importance for universities. 

Research collaboration across borders also needs the ideal and practice of meritocratic 

value. Based on the interview data, the following factors partly explain the lack of 

meritocratic value in China: inadequate access to the international academic community, 
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the tradition of respecting seniors, the weak tradition of peer-review, and the boost of 

new academic disciplines. Although China has launched a variety of initiatives to regain 

involvement in the international academic community, to some extent, Chinese higher 

education is still located in the periphery of the international knowledge system. Without 

adequate access to information about the international academic community, it may be 

hard for many local Chinese professors and students to accurately evaluate scholars from 

outside China.  

In addition, Chinese higher education is influenced by China’s long tradition of 

seniority. Generally it is still hard for junior academics overseas to find collaboration 

opportunities with China because they are too young to be recognized by the Chinese 

academic community. On the contrary, the U.S. academe basically evaluates scholars 

based on “what you do recently.” The sharp difference between the two academic 

communities tended to slow down the interviewed scholars’ academic collaboration with 

China. Furthermore, the tradition of peer review has not become an established approach 

in the Chinese academic community, and professional authority of faculty is traditionally 

weak at Chinese universities. Hence, managerial and market concerns tend to overtake 

academic concerns. The boost of new academic fields sometimes contributes to the lack 

of traditional disciplinary value. Because of the lack of “a frame of reference” to assess 

academic work in such new academic fields, academic performance of overseas scholars 

tended to be evaluated by “external values” rather than “disciplinary values.” Finally, in a 

society characterized by stress on instant financial needs, Chinese indigenous scholars 

inevitably become interested in seeking quick payback research. Meritocracy, therefore, 
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can hardly survive in such circumstances.  

At last, concerns about shared academic norms are another issue that the 

interviewed scholars considered when developing academic ties with China. For the 

interviewed scholars, having a shared academic background was an important factor 

when choosing indigenous collaborators. Similarity of training background often means 

shared academic beliefs and norms, and these shared academic norms could facilitate 

communication by reducing “the cost of communications.” Scholars who had similar 

training backgrounds tended to pursue “good science” with the same level of 

commitment. 

Overall, concerns about credits of academic ties for career, the tensions of 

research ideologies, the issues of professional ethics, the absence of meritocracy, and 

concerns about shared academic norms, are another group of factors that the interviewed 

scholars considered in developing academic ties with China. According to the interview 

data, these concerns and tensions are mainly caused by the conflicts of two sets of 

academic values and norms that are embedded in the Chinese and U.S. academic 

communities. Among the conflicts, there are weak traditions of missions such as the 

pursuit of truth, the stress on instant economic needs of the society, insufficient academic 

freedom and autonomy, and the lack of traditions of peer review and meritocracy. These 

concerns and conflicts illustrate the fact that in terms of academic identity, Chinese 

overseas scholars belong to the Western academic community. Their academic beliefs 

and norms are mainly influenced by Western norms, although the majority of them 

received college and graduate education in China.  
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Since the 1980s, Chinese higher education has gradually adopted western models 

of higher education, especially the U.S. model, and has been returning to the international 

academic community. Yet, many academic traditions and norms have not been well 

embedded into the Chinese academic community, partly due to market and cultural 

constraints. To a certain degree, China’s higher education is taking the risk of going too 

far in responding to market demands and traditional academic values are being 

marginalized in the relentless pursuit of money. To build up effective academic ties with 

overseas intellectuals, China needs to resolve these conflicts among traditional academic 

norms, commercial interests, and cultural constraints by building up an advanced and 

healthy academic culture.  
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 Chapter VII Discussion and Conclusion 

 
Overview 

Recently, the issue of brain drain has risen in public interest partly due to the 

dramatic growth of international educational exchanges. Today it is generally believed 

that international educational exchanges between less developed countries and developed 

countries have caused the phenomenon of “education and migration”, this emigration of 

intellectuals originates from international studies. The debate about advantages and 

disadvantages of highly educated migration reveals that brain drain is not an issue that 

can be considered a problem without careful considerations. The focus, therefore, seems 

to shift from conceptualizing brain drain to a dynamic process of networking and 

linkages. Diaspora knowledge networks conceptually subverted the traditional brain drain 

into a brain gain by converting the loss of intellectuals into “a remote thought accessible 

assets of expanded networks.” Today the diaspora option is seen as an important strategy 

for decreasing the adverse impacts of the intellectual emigration on less developed 

countries. Yet, limited studies have examined academic ties developed by Chinese 

academic diasporas with China.  

This study examined Chinese academic diasporas residing in the United States, 

focusing on their experience of developing academic ties with China. This study recruited 

Chinese scholars from research universities located in the northeastern United States. A 

pilot study was conducted and 20 scholars from various disciplines were interviewed. 

Grounded theory was used to analyze the interview data. This study was designed to 
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present a spectrum of issues and topics within the narrative of academic ties that Chinese 

overseas scholars developed with China.  

The earlier chapters have reported findings on the interviewed scholars’ 

experiences of developing academic ties with China. Generally, the interviewed scholars 

have developed and maintained a variety of academic ties with the Chinese academic 

community, while only a few had collaboration with the business community. Chapter IV 

reports a few critical features of academic ties that emerged in the interview data. First, 

the types of knowledge that were transmitted through academic ties were examined. The 

intensity of academic ties is redefined as the capacity to transmit or create knowledge 

across borders. Three modes of academic ties were summarized. At last, Chinese 

indigenous scholars and institutions that collaborated with the interviewed scholars were 

examined. The findings in Chapter V and VI illustrate that Chinese academic diasporas’ 

scholarly ties with China are processes mainly determined by cultural and academic 

values. The interviewed scholars’ cultural and academic identities played an important 

role in developing their academic ties with the homeland. The purpose of this chapter is 

to examine in more detail the findings that are presented in the earlier chapters. The 

summary and discussion may help readers view this phenomenon more clearly and more 

perceptively. The chapter concludes by examining suggestions for future study. 

Knowledge  

Three types of knowledge: network-building knowledge, outcome-oriented 

knowledge, and context-oriented knowledge, were found to be transmitted via the 

interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. Network-building knowledge is a basic 
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type of knowledge that a variety of academic ties transmitted. More exchange of 

network-building information tended to occur in academic interactions that were 

conducted by junior scholars or scholars who just started their scholarly ties with China. 

Outcome-oriented knowledge is another fundamental type of knowledge that was 

transferred by the interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China. This type of 

knowledge basically referred to technologies or ideas that were “produced in the U.S. 

contexts,” namely, a result of seeking truth in the U.S. academic and social contexts, or a 

final product created by the interviewed scholars through scientific endeavors and efforts 

in the U.S. context. Most of the examined academic interactions in this research study 

were found to transmit outcome-oriented knowledge. The transfer of context-oriented 

knowledge is the third key category of content of academic ties. This type of knowledge 

includes the academic and social-cultural contexts in which outcome-oriented knowledge 

was produced. Context-oriented knowledge tended to be transmitted via complicated and 

systematic interactions, such as conducting collaborative research projects, establishing 

joint research centers, and educating new generations for China. Only a few interviewed 

scholars’ academic ties concentrated on the exchange of context-oriented knowledge. For 

a successful academic tie between Chinese overseas scholars and China all three types of 

knowledge should be brought together in a balanced way. The challenge that the Chinese 

academic community is now facing is to develop a critical understanding of academic 

values and norms that generate outcome-oriented knowledge. Cultivating an advanced 

academic culture should become an important goal for developing academic ties between 

China and its overseas scholars.  
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Altbach (2007a) pointed out that the Chinese academic community is facing 

significant challenges of building “a visible research and self-regulating academic 

culture” against the problems of plagiarism, favoritism in appointments and admissions, 

the lack of academic freedom (especially in social science and humanities), and work 

stability (p. 55).  Chinese universities need stronger efforts to build up an advanced 

academic culture that focuses on top-quality teaching and research, collaborative work 

among faculty and students in teaching and research, meritocratic advancement, and 

academic integrity. 

Universities in the Western societies are often characterized by traditional and 

liberal terms that emphasize the intrinsic value of learning and scholarship (Harman, 

1989). At the heart of the contemporary Western traditional university, academic norms 

are characterized by an extreme degree of individualism and decentralization, “seeking 

knowledge for knowledge’s sake, and seeking it in lieu of material goods or services 

rather than as a means of attaining them” (Harman, 1989). Therefore, academic values in 

western, especially in U.S. universities, refer to a variety of principles including respect 

of academic curiosity and integrity, academic freedom, academic autonomy, and 

neutrality. These academic norms are so deeply rooted in tradition that many of the 

cultural-specific elements are filtered out of non-Western institutions (Nakayama, 1989). 

For the interviewed scholars, the Western academic values and norms seemed more 

advanced than those of the Chinese academic community. They therefore attempted to 

promote Chinese universities’ academic cultures via their academic ties with China. How 

these Western academic norms can be adapted by the Chinese academic community 
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remains a question. While China’s indigenous scholars need to consider how their 

academy should react facing the import of Western academic values, its overseas scholars 

should consider their impacts on the process of building up an advanced academic culture 

in the Chinese academic community.  

Capacity of Crossing Borders 

Intensity of academic ties is an important element to understanding the 

phenomenon of academic ties. Traditionally, the frequency of returning and the length of 

visiting home countries are used to determine the intensity of academic ties. The 

interview data, however, implied that the traditional concept of intensity has been 

changed due to the impact of information technology.  Many interviewed scholars 

indicated that their physical location is not necessarily related to the intensity of their 

academic ties with China and they believed that the capability of transmitting knowledge 

represented the intensity of their academic ties more accurately. Research suggests that 

types of knowledge are highly associated to the process of knowledge transfer (Hansen, 

1999 &2002; Reagans & McEvily, 2003; Uzzi and Lancaster, 2003; Zander and Kogut, 

1995). It appears that the extent of codifiablity or tacitness of knowledge affects the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the process of knowledge transfer. Tacit knowledge is 

more difficult to transfer than simple knowledge, and greater efficiency is based on 

matching types of tie to types of knowledge. Therefore, a strong tie facilitated the transfer 

of tacit knowledge more than it facilitated codified knowledge. A strong tie should be 

used for the transfer of tacit knowledge and weak ties for the transfer of codified 

knowledge. These findings are important to facilitate an understanding of the nature of 
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academic ties between Chinese overseas and indigenous scholars. Network-building 

knowledge and outcome-oriented knowledge were found to be conveyed in various 

academic interactions from simple ones to complex ones. Compared with these two types 

of knowledge, context-oriented knowledge is difficult to transfer, requiring more time 

and effort.  

Thus, a new definition of intensity of academic ties was developed by considering 

the amount of time and energy that Chinese academic diasporas devote to academic ties, 

as well as types of knowledge transmitted via academic ties. The intensity of academic 

ties was then redefined as the capacity of an academic tie to transmit or create knowledge 

across borders. This new definition diminishes the impact of geographical factors on 

academic ties and takes into account the academic and social-cultural borders between 

Chinese overseas scholars and their Chinese counterparts.  

Modes of Academic Ties 

Three modes of academic ties: radio mode, outsourcing mode, and constructional 

mode are summarized in the analysis of the roles that Chinese overseas and indigenous 

scholars played in academic interactions and in the examination of development levels of 

academic disciplines in the two academic communities. In a radio mode the roles of the 

Chinese overseas scholars and of indigenous scholars were distinctive. Chinese overseas 

scholars tended to play a dominant part in transmitting knowledge, due to their academic 

authority, while Chinese indigenous scholars usually acted as a receiver of knowledge. 

The radio mode was mainly found in disciplines with a dramatic gap of academic 

development in two academic communities.  
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In an outsourcing mode, Chinese indigenous scholars made certain contributions 

for academic collaboration but were still marginalized in academic interaction by playing 

a supporting role. What Chinese indigenous scholars contributed to an outsourcing mode 

was not the most valued core of the academe such as “ideas,” “research directions,” or 

“cutting-edge technology,” but rather their labor. Yet, the role of the overseas scholars in 

an outsourcing mode was still essential. Both the radio and outsourcing mode were 

interpreted as unequal models, in which Chinese indigenous scholars basically “borrow 

and copy others’ things” with little of their own voice.  

Some interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China belonged to the 

constructional mode, an ideal academic tie in which both sides were able to “make 

significant contribution” and to be “reciprocally benefitted.” For some interviewed 

scholars the constructional mode also meant “being able to understand each other.” This 

meant reaching a dialogue level with the Western academic community where the 

Chinese academic community could do something “admirable” for its Western 

counterparts. In a constructional mode, Chinese indigenous scholars would not blindly 

worship foreign scholars and they were careful to critique and evaluate foreign things. 

They had self-confidence and the ability to distinguish limits of foreign scholars, 

including Chinese overseas intellectuals.  

In sum, radio and outsourcing modes have a traditional process of producing and 

transmitting knowledge. Knowledge is produced at one place and then transmitted to 

another place. Producing and transmitting are basically two separate parts in these two 

modes. In a constructional mode of academic ties, however, the traditional process of 
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producing and transmitting knowledge from one place to another was replaced by a 

process of creating knowledge together. Chinese academic diasporas and indigenous 

scholars communicate as equal parts and are able to understand each other. Therefore, 

both sides can collaborate equally to create new knowledge.  

Collaborative Scholars and Institutions  

Two criteria that overseas scholars used to select indigenous partners were 

interpersonal relation and shared academic background. Most of the scholars collaborated 

with their former academic students, advisors, or college friends at Chinese institutions of 

higher education. Shared academic background also played a key role in selecting 

collaborators. Some interviewed scholars chose those who had shared academic interests 

or similar educational backgrounds with them.  

It is necessary to point out the impact of Chinese indigenous scholars’ 

administrative authority on academic ties. Some interviewed scholars indicated that 

collaborators’ administrative authority was a key factor for the success of their academic 

interactions. To a certain degree, the involvement of administrative authority in the 

interviewed scholars’ academic ties seems to be different from managerialism in Western 

academic communities. The ideas of managerialism are claimed to be based purely on 

“an objective search for efficiency, effectiveness and excellence, with assumptions about 

continuous improvement of organizations often a further underlying theme” (Deem, 

2001). The managerialism can result in a variety of organizational changes improving 

efficiency and effectiveness such as the use of internal cost centers, an emphasis on 

competition between cost centers, and on the formation of internal markets. While the 
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involvement of administrative authority in academic ties may partly be caused by the 

emergence of managerialism in China, it may also be related to abuses of power that 

partly resulted from China’s weak tradition of faculty governance and professional 

authority.  

The majority of collaborative institutions were Chinese national leading research 

universities, while a small percent of collaborative institutions were the interviewed 

scholars’ alma mater or local colleges usually located at the scholars’ home place. The 

types of collaborative institutions reveal the uneven distribution of the academic ties with 

China. Most of the academic ties concentrated on Chinese national leading universities, 

while only a small percentage focused on local colleges.  

The tendency of uneven distribution may be partly caused by the apparent 

problem of division between Chinese national leading universities and local institutions.  

The restructuring of the finance of higher education, based on market demands and on 

decentralization in the 1990s, has produced the problem of uneven development of higher 

education institutions in terms of region. The favorable treatment of Chinese 

governments to elite universities has increased the gap between elite and non-elite 

universities (Zhao & Guo, 2002). As a result, opportunities of developing academic ties 

with Chinese overseas scholars tend to become significantly different between elite 

universities and non-elite colleges. To a certain degree, encouraging its local institutions 

of higher education to attract more academic diasporas may enable China to resolve the 

uneven development of its higher education. For China’s colleges, especially those 

located in less developed regions, it might be an effective strategy for development to 
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attract Chinese overseas scholars via emphasizing shared cultural factors such as regional 

ties.   

Cultural Identity and Academic Identity 

Before we start to discuss how the interviewed scholars’ cultural and academic 

identity shaped their scholarly ties with China, it is necessary to clarify the concepts of 

cultural identity and academic identity. Identity answers questions such as “who am I” 

and “where do I belong to.” It is not easy to distinguish cultural and academic dimensions 

of an identity given that sociological categories such as race, ethnicity, nation, and class 

could not be excluded from factors that formulate academic identity (Valimaa, 1998). 

However, how to classify the influencing factors became apparent after a system analysis 

of the interviewed scholars’ experience of academic ties with China. The first group of 

factors, related to “I am Chinese” and “I hold beliefs of Chinese culture,” was categorized 

as cultural identity; the second group of factors, mainly about “I am a Western scholar” 

and “I belong to the Western academic community,” was categorized as academic 

identity. According to the interviewed scholars, the push and pull forces originating from 

these two identities shaped the nature and quality of their academic ties with the Chinese 

academic community. In the section below I explain why the two groups are named as 

cultural and academic identity, the elements of the two identities, and the implications of 

these findings. 

Cultural identity is a concept that can be defined from many perspectives. My 

focus of cultural identity in this study is on the basis of ethnicity, nationality, and beliefs 

of Chinese traditional culture. Cultural identity consisted the following codes: the sense 
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of cultural belongingness, neglecting personal profits, Chinese intellectual aspiration 

(Confucianism aspiration), and emotional attachment. Concerns about ethnicity compose 

a key part of cultural identity of the interviewed scholars. However, cultural identity is 

not limited in ethnicity. The interviewed scholars also emphasized the impact of Chinese 

traditional culture on their academic ties with China. Also, the traditional Chinese 

intellectual aspiration that influenced academic ties with China demonstrated the 

interviewed scholars’ cultural identity. In addition, strong emotional attachment 

associated with academic ties also illustrated how traditions of valuing interpersonal 

relationships shaped their academic ties with China. By using cultural identity, the 

practices and beliefs of traditional Chinese culture that are associated with the 

interviewed scholars are emphasized. The focus is therefore on common cultural 

practices.  

Concerns about ethnicity composed a key part of cultural identity of the 

interviewed scholars, which can be demonstrated by the category the sense of cultural 

belongingness. Almost all the interviewed scholars expressed the concerns about “I am 

Chinese” as one of driving forces for developing academic ties with China. This strong 

feeling of being Chinese was demonstrated by their Chinese roots, their affection for 

home-place, their love of Chinese traditional culture, difficulties of cultural adjustment 

they had in the host country, and their practices of passing Chinese traditions to future 

generations. 

The influence of neglecting personal profits is found to impact maintaining 

academic ties with China. Some interviewed scholars indicated that they did not care 
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about their personal gains in their academic ties with China, and a few scholars even 

sacrificed their personal financial rewards in order to make contributions for China. 

Neglecting personal profits is a unique character of Chinese traditional culture. Due to 

Master Kong’s teaching, the society of China today values the virtue of neglecting 

personal profits, though the influence of the traditional culture has faded in the current 

market economy.  

The interviewed scholars’ motivations for academic ties with China were 

characterized by an obligation to make contributions for their mother country. This 

obligation was specified, by some interviewed scholars, as promoting the development of 

Chinese academic disciplines. The majority of the interviewed scholars pointed out that 

making contribution to their motherland was their personal dream. Some interviewed 

scholars believed that it is Chinese overseas intellectual’s duty and mission to promote 

the development of China’s academe. This Chinese intellectual aspiration is a unique 

characteristic of Chinese intellectuals and has its roots in a Confucianism teaching: 

cultivate oneself; keep one’s family in order; run the country well; bring peace to the 

world (xiushen-qijia-zhiguo-pingtianxia). It is now generally believed that a Chinese 

intellectual should first cultivate himself by virtues, then keep his family harmonious 

based on the virtues. After these goals have been achieved, he should devote himself for 

country and society.  

Many of the interviewed scholars claimed that emotional attachment shaped their 

academic ties with China. Emotional attachment from family ties, regional ties, 

friendship, and educational affiliation played a key role in their fostering academic ties 
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with China. Chinese traditionally value human relationships and devote much attention to 

the cultivation of human relationships. The value of human relationships has its roots in 

Master Kong’s enduring impact on Chinese cultivation. Master Kong focused his 

attention on strengthening the virtues that govern human relations, especially family 

relations. Family and kinships ties, including friendship, are still cherished in Chinese 

communities.  

Cultural identity impacted all the interviewed scholars. Regardless of their 

background of discipline, age, life stage, academic rank, or length of stay in the US, 

almost all of the interviewed scholars indicated that one or more components of these 

cultural factors influenced their academic ties.  In general, the interviewed scholars’ 

cultural identity not only strengthened their motivation for academic ties with China, but 

also enhanced the intensity and quality of their academic ties.  

The interviewed scholars’ academic identity is found to produce an impact on 

their academic ties with China. Along with cultural identity, academic identity affected 

not only the interviewed scholars’ motivations for developing scholarly ties with China, 

but also shaped the intensity and modes of their academic ties. Although most of the 

interviewed scholars had their college and/or graduate education in China, almost all of 

them felt they belonged academically to the U.S. academic community. This conclusion 

can be demonstrated from the following four categories: credits of academic ties for 

career, tensions of research ideologies, tensions of professional ethics, absence of 

meritocracy, and shared academic background. 

Concerns of benefits of academic ties for career encouraged the interviewed 
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scholars to develop academic ties with China. China’s improved research environments, 

the Western academic community’s increased academic interest in China’s issues, 

availability of Chinese research data, and low cost of Chinese highly educated 

intellectuals played a significant role in shaping academic ties with China. For the 

interviewed scholars, these positive changes increased the opportunity of reaping the 

benefits of academic ties for their professional careers.  

While Chinese academic diasporas’ scholarly networks with China has been 

strengthened recently, the interviewed scholars pointed out that tensions of research 

ideologies, tensions of professional ethics, and the absence of meritocracy hindered their 

academic connections with the Chinese academic community. Regarding the roots of 

these conflicts of academic values and norms in developing academic ties, the 

interviewed scholars tended to identify, directly or indirectly, the origins of these tensions 

to the commercialization of Chinese higher education. While arguments about the 

ambivalent influence of market forces on Chinese higher education still exist in the 

society of China, the intrusion of market-driven forces has become one of the major 

obstacles for Chinese overseas intellectuals to develop academic ties with China. In a 

system without established academic traditions, it is largely possible that 

commercialization shifts research priorities toward marketable needs and distorts 

traditional academic missions. As a consequence, these gaps of academic values and 

norms between two academic communities will possibly weaken academic collaboration 

of Chinese overseas intellectuals with China.  

Shared academic background tended to strengthen the interviewed scholars’ 
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academic ties with China. Shared knowledge is proven to be positively related to the ease 

of knowledge transfer. Empirical studies show that knowledge is more likely to be 

transferred between people with similar training and background characteristics (Reagans 

& McEvily, 2003). On the one hand, the fact that the interviewed scholars preferred to 

collaborate with indigenous scholars with a western education background also revealed 

tensions of academic values and norms between the Chinese and U.S. academic 

communities; on the other hand, it suggested the academic identity of the interviewed 

scholars was largely embedded in the U.S. context.  

Synthesis  

Hayhoe (1988) pointed out that the success of academic interactions developed by 

China’s scholars with their Western colleagues may depend “not only on the stability and 

tenacity of a political leadership,” but also “on the nature and quality of the intellectual 

relations” between them. Where there can be little doubt that China’s political and 

economic policies have been the critical determinant in the growth of Chinese overseas 

scholars’ academic ties with China, it is important to think carefully about the features of 

academic ties such as content, intensity, and mode, as well as to consider how various 

factors foster the nature and quality of academic ties with China.  

For successful academic ties between Chinese overseas scholars and China all 

three types of knowledge transferred by academic ties should be brought together in a 

balanced way. Superficial understanding of Western outcome-oriented knowledge is 

dangerous and harmful. It may lead to mechanical copying - a chronic disease suffered by 

China in its pursuit of foreign learning. The challenge facing the Chinese academic 
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community is to develop a critical understanding of academic and social contexts that 

generate outcome-oriented knowledge. Chinese academic diasporas will play a crucial 

role in communicating Western values and norms with the Chinese academia and society 

via their scholarly ties with China.  

It has been demonstrated that values and norms can have an independent causal 

effect on policies and behaviors and can diffuse across national boundaries and affect the 

political, economic, and social development of different societies (Tong & Wang, 2005).   

Western thought patterns, values, and belief systems will bring new challenges and 

opportunities into the Chinese society and higher education. China’s entry into the WTO 

will further strengthen the trend toward internationalization in the Chinese higher 

education. How to become an integral part of the international higher education 

community and at the same time keep their own cultural identity will be a challenge for 

Chinese universities in the years to come (Min, 2004). The Chinese academic community 

needs to find strategies to cope with the challenge in the meeting of the different 

academic cultures and to foster the independence of Chinese thought, culture, and values, 

not become an imitation of Western academic systems. Genuine understanding of the 

context of academic values and norms that generate knowledge and technology would 

hold promise for interaction that is beneficial to both sides.  

If the Chinese academic community is to achieve advanced academic culture 

without assimilation or westernization, the quality of interaction with these academic 

values and norms will be of critical importance. Chinas’ indigenous scholars need to 

participate in critical debates over “questions of truth, rightness and authenticity, rather 
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than simply passive transmitters of technological knowledge know-how” (Hayhoe, 1988). 

Scholarly ties with Chinese academic diasporas may make such debates possible, and 

consequently authentic understanding of western academic culture by facing the conflicts 

aroused from overseas scholars’ western academic identity.  

The origins of these tensions are directly or indirectly linked to the 

commercialization of Chinese higher education. The intrusion of market forces and 

commercial interests into higher education has been one of the greatest challenges to 

universities everywhere. For research universities, market forces may significantly shift 

the direction of research, the focus of academic profession, and the financial balance of 

the institution (Altbach, 2007b). For China’s higher education, the challenge of market 

forces is particularly serious given that traditional Chinese scholarly institutions have 

neither autonomy nor academic freedom (Hayhoe, 1996). 

Universities worldwide, especially research universities, now tend to go beyond 

government support and seek out money from the market. Although the relationship 

between universities, government, and business has changed rapidly from before, public 

support for research, in particularly for basic research, is still essential in many developed 

countries. It has been stressed by scholars in higher education that the research function, 

the most expensive part of the university, requires public support because it typically 

does not produce direct income. The facilities necessary to produce top-quality research, 

especially in science, are beyond the capacity of private sectors to provide. Even in the 

United States, the research mission of some private universities is supported by the 

government through research grants given to individual scientists (Altbach 2007b). In the 
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United States, the federal government remains the largest source of financing for 

university-based research though industry support has involved much more in campus-

based research (Gladieux & King, 1999).  

While considerable efforts have been made in China to change the structure of 

government spending on education since the early 1980s, the Chinese government 

expenditure on university-based research remains relatively low for most of its academic 

fields except for certain disciplines close to national priorities. The central government 

has increased appropriation to education at all government levels at a rate higher than the 

rate of revenue increase. The Chinese government also formulated policies to upgrade the 

quality of national leading universities to world-class universities since the late 1990s. 

The Chinese Ministry of Education has made it clear that China will initially seek to 

promote fewer than ten universities to reach world-class status, with top priorities to 

Peking University and Tsinghua University (Min, 2004). The system, however, with 

limited resources can only afford to lift a few universities to world-class status in the near 

future. Despite the increase in state appropriation to higher education, public expenditure 

on higher education in China remains relatively modest by international standards (Min, 

2004).  

The lack of public investment in education is the worse thing for the Chinese 

academic not simply because of the lack of vision or understanding of the importance of 

education, but because of the market-driven economic process (Zhou, 1996). Higher 

education is reviewed by China as a significant contributor to macro-economic reforms 

and future economic prosperities. It is generally believed that universities should mainly 
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support national economic development and the progress of science and technology. 

Since the 1980s, the economic transition and the fast-growing market economy have been 

a central issue in China. Thus, education was mainly considered the strategic foundation 

for economic success and higher education has rapidly expanded partly in order to meet 

the growing need for qualified man-power (Min, 2004). As a result, China’s higher 

education policies have being driven by many market-related notions such as 

management efficiency and strong executive leadership, unit-cost effectiveness, 

institutional response to socio-economic demands, and the introduction of user-pay 

principles. Ambiguous discussions in China on the relationship between higher education 

and market economy make the situation worse. While some insist that higher education 

should distance itself from the market and resist certain direct influence of the market, 

others argue that higher education should become commercialized and market-oriented 

(Yang, 2003).  

I do not argue here that universities should not seek additional support from 

nonpublic sectors. University and industry collaboration can provide additional sources 

of support for university research, access to a broader range of talent, and more rapid 

development and transfer of useful products (Zusman, 1999). Yet, a balance of financial 

support between applied and fundamental research, as well as social science and 

humanities, needs to exist. The Chinese government should pay more attention on the 

social responsibilities of higher education. It is of particular important for a developing 

county which usually has a weaker tradition of academic norms such as academic 

freedom and autonomy, faculty governance, and mission of seeking truth. Chinese 
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universities should notice threats posed by commercialization to academic values and 

norms such as honesty, intellectual courtesy, indifference to the mere fashion in ideas, 

and a dedication to the regulative ideal of truth (Coady 2000). 

Suggestions for Future Study 

Considering the limitations of this study in its sample size and distribution, the 

following topics for future study are suggested. First, it will be interesting to examine 

Chinese indigenous scholars’ views regarding academic ties with Chinese overseas 

scholars.  Second, it is important to explore female Chinese scholars’ points-of-view. 

Given the constraints of time and financial cost, only one female scholar was recruited in 

this study. Although female scholars at the United States institutions of higher education 

constitute only a small proportion of Chinese overseas scholars, gender differences of 

understanding academic ties with China could be an important question to investigate. 

Third, while this study focuses on Chinese scholars in the northeastern United States, a 

similar study can be done in different regions of the United States.  Fourth, this research 

study focuses on the scholars at research universities. Investigating Chinese oversea 

intellectuals from multiple types of institutions, including teaching universities and 

community colleges, might be interesting and some comparisons could be made among 

different groups from various institutions. 

The interviewed scholars’ academic ties with China are evidently related to 

exchanges and conflicts of academic values of two academic communities. Yet how 

China’s core scholarly values - a practice-based epistemology and a resistance to 

specialization, as well as its hierarchy and the bureaucratization of higher education 
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institutions - influence the flow of knowledge and values has not been addressed in this 

study. The context of social, political, and economic values tends to affect academic ties. 

Given that China and the United States have a very different set of social values, how 

conflicts of these social values of two countries (i.e. democracy versus centralism, 

individualism versus Collectivism) exercise impact on Chinese overseas scholars’ 

academic ties with China remains a question.  

This study examines some key properties of academic ties that the Chinese 

overseas scholars developed. However, due to limitations of the interview data, this study 

is unable to explore relationships between the nature and quality of academic ties and 

Chinese overseas scholars’ identities. To understand how their identities foster academic 

ties with their motherland is of special importance to understanding this phenomenon. 

Furthermore, each interviewed scholar was found to develop their academic ties with 

China in a unique way. How factors such as their discipline culture, professional status, 

personal experience, and family concerns impact properties of their academic network 

remains a question.  
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Appendix A: Recruiting Email  
 

Dear Dr. XXX,   
 
Thank you in advance for your attention to this email.  I’m a doctoral student at Boston 
College, conducting a dissertation research on Chinese-born scholars’ experience 
regarding their scholarly networks with the mainland of China or Taiwan.  To that end I 
would like to interview you in your convenience to address the following questions: 
 
• Your experience regarding academic ties with China or Taiwan 
• Your motivations to establish such ties 
• Your reflections about the scientific communication activities 
 
If you would like to share your experience with me, please email me or call me at (617) 
460 6557 in order to schedule the interview. 
 
Attached please find a consent form and an interview guideline.  
 
Thank you in advance for your help. 
 
Hong Zhu  
 
Ph.D. Candidate 
Higher Education Administration Program 
Lynch School of Education  
Boston College  
Tel: 617.460.6557 
Email: zhuhc@bc.edu 
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 Appendix B: Consent form 

  
Boston College, Lynch School of Education 

140 Commonwealth Avenue, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

 
Dear Professor,  
 
You are being invited to take part in a dissertation research conducted by Ms. Hong Zhu 
under the direction of Dr. Philip G. Altbach. I am asking you to participate because you 
are a Chinese-born faculty or scholar working at a US university. This interview is being 
conducted as a part of a doctoral dissertation. The interview aims to explore the nature 
and the patterns of professional connections or scientific communications between 
Chinese-born scholars in the United States with colleagues in China. The person who is 
conducting the research is Ms. Hong Zhu, a doctoral student in Higher Education 
Administration program, Lynch School of Education, Boston College.  
 
Purpose  
Through this study I hope to examine how Chinese-born scholars in the United States 
connect or do not connect professionally with China; what are the determinants of such 
connections; and their reflections about such connections.  
 
Procedures 
You will participate in a face-to-face interview, lasting approximate 50 minutes. The 
interview will occur at a place most convenient for you. No special preparation for the 
interview is required. The interview will be audio-taped with your permission, but you 
may request to stop recording at any time if you do not feel comfortable. Interview tapes 
will be stored in a locked cabinet by the researcher. Only the researcher has access to the 
tapes. The interview will be transcribed by the researcher and only the researcher will 
have access to the interview tapes and transcripts. Consent forms with your signature will 
be stored separately from the tapes and transcripts. Your real name and other identifiable 
information will not be made public in any written records or publications. All records of 
data and reports in this study will be used only for research purposes.  
 
Risk 
To the best of my knowledge, the things you will be doing in this interview have no more 
risk to you than what you would experience in your daily life. Your decision whether or 
not to participate will have no effect on your regular daily life and academic standing. 
 
Benefits 
You will not receive any direct benefits from being a part of this research project, but I 
will be more than happy to share my findings with you.  
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Costs and Compensation 
You do not have to pay to participate in this interview; the only cost to you will be your 
time. You will not be monetarily compensated for your participation in this research 
study.  
 
Participation and Withdrawal 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose to stop your 
participation in the research project at any time and may refuse to answer any of the 
questions. Your decision to stop participating will have no consequences on your 
academic standing and daily life.  
 
Confidentiality  
Your identifying information will not be required for the interview and will not be 
disclosed to any individuals and organizations. You will be assigned a pseudonym in the 
research study. Identifiers will not be presented in any interview transcripts, study reports, 
notes or memos, as well as other related documents. The interview will be audio-taped 
with your permission and will be transcribed by the researcher herself. This informed 
consent document, with your name on it, will be stored in a locked cabinet separately 
with the interview tapes and transcriptions. The informed consent document will be 
destroyed when the dissertation is defended. Interview tapes will be destroyed 3 years 
after the dissertation is defended.  
 
Questions 
If you have any questions about the research study, please contact Ms. Hong Zhu at 
(617)460-6557 or via email zhuhc@bc.edu, or the faculty advisor, Dr. Philip G. Altbach 
at (617)552 -4236 at any time.  
 
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the 
Boston College Office for Human Research Participant Protection at (617)552-4778.  
 
Certification  
I have read and believe I understand this consent inform.  
I believe I understand the purpose of this research project and what I will be asked to do.  
I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and they have been answered to my 
satisfaction.  
I understand that I may stop my participation in this research study at any time and that I 
can refuse to answer any question.  
I understand that I will not be identified in the research study and I will not be identified 
in the reports on the study.  
I will receive a signed copy of this Informed Consent document for my personal 
reference.  
I hereby give my informed and free consent to be a participant in this study.  
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Consent signature of participant: _________________Participant’s name: 
________________                                         
 
Date:  _________________, 2005 
 
Signature of Researcher (Hong Zhu):__________________ 
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Appendix C: Interview Guideline 
 

Brief Introduction:  
 

The interview aims to explore how Chinese-born scholars professional 
communicate with China; how do you reflect on these communication. The interview is 
to collect data for my dissertation research project.  

 
As you know, many Taiwan students and scholars studied in the United States 

since the 1950s and 1960s, while the Mainland also sent out students studying abroad. 
Many of them have worked in the US higher education after they graduated. A lot of 
research studies have examined the group regarding their adjustment and reintegration. 
Few researchers, however, have explored the experience of Chinese intellectuals overseas 
regarding their scholarly communication with China. I hope my research study can 
provide insights on the issue.  
 

Academic communication are to be defined as any interaction that is related to 
academic work, business and commercial cooperation, and collaboration as authors with 
their colleagues or organizations in the mainland of China. This kind of connection 
should include organizing and attending conference; doing joint research projects; giving 
lecture; teaching; and consulting. It includes informal and formal activities, long-term 
and short-term, includes connections with individuals, universities, governments, 
business.  

 
Interview Questions:  
 

1. Before we start, do you have any questions or comments?  
 
2. Can you tell me your work experience in the United States?  

1). Disciplines 
2). Rank 
3). Research interesting  
4). Teaching  

 
3. Have you ever contacted Mainland/TW for academic reasons?  
 
4. Can you provide some examples and stories? Please tell me details regarding 

your academic connections or cooperation with Mainland/TW.  
 

5. Have you visited Mainland/TW for academic reasons? Can you tell me more 
about your visits? If not, why?  

 
6. Have you given any lectures in Mainland/TW? Can you tell me some details 

about your experience?  
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7. Have you done any research studies in Mainland/TW? Can you tell me more 

about conducting this project?  
 
8. Have you done any researches related to issues in Mainland/TW in your 

academic fields? Can you tell me more about the research? If not, why?  
 

9. Do you have any work published in Mainland/TW? Can you tell me more 
about that? If not, why?  

 
10. Have you collaborated with any scholars in Mainland/TW? Can you tell me 

details regarding your collaborations? If not, why?  
 
The following specific questions will be asked, if participants communicated 
scientifically with Mainland/TW in any ways above or beyond.  

1) What are your motivations to collaborate with Mainland/TW?  
 
2) How did you begin such connections? By which ways do they establish 

such connections? 
 
3) What factors have influenced about such connections? How?  
 
4) What did you do with your peers? The process of connections?  
 
5) What were results of your collaboration? How do you feel like the 

results?  
 
6) Who were your colleagues or collaboration organizations in China? 

How did you choose your colleagues or collaboration organizations? 
How did you like your them in Mainland/TW?  

 
7) Are there any obstacles in establishing connections with 

Mainland/Taiwan? What are obstacles for such professional 
connections? How were these obstacles overcome?  

 
8) Did you have any difficulties with Mainland/TW during the process of 

communication?  
 
9) How do you think about the impact of such communication for your 

career? Did the experience help with your careers in the US? If yes, by 
which ways? If not, why?  

 
10) How do you feel like your experiences?  
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11) How do think about the impact of such communication for 
Mainland/TW?  

 
12) Are there anything else about your experience that you would like to 

share with me?  
 

11. Do you have any plans in the future to create academic ties with Mainland/TW? 
If yes, can you tell me more details about your plans?  

1). How did you decide upon this plan?  
 

2). Why did you want to do such activities?  
 

3). Who influenced most about such connections? How?  
 

5). The process of connections? Expectations for your cooperation?  
 

6). How did you choose your peers? How did you choose your peers? 
What are your expectations of your peers?  

 
7). Do you have anything else about your plan to share with me?  

 
12. Do you have any other kinds of connections with Mainland/Taiwan, which 

might impact your scholarly communication with Mainland/Taiwan?  
1). If yes, can you tell me more about such connections? How often? Who? 
What activities? How is the professional connection affected by other 
connections or not?  

 
2). If no, why?  

 
13. How do you consider the significance of establishing such connections with 

Mainland/Taiwan?  
 
14. Do you know any other Chinese-born faculty who might be interested in 

participating in the research?  
 
 

 
 

 
 


